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Abstract 

As the digitalization of economies and societies has become seemingly all-encompassing, the 

governance of cyber risks has evolved into an issue of strategic importance across public and 

private organizations. Struggling to develop effective responses to this new type of risk, 

decision-makers operate in an environment of epistemic uncertainty and interdependence. 

Statements about risks that emanate through cyberspace are not simply representations of 

objective and observable phenomena. Instead, the diagnosis of cyber risks involves 

interpretations and judgments. As such, the politics of cyber risk opens the door for professional 

contestation and competition. How such authoritative understandings are produced is a recurrent 

concern throughout the separate parts of this dissertation. Concurrently, authoritative 

understandings of cyber risk demarcate policy options and drive the organization of 

cybersecurity more generally. As such, processes of diagnosis and treatment are closely 

entangled. Addressing the definition and organization of cyber risks as interrelated phenomena, 

I draw on insights from International Relations theory, the Sociology of Risk, the Sociology of 

Professions, and Science and Technology Studies to advance an analytical framework of 

embedded social action. In doing so, I highlight the critical role of private actors in shaping the 

parameters of cyber risk governance across jurisdictional and sectoral domains. This is not to 

suggest that public actors are irrelevant to these processes. Rather, I underscore how the dual 

condition of epistemic uncertainty and interdependence has de-monopolized public claims to 

authority and rendered the functional separation of actor-types on the basis of public-private 

dichotomies less useful. Experts act as managers of uncertainty and mobilize their claims to 

authority not only through formal interaction with the state, but through markets and market-like 

settings. I illustrate variations of this argument across four case studies. First, I emphasize the 

ambiguous character expert profiles through an analysis of expert committees in Denmark. 

Second, I document how private actors assert authority over transnational cyber risk issues 

through skillful framing, alliance-building, and the early mobilization of organizational 

resources. Third, I explore how representations of cyber risk are inscribed into calculative 

infrastructures. For this, I turn to an analysis of the cyber risk insurance industry. The final case 

zooms in on the market for surveillance and intrusion products to illustrate how private actors 

operate within environments that are enmeshed in geopolitical dynamics and forms of 

weaponized interdependence. 
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Dansk Resumé 

I sammenspil med at digitaliseringen i stigende grad bliver altomfattende, er håndteringen af 

cyberrisici blevet et spørgsmål af strategisk betydning på tværs af offentlige og private 

organisationer. At imødekomme disse nye udfordringer er imidlertid en krævende proces. Et 

grundlæggende problem er, at cyberrisici er karakteriseret ved epistemisk usikkerhed og syste-

miske afhængigheder. Cyberrisici, modsat konkrete trusler, kan ikke observeres objektivt. 

Diagnostiseringen af risici kræver derimod fortolkninger og subjektive vurderinger. Hvordan 

risici bliver repræsenteret og hvorfor nogle aktører frem for andre opnår definitionsmagten er 

gentagende emner i denne afhandling. Det handler dog ikke bare om definitionsmagten som et 

afgrænset fænomen. Definitionen af hvad der er en risiko, reducerer samtidig det operationelle 

råderum og legitime handlingsmuligheder. Jeg analyserer derfor definitionsmagt og organise-

ringen af cyberrisici som uadskillelige fænomener. Det kræver et analyseapparat som tager 

sammenspillet mellem forskelligartede aktører alvorligt. Jeg konceptualiserer dette i form af 

åbne og gensidigt afhængige systemer, og trækker på teorier om internationale relationer, 

risikosociologien, professionssociologien, og teknologistudier. På denne baggrund fremhæver 

jeg, hvordan private aktører kan strukturere og organisere cyberrisici på tværs af sektorer og 

jurisdiktioner. Dette betyder dog ikke at relevansen af offentlige aktører kan underkendes. 

Derimod understreger jeg, hvordan epistemisk usikkerhed og indbyrdes afhængighed baner 

vejen for en kamp om autoritet og definitionsmagt. At forstå denne proces kræver imidlertid et 

opgør med separationen af offentlige og private aktører på baggrund af deres teoretisk define-

rede funktioner og handlemuligheder. Eksperter agerer som usikkerhedens forvaltere (’managers 

of uncertainty’) og mobiliserer deres krav til autoritet ikke kun igennem formelle interaktioner 

med staten, men ligeledes igennem markeder og markedslignende situationer. Jeg illustrerer 

dette argument igennem fire casestudier. I det første lægger jeg vægt på ekspert-profilernes 

tvetydige karakter. I det andet dokumenterer jeg, hvordan private aktører kan opnå definitions-

magten indenfor transnationale cyberrisiciemner ved at kombinere formfuldendt framing, 

allianceopbygning, og tidlig mobilisering af organisatoriske ressourcer. I det tredje studie 

udforsker jeg hvordan en midlertidig definitionsmagt kan stabiliseres igennem produktionen af 

kvantificeringsværktøjer. I denne sammenhæng fokuserer jeg på udviklingen af forsikrings-

industrien for cyberrisici. Afsluttende illustrerer jeg, hvordan ekspertmagten varierer når vi 

bevæger os hen imod klassiske sikkerhedspolitiske emner. Her udfører jeg en historisk analyse 

af overvågningsmarkedet, som i stigende grad er blevet indlejret i geopolitiske dynamikker.  
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Experts and Markets in Cybersecurity 

In cyberspace, you are only as secure as your weakest link. What is meant by this phrase is that 

security - or better, the minimization of cyber risk exposure - is an interdependent outcome. The 

practical significance of this mantra depends on the scale of analysis. At the industry level, it 

can be understood as an imperative to scrutinize a company’s value chain for high-risk suppliers 

(Bures, 2018). At the level of domestic public administration, it necessitates the identification 

and regulation of critical infrastructures (Harašta, 2018). At the global level, the strengthening 

of the weakest link is a key motivation for states to support the build-up of cybersecurity 

capabilities in third-countries (Pawlak, 2016, p. 85). But what are cyber risks and how can we 

know about them? Much of the organizational response to this new risk-landscape depends on 

these fundamental questions and there is no easy answer (c.f. Power, 2007, p. 20). Cyber risks 

are a muddled category, partly driven by interpretations of evolving threats and partly derived 

from expectations about the future. In short, cyber risks are open to definitional contests. How 

these definitions are constructed and how they shape the organization of cyber risks lies at the 

core of this dissertation. 

In addressing these questions, I propose three analytical moves: one methodological, one 

conceptual, and one theoretical. First, I argue for a divergence from the methodological 

nationalism (Callaghan, 2010; Wimmer & Glick Schiller, 2002) that has dominated 

cybersecurity research in the social sciences (Dunn Cavelty, 2015; Dunn Cavelty & Wenger, 

2020). Second, I foreground the concepts of interdependence and authority to highlight the 

interpretive contests – Deutungskämpfe – that underlie risk work (c.f. Brettschneider, 2009; 

Germer, Müller-Doohm, & Thiele, 2013). Finally, I advance a theoretical framework of 

embedded social action to account for the meso-level politics of cyber risk control (c.f. 

Seabrooke & Henriksen, 2017). In doing so, I draw on insights from International Relations 

theory, the Sociology of Risk, the Sociology of Professions, and Science and Technology 

studies.  

First, I move explicitly beyond the analytical fixation on the state that has characterized most of 

existing literature on cyber risk (Carr, 2016a, p. 50; Dunn Cavelty & Wenger, 2020). Instead, I 

conceptualize the arenas in which discourses and ideas about cyber risks are developed and 

enacted as open and interdependent systems (Scott & Davis, 2007, p. 107; see also Seabrooke & 

Sending, 2015). To that end, I stress the multiplicity of actor types and the loosely coupled 
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structure through which different aspects of cybersecurity are connected. Analytical focus is 

directed at private actors. This should not be understood as a rejection of the role of the state for 

the organization of cyber risks. Instead, it should be understood as a counterweight to the 

dominance of methodological nationalism in existing research.  

Both structurally and operationally, private actors take on important roles within the 

organization of cyber risk (Eichensehr, 2017, p. 517). Critical infrastructures are largely owned 

and operated by private actors (Dunn Cavelty & Suter, 2009; Geers, 2009). Digital technologies 

– and the vulnerabilities ingrained into them - are produced by private companies (Atal, 2021), 

and public agencies around the world continue to struggle to attract issue-specific cybersecurity 

expertise (Dawson & Thomson, 2018; Maurer, 2018). Meanwhile, private companies act as 

entrepreneurs of international norm development (Hurel & Lobato, 2018); technical experts 

continue cross-border cooperation where traditional diplomacy fails (Tanczer, Brass, & Carr, 

2018); and cybersecurity firms produce public attributions of cyber incidents (Egloff, 2020; 

Eichensehr, 2017). In short, the distinction between public and private actors on the basis of 

functionally different roles seems to have lost its analytical utility in cyber research (Eichensehr, 

2017; Maurer, 2018, p. 152; T. Stevens, 2012). The organization of cyber risks takes place 

within interdependent relationships that oftentimes are portrayed through the lenses of 

partnerships between public and private actors (Carr, 2016a, 2016b, pp. 100–107; Eichensehr, 

2017). But the significance of interdependence does not simply translate into an imperative for 

cooperation among various stakeholders at the domestic and global level. Instead, 

interdependence reshapes the relationships between actor types and offers new opportunities for 

non-traditional actors to assert control across institutional settings (Farrell & Newman, 2019a, 

pp. 170–171). 

To understand the organization of cyber risks from an open systems perspective requires to take 

private companies and experts – alongside states, various non-state actors, and transnational 

professional networks – seriously and refrain from analytical reductionism in which the roles of 

actors are defined a priori by equating organizational types to forms of authority and agency. 

Yet, due to the persistent state-centrism in the cybersecurity literature, analytical focus has 

largely been constrained to situations of public-private engagement in which the state remains 

the actor sine qua non, and the analysis of private actors in their own right has remained a “non-

issue” (Dunn Cavelty, 2015, p. 93).  
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The relative neglect of their roles, mechanisms of influence, and sources of authority in existing 

research is both curious and troubling. It is curious because their central position is uncontested 

even in classical International Relations accounts (e.g. Kello, 2017, p. 2), and it is troublesome 

because it risks turning a blind eye to the myriad of ways through which common 

understandings of cyber risk are established, how notions of competency are formed, and how 

these are translated into everyday security practices within and across communities. More 

generally, recent work on the ‘new interdependence’ of international relations has argued 

convincingly how non-state actors can shape global and domestic rules by engaging in processes 

‘cross-national layering’ that impart the ‘terms of interdependence’ (Farrell & Newman, 2014, 

p. 333, 2015, p. 499; Johnson, 2016). For all these reasons, “a stronger focus on non-state 

actors…is now more important than ever (Maurer, 2018, p. 28) and the open systems 

perspective provides for the methodological foundation to address the messy and sometimes 

complex processes of cyber risk governance and management.  

Second, I draw on conceptual discussions about the entanglements of risk, authority, and 

interdependence to emphasize the competitive nature of risk construction processes. Cyber risks 

reflect a distinct category of risk that emanate through cyberspace (Deibert & Rohozinski, 2010, 

p. 15).1 These risks are diverse and can loosely be defined in rephrasing Hardy and Maguire 

(2013, p. 231) as “the potential for realization of unwanted, adverse consequences to human life, 

health, property, or the environment” on the basis of comprised confidentiality, integrity and 

availability of digital data and systems (Mukhopadhyay, Chatterjee, Bagchi, Kirs, & Shukla, 

2019). Ontological and epistemological uncertainties over the characteristics of cyber risks 

invite definitional contests over what is real and what is hype, delegating the practice of 

cybersecurity to a response to perceived risks (T. Stevens, 2015, pp. 2, 155). Within this context, 

the configuration of skills and competencies that define expert profiles is highly dynamic and 

open to contestation (Slayton & Clark-Ginsberg, 2018, p. 117): “[Cyber]security is too 

important to entrust to IT alone” (Hooper & McKissack, 2016, p. 586). This dual characteristic 

 
1 A second category of cyber risk is concerned with risks to cyberspace which relate to the potential 

failure of the infrastructure that underpins global digital networks. This relates to submarine and fiber-

optic cables and other internet ‘backbones’ such as Internet Service Providers (ISPs), Internet Exchange 

Points (IXPs). See for example Malecki (2002). This aspect of cyber risks is not addressed in this 

dissertation.  
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of epistemic uncertainty and openness, I maintain, is the enabling condition for battles of 

interpretation to take place.  

Third, I argue that this process is best understood within a theoretical framework of embedded 

social action. The emphasis on embeddedness (Beckert, 2007; Granovetter, 1985) draws 

attention to the collective social processes through which risk definitions are produced and 

translated into policies at the unit level (Arena, Arnaboldi, & Azzone, 2010, p. 660). In so doing, 

I take a dynamic view on social structure and embrace the emerging and ambiguous 

environment that is characteristic of cyber risk governance (Branch, 2021; Deibert & 

Rohozinski, 2010, p. 20). Control over risk objects can hence not be declared unilaterally. 

Instead, those that pursue control projects must operate through - and actively shape - social 

structures by skillfully creating alliances and acting as guardians over the entanglements of 

diagnostic and prescriptive representations of risk. How such multi-professional control projects 

unfold across disparate cases of cyber risk is the main concern of this dissertation. Reflecting 

these considerations, the guiding research question reads as follows:  

How do experts coordinate and compete for control over the organization of 

cyber risks? 

Throughout the requisite parts of the dissertation, the entanglements of risk, authority and 

interdependence provide for the undercurrents of discussion to highlight how experts and 

markets perform central functions in the governance and management of cyber risk. A notable 

extension of the above research question is therefore the proximate aspect of who is in control 

and what profiles are associated with these experts. I hasten to add that what follows is not a 

cybersecurity analysis proper. I do not make recommendations on the operational or technical 

level. Rather, I provide analyses about the ways in which understandings of digital risks are 

shaped, how these understandings structure the organization of risk work (Power, 2016), and 

how markets and experts play key roles within these processes.  

The central argument is that the political significance of cyber risk management derives from 

the recursive processes through which the diagnostics of cyber risk come to be amplified 

through open systems of organization and shape shared understandings of what cyber risks are 

and what should be done about them. The construction of risk perceptions is therefore 

inseparable from the organizing practices through which uncertainties are managed (Power, 

2007, p. 20). Through the integration of insights from International Relations, the Sociology of 
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Professions, the Sociology of Risk, and Science and Technology Studies, I demonstrate 

variations of this argument at different levels of analysis and identify the locus of action across 

institutional contexts, ranging from the seemingly mundane activities of cyber risk assessment 

practices within insurance markets to the marketization of offensive cyber capabilities. 

The remainder of this introductory chapter is structured as follows: In the following section, I 

provide some background information on the development of digitalization and cybersecurity as 

interrelated phenomena. Necessarily, this historical account is incomplete and highly simplified. 

I focus on the sources of digital insecurity, the changing role of states in the production of 

cybersecurity regimes, and on the growing role of private enterprise in countering 

‘cyberinsecurities’. Second, I discuss the ‘risk problem’ of cybersecurity. Here, I provide for a 

selective review of the cybersecurity literature through a risk lens. From here, I verge towards a 

discussion of the key concepts – authority and interdependence – that motivate and underpin the 

analytical focus on expert power and markets. Fourth, the theoretical framework is presented. 

Fifth, I discuss the methodological considerations. In the final sections, the four articles that 

make up the main body of this dissertation are presented, and their individual contributions in 

relation to the research question are discussed.2 

 

Case Context: A short primer of cybersecurity 

I think the potential of what the internet is going to do to society, both good and 

bad, is unimaginable. […] I think we’re actually on the cusp of something 

exhilarating and terrifying. 

(David Bowie, 1999) 

 

Today, digital technologies are ubiquitous. Everything – from the organization of public 

administrations to the configuration of global production systems – is underpinned by digital 

components, if not based entirely on digital systems. States communicate with citizens through 

digital platforms and digital technology companies have overtaken the classic industrial and 

manufacturing conglomerates in importance (Atal, 2021). Since 2018, the majority of the global 

 
2 For a quick orientation over the separate papers, please consult table 1 on page 33. 
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population uses the internet on a regular basis (ITU, 2019). Some 20 billion devices were 

connected to the internet in 2019 (Cisco, 2020). Without a doubt, we are living through another 

great transformation of economies and societies.  

It is worth remembering the speed with which this transformation has come about. When David 

Bowie was speculating about the potential impact of the internet, the ongoing Dotcom bubble 

had elevated the likes of Yahoo and AOL to the first internet giants and the inflow of 

investments enabled the consolidation of transatlantic fiberoptic backbones, opening up for new 

dimensions of communication bandwidth and laying the groundwork for the digital economy 

(Starosielski, 2015, pp. 45–54). The opportunities seemed limitless, economically as well as 

socially. Three years prior to David Bowie’s quote, John Perry Barlow had asserted the 

independence of cyberspace from the “Governments of the Industrial World” as a distinct place 

where privilege and domination would seize to define the terms of interaction and “anyone, 

anywhere may express his or her beliefs, no matter how singular, without fear of being coerced 

into silence or conformity” (Barlow, 1996). Fittingly, Peter Steiner’s cartoon published in the 

New Yorker captured the spirit of this novel social space in the depiction of a dog sitting in front 

of a computer, lecturing a smaller dog sitting on the floor: “On the internet, nobody knows 

you’re a dog” (Fleishman, 2000). The shared idea, of course, was that as long as cyberspace 

remained distinct and cut off from the physical world, it could be freed from the constraints that 

defined social life. Wealth, geography, identity – all this would not matter in cyberspace, where 

people finally would be set free. 

It should, of course, not be long before states would reassert their dominant position in the 

digital domain and make the internet an extension of power and politics (Klimburg, 2017; Nye, 

2010). Indeed, Barlow’s manifesto was published in response to the US Telecommunications 

Act of 1996 that brought the internet into telecommunication regulations.3 In the following 

years, international efforts multiplied to address challenges arising from this new technology. 

France (in 1996) and Russia (in 1998) proposed international treaties at the OECD and United 

Nations respectively (Lewis, 2017; Macak, 2017, p. 880). While both proposals gained a modest 

 
3 Earlier provisions such as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986 had extended law enforcement 

competencies into digital matters but remained limited in that it criminalized the intentional alteration, 

damage and destruction of digital data without extending law enforcement powers to police online 

content (White House, 2009, pp. C–11). This was what title V of the Telecommunications Act was 

criticized for (Bennett, 2016). 
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response, the year of 1998 marked the start of recurrent and intensifying debates over cyber-

related issues at the United Nations (United Nations, 1999). Perhaps more significant even, the 

ratification of the Convention on Cybercrime in 2001 reasserted the role of states in the digital 

domain, mandating amongst others the development of digital surveillance capabilities in the 

fight against digital crime (Council of Europe, 2001). Barlow’s vision had been surpassed by 

reality and the state was back for good. 

The reality, certainly, was that what has come to be known as the internet always has been a 

project with heavy state involvement. From the 1960s when Larry Roberts and DARPA built the 

ARPANET, connecting UCLA, the Stanford Research Institute, the University of California, 

Santa Barbara, and the University of Utah (Weinberger, 2017, p. 220; Weiss, 2014) to the 

development of the first internet protocols in the 1970s and 80s at MITRE and DARPA, public 

organizations were at the very heart of defining the underpinnings of modern connectivity 

(Mazzucato, 2011).  

Far from being a historical curiosity, the importance of this early work lives on today as the 

building blocks of the early protocols of the 1970s have endured through several updates. This is 

significant insofar as the protocols were designed to facilitate the speed and reliability of 

information flows (Carr, 2016b, pp. 48–49, 78–79). Today’s glaring need for security could not 

be anticipated at that time. Consequently, security was not - and is neither today - an in-built 

feature of the networks that we collectively call the internet (Dunn Cavelty, 2015, p. 92; Singer 

& Friedman, 2014). As the internet expanded in scope and scale, this design flaw would 

increasingly take on a terrifying dimension.  

The interconnectivity of the internet scaled the transmission rates of self-replicating code across 

operating machines. The 1988 Morris worm was the first to drive this message home. Written 

with an intention to showcase security flaws in the Unix mailing system, the worm spun out of 

control, replicating excessively and almost caused the early internet to collapse (Libicki, 2009, 

p. 45). Adding intent to the threat, the so-called AIDS Trojan of 1989 encrypted files on victims’ 

computers and asked for money to undo the damage – the first known ransomware attack 

(Bates, 1990). During the 1990s, digital attacks on computers increased in frequency and 

provided a sense of urgency to address the issue (Sanger, 2018). The title of John Arquilla’s and 

David Ronfeldt’s 1993 groundbreaking report reflected this Gestaltshift: “Cyberwar is 

Coming!” (Arquilla & Ronfeldt, 1993). While the question as to the whether cyberwar indeed 
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was – or was not – coming remained a point of contention (Clarke & Knake, 2010; Rid, 2012), 

state and non-state actors started to prepare for a new reality of cyber-enabled conflict and 

insecurity, and in the process vibrant markets for cybersecurity ensued (Singer & Friedman, 

2014, p. 162 ff.). Curiously, the rise of global cybersecurity markets was mirrored by markets 

for cyberinsecurity, monetizing on vulnerabilities in digital code and developing the tools that 

law enforcement and intelligence agencies around the world began to rely on to probe digital 

systems (Deibert, 2013; Deibert & Rohozinski, 2011; Maurer, 2018; Perlroth, 2021).4 

During the 2000s, government agencies in the United States instigated the development and 

acquisition of offensive cyber tools (Kaplan, 2016; Perlroth, 2021). Russia started exploring the 

use of cyber-enabled proxy warfare in Estonia and Georgia (Greenberg, 2019). China begun 

exploiting digital vulnerabilities for industrial espionage on an enormous scale (Carr, 2016b, pp. 

93–95; Kaplan, 2016). And somewhere along the line, the Iranian nuclear enrichment facilities 

in Natanz became the target of the world’s first cyberweapon. The Stuxnet worm manipulated 

the industrial command and control systems of the nuclear facility, causing centrifuges to rotate 

at harmful speeds and causing significant damage to the Iranian nuclear program (Zetter, 2015). 

While the operation likely prevented an armed attack by the Israeli forces, it also set a dangerous 

precedent for the world: digital weapons were a new reality and the US had made it clear that it 

was willing to make use of this new power (Sanger, 2018). Cyberspace had become the fifth 

domain of warfare alongside land, air, sea and space – although it should take until 2016 before 

the leading global military alliance NATO would officially recognize it as such (Jacobsen, 

2021). In the years to come, cybersecurity simultaneously moved “upwards in the political 

agenda and expanding sideways as a problem area to a multitude of additional policy domains” 

(Dunn Cavelty & Wenger, 2020).  

Throughout this development, concerns about grand scale cyberwar would gradually be replaced 

with constant low-level engagement that increasingly blurred the lines between public and 

private, crime and espionage, and offensive and defensive action (Buchanan, 2020; Jensen, 

Valeriano, & Maness, 2019). While seemingly everybody became less secure throughout this 

process, the responsibility to act became more widely dispersed. States – as the classical 

 
4 Article 4 of this dissertation presents a detailed historical account of these markets.  
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providers of security – could not prevent attacks against the privately-owned critical 

infrastructure and much less so against private actors in general (McCarthy, 2018).  

As the societal and economic impact of cyberattacks continued to escalate, cyber-related 

damage has become a key business risk (Allianz, 2019; Petersen & Christensen, 2017). Cyber-

attacks and large-scale data thefts have consistently ranked among the top-5 global risks in the 

World Economic Forum’s annual Global Risk Reports between 2017 and 2020 (World 

Economic Forum, 2019). Yet, business leaders struggle to implement risk management 

processes (PwC, 2018) and public administrations are pressed to hire qualified personnel 

(Domscheit-Berg, 2020). Facing an opaque, complex, and highly uncertain potential danger, the 

crucial question became how to identify, understand and act upon digital risks (Reichborn & 

Friis, 2016, pp. 37-38). But what is risk in cybersecurity, and how does it relate to other issue 

areas for which risk has become a key organizing principle? 

 

The (cyber) Risk Problem 

Can we know the risks we face, now or in the future? No, we cannot: but yes, we 

must act as if we do.  

(Douglas & Wildavsky, 1982, p. 49) 

 

It is a truism that risks have become a defining factor in driving global politics (Beck, 1992) and 

organizational management (Power, 2007). The problem to act and organize in the face of risk is 

thus everything but a unique challenge to cybersecurity. “Cyberspace”, Deibert and Rohozinski 

asserted as early as in 2010, “represents a special category of risk” (2010, p. 15). Within this line 

of argument, cyber risks represent an extension of wider institutional dynamics in which risks 

have become “more global, less readily identifiable, more problematic, less easily managed, and 

more anxiety-provoking” (Gephart, Van Maanen, & Oberlechner, 2009, p. 142). They are 

“invisible potential danger[s], the seriousness of which the layperson’s unaided senses cannot 

judge” (MacKenzie, 2001, pp. 8–9). Because risks thus defined transgress traditional notions of 

controllability and calculative rationality (Hardy, Maguire, Power, & Tsoukas, 2020), “[t]he 

world risk society needs experts to tell it what it should fear” (Krahmann, 2011, p. 356).  
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This recognition of expert authority in the wider literature has resulted in a small but significant 

body of research within cybersecurity. For example, work in the tradition of securitization 

theory has famously described the security grammar of cybersecurity as “securitization plus 

technification”, where “[t]he strong emphasis on the hypothetical in cyber securitizations create 

a particular space for technical, expert discourse” (Hansen & Nissenbaum, 2009, p. 1166). Some 

work highlights how the technical nature of this work shields experts from external pressures. 

For example, technical expert communities have been shown to facilitate international 

cooperation on cybersecurity and engage in ‘science diplomacy’ largely unconstrained from 

international rivalry and disputes (Tanczer et al., 2018). Others have documented how technical 

complexity has afforded individuals that operate through powerful organizations with significant 

leeway over the formulation of international norms (Kessler & Werner, 2013). 

A related body of research has placed emphasis on the “hypothetical” element of professional 

cyber risk discourses and highlighted the propensity of cyber experts to inflate risk 

representations (Brito & Watkins, 2011; Lee & Rid, 2014; Quigley, Burns, & Stallard, 2015; 

Talesh & Cunningham, 2021). Stevens, for example, underscores the prevalence with which 

cybersecurity communities stress the extraordinary and revolutionary character of the current 

historical epoch, and concludes that cybersecurity imaginaries are “dominated by dystopian 

visions of the future” (T. Stevens, 2015, p. 101). In making this diagnosis, he expands on the 

technical and hypothetical character of risk discourses and accentuates the uniqueness of cyber 

risks through an exploration of the speed and acceleration that characterize digital 

developments. Cyber risks are “collapsing traditional notions of space and distance” (ibid., p. 

74).  

Technical complexity, uncertainty, and the speed of change are thus the standard characteristics 

that drive cyber risk work into the hands of expert communities. Understood as a specific kind 

of systemic risk, cyber risks resemble the structural features of global financial risks and climate 

change that operate within interdependent and complex environments (IRGC, 2018, p. 12). 

While all these risks place enormous stress on decision-makers (Dunn Cavelty, 2007, p. 18), the 

‘time-space compression’ of cyberspace amplifies this dynamic and gives particular leeway to 

expert politics and risk work (c.f. Jacobsen, 2020; Malone & Malone, 2013; T. Stevens, 2015, p. 

91).  
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As such, the cyber risk industry provides for the management of uncertainty. It would, however, 

be overtly simplified to describe this process as ‘anything goes’ in which the most blatant and 

inflated risk perceptions can be marketized. In following Dean, what is important is less the risk 

itself than the conditions – forms of knowledge and heuristics – that make risks thinkable (Dean, 

2016, p. 25). That is, processes of risk construction rest on the successful representation of risks 

as real. The prime task of the risk builder is therefore to forge consensus positions through 

which risk objects are controlled and rationalized. “Knowledge”, in Beck’s words, “gains a new 

political significance” (Beck, 1992, p. 23). But what qualifies as cyber expert knowledge is 

contested (Christensen & Petersen, 2017; Shires, 2018). While recent scholarship has 

emphasized how experts operate in ‘communities of practice’ to construct common narratives 

(T. Stevens, 2012, 2015, p. 155) and employ distinct rhetorical techniques (Quigley et al., 2015), 

the construction of cybersecurity knowledge has largely remained a non-issue (C. Stevens, 2020, 

p. 131).  

A notable exception is a body of research that has investigated the role of cybersecurity 

companies in publicly attributing cyberattacks and producing public knowledge about 

cyberinsercurities (Egloff, 2020; Eichensehr, 2017; Lupovici, 2016; Maschmeyer, Deibert, & 

Lindsay, 2021; Rid & Buchanan, 2015; C. Stevens, 2020). This work has significantly 

contributed to – albeit oftentimes implicitly - our understanding of how cyber risks are 

diagnosed and inscribed by private actors that operate through security markets (c.f. Krahmann, 

2011). What is oftentimes missing from these accounts is a recognition of the dynamic and 

oftentimes contested configurations of knowledge, expertise and authority that define the 

political character of knowledge production (Slayton & Clark-Ginsberg, 2018, p. 117). My 

contention is that such work requires a conceptual and analytical framework that takes authority 

seriously and accounts for the interdependent processes through which cyber risks become 

objectified (c.f. Hilgartner, 1992). In the following sections, my attempt at such a framework 

will be presented.  
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Conceptual Considerations 

Throughout the previous sections, I have argued that the technical and inherently uncertain 

character of cyber risks provides a privileged position for experts to lay claims to authoritative 

expertise. These control projects take place within interdependent and open systems that provide 

for variation in terms of what types of actors matter and what strategies prove to be successful. 

Figure 1 illustrates this conceptual collective and locates the vantage point of risk work at the 

meso-level that connects macro level dynamics of interdependence and epistemic uncertainty 

with the micro-level activities of diagnosis and inscription. While the structural characteristics 

of cyber risk work in terms of interdependence (e.g. Geer, 2018; Geer, Jardine, & Leverett, 

2020; Nye, 2011) and expert authority (e.g. Hansen & Nissenbaum, 2009; Quigley et al., 2015; 

Shires, 2018) are routinely acknowledged in the cybersecurity literature, little systematic 

attention has been devoted to them. My contention is that this is a mistake and that some basic 

conceptual clarifications have much to offer. This is what I turn to now.  

 

Expert Authority 

Authority is arguably a foundational concept to the social sciences. With its etymological origin 

in Roman law and Greek political philosophy, authority is sharply contrasted from coercion and 

pure persuasion (Arendt, 1954, pp. 8, 17–21, 29). Conceptually, it is typically understood as a 

form of power that is perceived to be legitimate (Hurd, 2007; Kustermans & Horemans, 2021), 

implying a form of “obedience in which men retain their freedom” (Arendt, 1954, p. 9). The 

driving force of authority is thus deference, in which the acceptance of a decision (and the 

decision-making process implicit to it) is derived from the characteristics associated with the 

source of that decision (Zürn, 2018, p. 38).  

This is an important qualification for the exercise of expert control over risk objects. As I argued 

in the previous section, the construction of risk-perceptions around a given object naturally 

lends itself to contests over the authority to diagnose and treat risks. The deference view of 

authority stresses how these control projects are embedded within relational processes in which 

authority is not declared unilaterally but derived from the recognition of others (Sending, 2015, 

2017). It is because of this recognition - whether it derives from tradition, charisma, or rational-

legal sources (Gerth & Mills, 1977, pp. 295–300) - that the words of authoritative actors carry 

weight. In following Mommsen (1888, p. 1034), authoritative statements are “more than advice 
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and less than a command, an advice which one may not safely ignore”5 (cited in Arendt, 1954, p. 

18, emphasis added).  

In situations of firmly established authority structures, authoritative advice may not be ignored 

safely due to the social sanctioning that follows from it and the resulting erosion of one’s own 

social position (see also Hall, 1997, pp. 601–602; Kustermans & Horemans, 2021, p. 14). When 

the institutionalization of authority structure is weak, however, restrictions to participation in the 

decision-making process are eased and competition for authority turns into a key driver of the 

political process (c.f. Sending, 2015, p. 4). Not surprisingly, current conceptual debates about 

authority are largely concerned with transnational decision-making processes.  

Famously, Haas popularized the concept of epistemic communities to draw attention to the 

political significance of professionals with an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge 

(Haas, 1992). The power of epistemic communities would derive from their control over 

uncertain knowledge within a given domain. Because the issues of international and global 

politics are increasing both in scope and complexity, states would rely on the epistemic authority 

of expert groups for the ordering of preferences and as the providers of ‘instruction sheets’ to 

translate structural dynamics into strategic interests (Blyth, 2003; Matthijs & Blyth, 2018). The 

novelty in Haas’ approach was a recognition of how control over contested knowledge claims 

can shape actor preferences and structure policy-outcomes in the international arena, but it 

remained rather limited in explaining how the authority of epistemic communities comes about 

and what mechanisms actors employ to gain control over contested knowledge claims (see also 

Sending, 2015, pp. 15-16).  

Unpacking these consensus-building processes over epistemic control requires a closer 

investigation of the cognitive authority that underpins epistemic communities (Lidskog & 

Sundqvist, 2015, p. 5). For Broome and Seabrooke (2015), actors engage in what can be 

described as battles of interpretation not only based on the shared normative and causal beliefs 

that characterize their membership in an epistemic community in the classical sense, but equally 

so by drawing on professional experience and the privileged access to information that such a 

career entails (p. 959). Especially for emerging and ambiguous issue-fields, the ability to draw 

 
5 Quote in original: „In diesem Sinne ist auctoritas mehr als ein Rathschlag und weniger als ein Befehl, 

ein Rathschlag, dessen Befolgung man sich nicht füglich entziehen kann, wie ihn der Fachgelehrte dem 

Laien, der Führer im Parlament seinen Anhängern ertheilt“.  
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on multi-faceted knowledge and to mediate between professional communities can serve as 

important explanatory mechanisms for the construction of consensus positions and the epistemic 

authority that follows from it (Seabrooke, 2014).  

In sum, I have argued that the inherent uncertainty of risk work (Power, 2016) provides a natural 

extension of expert power to define, categorize and legitimate degrees of riskiness (Amoore & 

de Goede, 2008, p. 13) with significant effects on the organization of socio-economic systems 

(Fourcade & Healy, 2017). While expert power in uncertain and ambiguous environments has 

long been recognized (Beck, 1992; Giddens, 1991), the transnational nature of risk objects in 

‘late modernity’ amplifies opportunities for knowledge actors to coordinate and compete for 

control in opaque and complex environments that provide ample opportunity to act across and 

beyond established hierarchies (Henriksen & Seabrooke, 2021). In Power’s words, this dynamic 

“suggests a new kind of organizing authority for the category of risk (Power, 2007, p. 4). I 

identify the authority to speak about the unknown (Hansen & Nissenbaum, 2009, p. 1167) as a 

sought after and contested quality. Striving for the recognition of others, heterogenous actors 

mobilize resources and engage in ‘interpretive battles’. Control over interpretations – 

Deutungshoheit - can be asserted using a wide range of resources and tools but it ultimately rests 

on the recognition of others and cannot be asserted unilaterally (Black, 2017). The battle for 

Deutungshoheit is thus a process of embedded social action that operates within open and 

interdependent systems.6   

 

Interdependence 

I have previously argued that expert struggles for control over risk definitions are best 

understood within a context of open systems that breaks with the methodological nationalism 

which has characterized much of cybersecurity scholarship. In this section I expand on this point 

through a conceptual discussion of interdependence.   

Interdependence and digital vulnerabilities are the “twin facts” that have shaped the evolution of 

cybersecurity and the problems that are associated with it (Nye, 2011, p. 24). Due to the 

interconnective character of cyberspace, decisions taken in one place have ramifications in 

 
6 Importantly, I mean not to imply that expert power is the only thing that matters. Other forms of power 

– including political, geopolitical and military – can under certain conditions take precedence. 
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others. This is the basic condition of interdependence (Farrell & Newman, 2014, p. 332). For 

example, when cybercrime goes unpunished in one jurisdiction, it has ramification in others 

(Peters & Jordan, 2020). When suppliers do not have adequate security practices in place, their 

risk exposure reflects on the risk profile of lead firms (Windelberg, 2016). More fundamentally, 

interdependence derives from the underlying technologies through which global networks are 

pinned together, most prominently in the form of fiber-optic and submarine cables (Malecki, 

2002). Control over network hubs has been associated with panopticon effects that exploit 

interconnectedness and extend state control beyond borders (Farrell & Newman, 2019b, p. 55; 

Segal, 2017, p. 153). A second perspective stresses how market concentration in the digital 

technology sector is both amplifying forms of interdependence and shaping it (Drezner, 2021; 

Geer et al., 2020).  

Risk work in the context of cybersecurity therefore operates within multifaceted forms of 

interdependence across scales of analysis. On the one hand, it reflects broader trends towards the 

internationalization of domestic security that necessitate cooperation across borders and actor-

types (Farrell & Newman, 2019a). On the other hand, digital vulnerabilities create (and are 

created by) dependencies across economic sectors as for example in the case of the cyber risk 

insurance industry. The cyber insurance industry both depends on and has the potential to affect 

the decisions of technology giants, cybersecurity companies and policyholders (Talesh, 2018). 

This dual characteristic of transnationality and trans-sectorality creates forms of complex 

interdependence (Keohane & Nye, 2012, pp. 20–21) that activate political processes of 

contestation, and reshape power relations between actors (Farrell & Newman, 2019a, p. 6). 

While interdependence therefore can have significant ramifications for state power, it also 

serves as an enabling condition for state and non-state actors to shape global and domestic 

institutions. From this perspective, norms and rules are not the sole outcome of inter-state 

bargaining. Rather, interdependence creates opportunity structures through which actors can 

operate beyond international and domestic settings and work through transnational regulatory 

forums (Farrell & Newman, 2015, p. 502). Transnational organizing allows for the formation of 

alliances across national jurisdictions to develop consensus positions and challenge existing 

institutional orders.  

Despite the dominant focus on established institutional arrangements within this literature, 

similar tendencies of transnational organizing can be observed within the organization of cyber 
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risk which is largely characterized by emerging and nascent institutional orders (Egloff, 2017; 

Eichensehr, 2015; Liebetrau & Christensen, 2020; Raymond & DeNardis, 2015). Microsoft’s 

attempt to advocate for international cyber norms by acting through existing, and by establishing 

new, transnational forums is a case in point (Hurel & Lobato, 2018; Macak, 2017). The work of 

the Internet Governance Forum is another (Flyverbom, Deibert, & Matten, 2019), and examples 

abound.7 

What is important for the purposes of this dissertation is that the global nature of cyberspace 

perpetuates forms of interdependence that facilitate the governance of cyber risks through open 

systems of organization that operate both within and across jurisdictions. Work within the 

literature on ‘new interdependence’ underscores how rules and norms that govern behavior are 

embedded within social systems that include, but by no means are limited to, public actors. 

Further, with its stress on the importance of ‘collective actors’ this literature provides for an 

important supplement to the notion of expert authority and locates expert power beyond the 

unitary actions of individual “professional entrepreneurs” (c.f. Stone, 2019). Finally, the 

perspective stresses the need to investigate variation across institutional settings, and to 

underscore how domestic, international and transnational organization feeds into each other 

(Farrell & Newman, 2015, p. 518, 2019a, p. 18). Building on these insights, the following 

section provides for a discussion of how the structural characteristics of interdependence and 

epistemic uncertainty relate to the micro-level activities of risk work. I propose that such work is 

defined by processes of diagnosis and inscription, and I advance an analytical framework on the 

basis of embedded social action to study these processes. 

  

 
7 The Cybersecurity TechAccord should be mentioned as well as the Charter of Trust for a Secure Digital 

World and Google's proposed legal framework for “digital security and due process”. Other initiatives, 

such as the Paris Call or the Global Forum for Cyber Expertise operate on a mixed membership basis, 

including states, international organizations, private companies, civil society organizations and 

knowledge actors.  
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Analytical Framework: Diagnosing and Inscribing Cyber Risk 

Because understandings of risk are produced in fragmented and uncertain environments, and 

because the ability of individuals and organization to act upon these risks is conditioned upon 

interdependent social processes, I have argued that the organizing processes underlying risk 

work need to be understood in terms of embedded social action. Classically, Granovetter 

popularized the concept of embeddedness as a critique of the ‘atomized’ decision-making 

models of mainstream economics (Granovetter, 1985, p. 486) and emphasized how the capacity 

of individuals to act is contingent on their network position (Callon, 1998, p. 9). For emerging 

and unsettled issues, stable network positions are not available. For an analysis of cyber risks, I 

therefore argue for a conception of embedded social action that goes beyond an explanation of 

social outcomes on the basis of network structures and I attune analytical focus to the question 

of how social structures emerge and are shaped (c.f. Beckert, 2007).  

In doing so, I direct analytical focus on processes of diagnosis and inscription. For the former, I 

draw on Abbott’s Sociology of Professions and Fligstein’s Theory of Fields. For the latter, I 

borrow insights from Science and Technology Studies.  

 

Diagnosing Cyber Risk 

Abbott’s classical work on the sociology of professions employs a systemic approach to the 

social organization of expert knowledge and focuses on the political character of knowledge 

construction (1988, p. xii). Professional turf battles over control and jurisdictions are fought 

within an interdependent system in which tasks do not fall naturally to any professional group 

(ibid., p. 122). As technological and organizational changes bring about new problems and tasks 

(ibid., p. 92), professional groups engage in collective struggles to lay claims to jurisdictional 

control. Through processes of inference, diagnosed problems are linked to treatments, providing 

dominating professions with the power to define the nature of problems, limit appropriate 

actions, and outline success criteria (ibid., p. 137).  

The important contribution of Abbott’s classical approach is thus less that control over 

knowledge implies power but rather that “control without competition is trivial” (ibid., p. 2): 

“Where there is advice today, there was conflict yesterday or will be conflict tomorrow” (ibid., 

p. 76). The vantage point for an analysis of the social organization of knowledge is therefore the 
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object of professional conflict (i.e. tasks) and the focus of analysis is how organized social actors 

operate within the constraints of the social system to face competitors and lay claims to 

jurisdictional control (ibid., 325). The approach is hence well-situated to critically approach a 

fundamental question about expert authority on cyber risks, namely: Who is the cyber expert? 

For a long time, it was assumed that cybersecurity would fall quite naturally within the profile of 

IT professionals, providing the underlying rationale for a security grammar of ‘technification’ 

(Dunn Cavelty & Egloff, 2021). Yet, proclamations of such a natural alignment between tasks 

and groups were simplified at best. Instead, the control over cybersecurity problems and risks 

remains contested and Abbott’s classical approach provides the tools to identify the parameters 

of such competition.8  

While I therefore argue for the continued relevance of this foundational approach to study expert 

competition on emergent issues, there are obvious weaknesses. Although professions remain 

important collective social actors for the organization of societies and economies, their 

hegemonic position as ‘lords of the dance’ (Scott, 2008) should not simply be asserted before 

the fact. The propensity of professions – defined here as exclusive occupational groups with 

abstract knowledge (Abbott, 1988, p. 8) – to act from a position of hegemony vis-à-vis other 

social actors should instead be subject to empirical evaluation. That is, organizational actors 

might engage in professional projects to control tasks and diagnose problems in addition to, and 

in competition with, formal professions within a context of linked ecologies (Abbott, 2005).  

Linked ecologies designate shared social spaces in which control over issues is determined by 

the ability of actors to create alliances across previously distinct groups that share an interest in, 

and come to interact through, a focal object.9 From this perspective, professions, epistemic 

communities and other collective actors co-exist in “a complex system of ecologies, competing 

and collaborating over who has jurisdiction over particular tasks and activities” (Farrell & 

Quiggin, 2017, p. 270). To produce settlements, actors attempt to build alliances across 

ecologies through hinges or through the colonization of competing ecologies by replicating 

 
8 I expand on the promises and limitations of Abbott’s system of professions framework in the first 

article (published in Danish, “Hvem er Cybereksperten?”. See also the section “Presentation of Articles” 

in this chapter.  

9 The linked ecologies approach is employed in the third article to study processes of inscription-building 

within the cyber insurance industry. 
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logics of diagnosis, inference and treatment into new ecologies (Abbott, 2005, p. 255). An 

example of the former is how macroeconomic policy has served as a hinge to build coalitions 

across academia and policy-makers (Seabrooke & Tsingou, 2021, p. 311). Avatar strategies, on 

the other hand, can be exemplified through the expansion of the economics profession into 

adjacent fields of business knowledge and international development policy (Fourcade & 

Khurana, 2013; Stone, 2013).  

The diagnosis of problems within a context of linked ecologies resembles therefore an 

interdependent process that operates through logics of domination (avatars) and cooperation 

(hinges) across and within collective actors that are linked together through focal objects. 

Contrasting this rather narrow view of social embeddedness, the strategic action field (SAF) 

approach employs the metaphor of the Russian doll to emphasize how social spaces are nested 

within each other and thus fully embedded (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012, pp. 9, 59–61; Liu, 

2021, pp. 129–130). As I document in the second article of this dissertation, the approach is 

well-positioned to study policy-problems that are both charged with coordination problems 

among heterogenous actor types and enmeshed into forms of interdependence (Fligstein, 1997, 

p. 398; Fligstein & McAdam, 2012, p. 58).  

SAFs designate meso-level social orders that are defined by shared understandings about the 

purposes, power relationships, and rules of the field (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012, p. 8).10 Social 

action takes place within and across fields from which actors use social skill to access resources 

and influence how the field operates (ibid., p. 59, 172). The SAF approach relies thus on a 

twofold conception of embeddedness: First, an embeddedness into the macro structure through 

an understanding of SAFs as variously connected to proximate and distant fields that provide for 

resource- and information flows (ibid., p. 18). Second, an embeddedness of social action within 

the meso-level in which microlevel interaction always is constrained and enabled through the 

social position of actors within the respective SAF (ibid., pp., 11, 48, 89).  

Similar to the linked ecologies perspective, control over the diagnosis and treatment of problems 

is a collective endeavor in which skilled social actors seek to motivate cooperation in others 

(Fligstein, 1997, p. 398). Through the strategic framing of common agendas, skilled actors are 

 
10 The SAF approach is employed in the second article to study how global public (cyber-) policy issues 

emerge within nested fields and how shared understandings of problems and tasks are actively shaped 

through framing contests and strategic alliance-building.   
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pivotal for the stabilization of social orders  (Fligstein, 2001, p. 116). However, because 

Fligstein insists on the dual role of positioning and framing as the constitutive building-blocs of 

social order, the approach turns a blind eye to the material underpinnings through which 

authority structures and social hierarchies are inscribed and stabilized. As I argue in the third 

article, this tends to disregard how diagnostic logics are being inscribed into calculative devices 

that act simultaneously as stabilization mechanisms and as strategic tools to be used for the 

creation and cementation of actor-coalitions.  

 

Inscribing Cyber Risk 

The intimate relationship between problematizations and inscriptions is a common observation 

within science and technology studies. Classically, Hilgartner proclaimed that “representations 

of risk get built into technology and shape its evolution” (Hilgartner, 1992, p. 39). The processes 

through which problematizations come to be represented through distinct technologies, 

frameworks, rankings, or benchmarks result in inscriptions of risk (Robson & Bottausci, 2018). 

However, because inscriptions only reflect a specific representation of risk objects, they act as 

much as illuminators as they conceal underlying conflicts and areas of contention (Latour, 1987, 

p. 246, 1999, p. 304). That is, on the one hand, inscriptions link problems to tasks and make 

complex problems known (c.f. Robson, 1992, p. 689), while simultaneously ‘blackboxing’ the 

politics of inscription-building (Callon, 1998). In Mackenzie’s words, they act as “engines”, 

translating abstract representations of risk objects into instruction sheets (MacKenzie, 2006).  

It is precisely this tension between the performative quality of institutionalized inscriptions in 

prescribing action, and the competitive struggle that is characteristic of periods of inscription-

building that drives my analysis. The context of inscription-building in cyber risk is 

asymmetrical in that the pervasiveness of risk is portrayed as universal (“everybody is at risk”) 

while the supply of self-proclaimed and variously certified cyber experts is scant. Scripts that 

‘make cyber risks known’ and prescribe appropriate actions are thus highly desired. I investigate 

this process in the context of cyber insurance underwriting and document how quantified 

representations of riskiness begin to define the evaluation criteria of cybersecurity practices.  

The significance of inscriptions for processes of risk construction and organization is, however, 

not confined to their potential performative character. Rather, the process of inscription-building 

itself represents a crucial vector for the creation and stabilization of professional hierarchies (c.f. 
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Quattrone, 2009, p. 89). Not dissimilar from the multi-professional competition over 

professional jurisdictions and issue control within sociological work on professions, inscription-

building is a process of alliance-building within embedded social spaces. In following Callon 

(1980, p. 198), what is at stake in these processes are not solely status battles but questions of 

control over the subsequent allocation of tasks. ‘Inscriptors’ (Qu & Cooper, 2011) strategically 

engage in the construction of proto-inscriptions through the creation of ‘communities of interest’ 

(Latour, 1987, p. 112). However, this is a two-way process insofar as inscription-building and 

alliance-building are interdependent processes. On the one hand, inscriptions reflect the interests 

of collective inscriptors, and on the other hand, proto-inscriptors use processes of inscription-

building to forge strategic alliances across otherwise disconnected social spaces.  

Throughout the subsequent articles, cyber risk diagnostics and inscriptions are addressed 

concurrently and represent the microlevel underpinnings of expert authority and 

interdependence that characterize the institutional environment through which cyber risks are 

defined and acted upon. The emphasis on each of these elements varies, however. Figure 2 

locates the four articles in the context of these four guiding themes.  

 

 

Figure 2: Locating case-studies in the analytical framework 
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Methodological Considerations 

Throughout the previous sections, I have advanced an understanding of cyber risk that 

emphasizes the social construction of risk representations in a nexus of expert authority and 

interdependence. Because both the prefix cyber and the suffix security in cybersecurity are 

ambiguous concepts, and because the dangers to which cyber risks discursively are connected 

remain opaque, definitional contests are open to diverse stakeholders. Much of the uncertainty 

surrounding cyber issues is linked to its emergent qualities. This has not only to do with the 

relative recency with which the topic has gained widespread attention. It is equally the result of 

the speed and acceleration that characterize the very conjecture of digital society (T. Stevens, 

2015): Cybersecurity develops at the speed of technology (Galinec, Možnik, & Guberina, 2017; 

Slack, 2016). This intensity translates, not surprisingly, to what might be called the ‘high-paced 

rhythm’ of cybersecurity knowledge (c.f. Abbott, 2005, p. 254): A constant need to ‘stay ahead 

of the curve’ (Talesh, 2018, p. 12) and an ever-looming threat to even the lightest of settlements. 

This is not simply a challenge for practitioners of the field, it equally translates into a thought-

provoking task for cybersecurity research in general, and for research about cybersecurity 

experts in particular. 

What I have been striving for is a form of ‘enlightened eclecticism’, allowing for pragmatic 

choices and the combination of diverse empirical materials while remaining conscious about 

how the different methods relate to each other and ensuring their methodological compatibility 

(Wolf, 2010, p. 151). Employing an explorative and case-driven design, I searched for variance 

in the Realpolitik of cyber risk representations and control. Figure 2 illustrates how the chosen 

cases relate to the theoretical and conceptual considerations discussed throughout the previous 

sections, and how they approach different loci of action. 

The prime strength of an explorative research design is to approach emerging issues with an 

open mind and using flexible methods (Stebbins, 2001). It allows to identify and to accentuate 

social patterns through processes of abductive reasoning (Finnemore, 2003, p. 13), in which 

empirical observations and theory are in constant conversation to produce plausible explanations 

for observed phenomena (Jackson, 2011, pp. 82–84): 
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Like the fictional detective, Sherlock Holmes, a researcher who uses abductive 

reasoning, constantly moves back and forth between new and prior data, as well as 

developing knowledge or theories, and makes comparisons and interpretations in 

the search for patterns and the best possible theoretical explanations. 

(Charmaz, Thornberg, & Keane, 2017, p. 734) 

 

Rather than theory-building per se, I pursue a process of theorizing that is located within a 

‘context of discovery’ (Swedberg, 2016, p. 6). Throughout my work I do not develop theory in 

the strict sense – that is, a theory that is context independent, complete and predictive 

(Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 39). Instead, I employ a methodological framework designed to provide 

plausible explanations for the ‘why and ‘how’ of expert control in cybersecurity. The resulting 

process of discovery unfolds not simply within the individual articles but also across them (c.f. 

Stebbins, 2001, pp. 2–17). The arrangement of articles in the dissertation reflects how this 

process unfolded. In line of succession, the articles address four different cases on the basis of 

new questions and insights gained from previous work.  

Case studies are in-depth investigations of broader phenomena that can provide concrete and 

context dependent knowledge (Flyvbjerg, 2011). They are “cases of something” (Moses & 

Knutsen, 2012, p. 132). The centrality of context to case studies accommodates the examination 

of interdependent processes of structure and agency that span levels of analysis (Byrne & 

Callaghan, 2014, p. 257; Schwandt & Gates, 2018, p. 592). On a fundamental level, the selected 

case studies are deviant cases in that they deviate from the state-centric logic that has dominated 

cybersecurity research (Lijphart, 1971, p. 692). They highlight how non-state actors are 

important not simply because they are the ones that carry out the tasks defined by public 

authorities but because they can be involved in the ontologically prior processes of problem 

definition and preference formation. In their individual contribution, the selected cases go, 

however, beyond this basic premise and address critical issues within their respective domain 

(Flyvbjerg, 2011, p. 307). The following section expands on this point and discusses the 

selection of cases as presented in figure 2 in more detail. 
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Operationalization and Case Selection 

Cyber risks are vast, almost ubiquitous. Approaching the research question of how risk 

representations are created and disseminated through markets and market-like settings 

necessitated the identification of sub-areas that promised interesting insights into mechanisms of 

expert control. This process evolved over time in light of data gathered and new issues emerging 

(Schwandt & Gates, 2018, p. 593).  

The first case concerned the relationship between expert authority and processes of cyber risk 

diagnosis. A fundamental issue in this context has to do with the nature of cyber experts.  If it is 

true that expert profiles remain as opaque as the risk work of cybersecurity itself (c.f. Shires, 

2018), a closer investigation was warranted. Expert committees provide a direct link between 

the work of experts at the micro-level and the macro-level phenomenon of expert authority 

(Stone, 2003, p. 50). Abbott’s classical sociology of professions suggests that control over new 

tasks comes to be absorbed by individual professions that claim exclusive jurisdiction over the 

diagnosis, inference and treatment of problems (Abbott, 1988). To test whether such 

jurisdictional claims could be deduced from occupational values as Abbott’s work would 

suggest, I analyzed the composition of expert groups as a proxy to identify patterns of expert 

control. For the empirical setting, I chose Danish expert committees. Because Denmark is 

among the most digitized countries in the world and also among the most “cyber safe” (e.g. 

Bischoff, 2021), the analysis of Danish elite cyber experts is likely to reflect key dynamics in 

other high-capacity countries (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 74). 

The second case moves away from a simple depiction of expert profiles and verges towards an 

investigation of how actors assert control over cyber risk issues in a context of interdependence. 

Research on transnational governance indicates that expert control tends to be the most 

pronounced in ‘thin’ institutional environments that are characterized by weak and overlapping 

formal mandates (Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2012; Henriksen & Seabrooke, 2016; Quack, 2007; 

Seabrooke & Tsingou, 2015). Concurrently, research that focuses on new forms of 

interdependence within International Relations scholarship points towards how rule overlap 

equally can operate as a constraint for actors with limited access to transnational forums (Farrell 

& Newman, 2015). Given this ambiguous character, an investigation of cyber risk governance at 

the transnational level promised some interesting variation in how multi-professional 

Deutungskämpfe unfold. The case of cybersecurity capacity building (CCB) presented itself as 
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an obvious choice. Here, global cyber risks are addressed through the transfer to, and build-up 

of, capabilities in low-capacity countries. But which risks should be addressed, how these risks 

are distributed, and what exactly should be done about them is subject to continuous negotiation. 

Because the process of CCB is actively encouraged by donor countries and international 

organizations in order to address the macro-variant of the weakest-link problem outlined in the 

opening to this introductory chapter, private actors operate within a field of heavy state-

involvement and must navigate the politics of interdependence (Pawlak & Barmpaliou, 2017). 

As I show in the article, this constraining condition does not negate the possibility for private 

actors to achieve diagnostic authority and shape the formation of best practices and routines 

through careful alliance-building and strategic investments during periods of field formation.  

Third, I address processes of diagnosis and inscription-building as interrelated phenomena. This 

theme emerged tacitly in the analysis of the previous case and warranted further exploration. A 

rich tradition within science and technology studies suggests that inscriptions act as stabilizers 

of uncertainty and ordering-mechanisms (Jordan, Mitterhofer, & Jørgensen, 2018; MacKenzie, 

2006; Muniesa, Millo, & Callon, 2007; Themsen & Skærbæk, 2018). An issue of particular 

salience in the management of cyber risk is the development of quantified risk statements 

(Jones, 2019). To understand how the development of such calculative devices hinges upon 

professional settlements, the cyber insurance industry was chosen. With a long history of 

quantifying risks (Callon & Muniesa, 2005; Jordan et al., 2018) and an urgent need to develop 

technologies for the valuation and categorization of cyber risks (Biener, Eling, & Wirfs, 2015), 

the industry seemed ideal to delve into the politics of inscription-building (Power, 2015; Qu & 

Cooper, 2011).  

While the previous cases provided ample evidence that markets and experts are critical to the 

definition of and response to cyber risks, their analytical focus remained on areas that only 

qualify as security issues in a broad sense. That is, they apply to aspects of societal security and 

transnational cooperation. For the fourth and final case, I turn to an empirical investigation of 

how private actors and their perceptions of risk operate within environments that are deeply 

enmeshed into forms of weaponized interdependence (Farrell & Newman, 2019b). The 

objective, therefore, was to illustrate the perspective in the context of a case that lies at the core 

of international security concerns: The proliferation of offensive cyber capabilities. As such this 

final article builds upon the insights gained from previous articles and applies them to the 
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market for ‘cyberinsecurity’ through which offensive cyber capabilities are disseminated 

worldwide.  

For the practical operationalization of the research, the cases were addressed individually. While 

the respective methods and data-sources were chosen in response to the specific context of the 

individual cases, all articles relied on combinations of multiple methods including interviews, 

document analysis, participant observations and descriptive quantitative analysis. This openness 

to a variety of data sources is one of the main strengths of a case-driven research design. It 

requires, however, a careful approach to data analysis. Triangulation is a way to deal with this 

challenge. In its basic form, triangulation refers to “the combination of methodologies in the 

study of the same phenomenon” (Norman K Denzin, 1970, p. 291; Flick, 2018, p. 765). In 

navigating qualitative multi-method research, data triangulation is a way to learn from different 

empirical sources to gain a deeper knowledge about the object of interest. It involves a 

pragmatic combination of methods to identify emerging patterns and areas of contestation 

including reflections about how to explore these issues further (Flick, 2018, p. 773).  

 

Methods 

When I entered the project in late summer of 2018, I approached the topic of cybersecurity with 

a blank slate. The early phase of the doctoral project was thus dedicated to learning the ins and 

outs of cybersecurity debates, trying to identify areas of contention and always with an eye to 

the profiles of those who led the debates. Within this context, the early empirical strategy should 

be understood as a reflection of this learning process. Data collection during this phase was 

focused on building a foundation to prepare me for the subsequent phases of systematic data 

collections on specific issues and topics within the wider research environment. The most 

important sources of information during this early stage were the ‘classics’ of the field. That is, 

the books and research articles that had gained extraordinary standing as signified by, for 

example, their number of citations and the social position of the author. I also visited 

cybersecurity conferences of various types including technical and more policy-oriented ones. 

This proved helpful to gain an initial impression of what kind of ‘actor communities’ existed 

within the field, how they related to each other, and what issues stood out as important.  

As I began to identify issues for further exploration, I adapted more strategic data collection 

strategies. Despite some variation across the individual articles of this dissertation, the approach 
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usually revolved around the sourcing of information from written materials, interviews, and 

participant observations. A close reading of the literature would typically be the first step, 

followed by an initial sampling of interview candidates and selection of possible venues for 

participant observations. Once I would feel confident to move on from the initial round of 

desktop research, the use of data sources would become more integrated. Interviews would for 

example at times result in the identification of new and hitherto overlooked documents. At other 

times, participation in conferences or online events would point me to new interviewees. 

Concurrently, triangulation was also a means to ensure the robustness of my work in that it 

allowed to test initial findings and to subject emerging explanations to repeated trials of 

strengths (c.f. Latour, 1987, p. 79). This integration of research methods in the practical 

operationalization of the research strategy is important to keep in mind when I discuss the 

methods individually in the subsequent sections. For all primary data gathered, important 

aspects considered were: who is speaking, what audience are they speaking, what position are 

they advocating, and what is the context of the utterances.11 

 

Documents, literature, and other written sources 

The reading of relevant literature is a common and oftentimes trivialized first entry into new 

fields of study. Its critical position in shaping research questions and subsequent selections of 

appropriate methods should, however, not be underestimated. As such, close readings of the 

academic literature, official documents, industry reports, and newspaper articles were a central 

aspect of my ‘polymorphous engagement’ with issues of interest (Gusterson, 1997, p. 116). This 

centrality was not limited to initial phases of desktop research. Rather, the continuous reading 

and re-reading of documents served as a critical component for the contextualization and critical 

assessment of new insights gathered elsewhere (Hinchman & Moore, 2013).  

The sampling of ‘relevant’ literature followed a structured and intuitive approach, starting with a 

sourcing of academic literature through inter alia the Web of Science on the basis of keywords. 

Academic work was ordered according to two criteria: number of citations and date of 

publication with an inverse relationship between the two. That is, the more recent the 

 
11 A similar approach can be found within process-tracing (George & Bennett, 2005).  
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publication, the less citations necessary to qualify for the initial sampling (Liñán & Fayolle, 

2015). After this structured entry-point to sampling, I would allow for some intuition in 

expanding the ‘relevance’ category on the basis of emerging points of contention and frequent 

referrals to individual practitioners or organizations within the texts.  During later stages, this 

broadening would equally be informed by information gathered during interviews.  

 

Interviews 

Qualitative semi-structured interviews have taken a central role throughout the research process 

to explore how interview partners experience issues of interest, what opinions they have, and 

how they perceive their own roles in the constitution of certain phenomena (Kvale, 2007, pp. 7–

9). Three aspects are important in this respect: First, the sampling of interviewees. Second, the 

types and purposes of conducted interviews, and finally the approach to data analysis.  

First, interviewees were generally sampled in a purposive manner to ensure that the central 

actors are included (Tansey, 2007, p. 769). The selection of interviewees was thus the result of 

prior analysis. For initial rounds of interviews, the analysis of documents was used to identify 

informants. This would include authors of central reports from international-, industry-, and 

other organizations, and individuals that would be referred to in these documents. During later 

stages of the data collection process, the sampling would allow for the incorporation of insights 

from participant observations and referrals from prior interviews in the form of snowballing 

techniques, which oftentimes proved helpful to gain access to otherwise unreachable interview 

partners and to compensate for limited information derived from participant observations and 

document readings (Davies, 2001).  

Second, given the interest in expert dynamics and control, interviews were conducted with high-

ranking individuals within their respective organizations or the wider field. Such elite interviews 

require that the researcher must enter the conversation with a certain level of knowledge about 

the status-quo and current debates within the community (Kvale, 2007, p. 70). Consequently, I 

often opted for an initial round of informative and factual interviews with local informants 

(Kvale, 2007, pp. 71–72). The purpose of these interviews was to establish the accuracy of basic 

understandings and to prepare me for subsequent stages of elite interviews. As I moved up the 

‘packing order’, focus was increasingly placed on the narratives that interview partners would 

advance and the oral history and recollection of key events (Bornat, 2004).  
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Third, the nature of elite interviewing is that the interviewee typically occupies a social position 

that far exceeds that of the interviewer. This is particularly pressing when the interviewer 

occupies a junior position, as is the case for every doctoral student. In such a situation, the 

establishment of trust was the primary precondition to gain useful and novel information. Partly, 

this could be achieved through meticulous preparation. I, however, quickly learnt that recorded 

interviews resulted in less useful information and I opted therefore for an alternative strategy in 

which I would take detailed handwritten notes during the conversation and transform these into 

memos as soon as the interview had ended (Roulston, 2014). In the memos, I recorded the main 

elements of the conversation and, using a separate section, reflections on what new topics 

emerged and how these could be incorporated into further analysis. Whenever I encountered 

particularly interesting remarks during conversations, I would try to write them down 

immediately and intervene after the interviewee had finished his/her thoughts to ask whether this 

could be used as a quote. As a general rule, potential quotes were subsequently sent by mail to 

the interviewee to provide consent for further use. In practice, I conducted 46 formal interviews 

that directly informed the four articles and numerous background interviews that were not 

directly used for the article writings. Oftentimes, follow-up mails were exchanged to clarify 

statements and reflect on new findings.  

 

Participant observations 

Participant observations allow the researcher to “participate[..] in the daily life of the people 

under study, either openly in the role of researcher or covertly in some disguised role” (Becker 

& Geer, 1957, p. 28; Richardson, 2003, p. 259). As such, it is an exciting method to escape from 

the cleaned and carefully crafted sterility of published documents and experience the 

“vicissitudes of translation” first-hand (Richardson, 2003, p. 123). Here, the community can be 

experienced ‘in action’ across dispersed sites (Gusterson, 1997, p. 116). Three issues need to be 

addressed in the context of participant observations: Venue selection, form of participation, and 

data utilization.  

First, two forms of participant observation were conducted. As mentioned above, I participated 

in conferences during the early stages of the doctoral training to gain an overall impression of 

different cybersecurity communities. These observations did not require much preparation. They 

were solely designed to gain experiences, explore and, if possible, identify interesting people 
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and issues. In short, these observations served as familiarization (Nicholls, Mills, & Kotecha, 

2013). The second form of participant observations was more strategic and conducted in the 

context of concrete research projects. These typically followed initial rounds of desktop research 

and represented a second round of data gathering during which information from interviews, 

documents, and participant observations would come into conversation with each other. The 

venues would typically resemble conferences and sometimes (especially during travel 

restrictions) online seminars and workshops. Venues were selected using one or more of the 

following three strategies: First, venues emerged from interviews. This happened either in the 

context of interview preparations where the interviewee was listed as a keynote speaker or 

discussant for upcoming events, or the information emerged during the interview itself. Second, 

conferences and workshops would be held by organizations that emerged as central during 

initial rounds of desktop research. Third, and more rarely, new venues of interest would emerge 

during the participant observation itself. 

The second issue to discuss is the form of participation. This is unusual but necessary given the 

implications of the corona pandemic that have defined large parts of the dissertation-writing. 

Because of prolonged travel restrictions, in-person participant observations were limited to the 

first one and a half years of research. For the remaining part, observations were limited to online 

conferences, workshops, seminars etc. Obviously, this limits the utility of the approach because 

large parts of information are derived from the informal mingling and conversations that happen 

outside of the main venue hall. On the other hand, many conferences moved online, and the 

number of seminars and workshops exploded, providing otherwise unimaginable access to 

expert discussions across the world.  

Naturally, the implications of online versus in-person participations had ramifications for the 

gathering and utilization of data. For in-person events, I would take handwritten notes during the 

day and sometimes record thoughts on the phone. During evenings, I would translate these notes 

and audio files into detailed memos. Importantly, reflections that resulted from the memo-

writing could oftentimes be followed up on during the next day. This was of course not possible 

for online events. However, online events also have advantageous. Oftentimes, sessions would 

be recorded so that I could note interesting sequences and go back later to re-watch them. 

Further, many events allowed for Q&A sessions that proved very useful to test initial findings 

and explore issues of interest further.  
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In total, in-person participant observations have taken me to several countries, including Poland, 

the Netherlands, Norway and Ethiopia, with a further trip to South Africa being canceled last 

minute due to the beginning pandemic. Online events allowed for participation in events held in 

the U.S., U.K., Belgium, Canada, Germany and more. While the effects of the pandemic 

therefore clearly had some drawbacks, they also allowed for far broader participant observations 

than initially planned.   

To sum up, the methodological framework reflects core conceptual concerns about the contested 

nature of risk representations and accommodates the analytical focus on embedded social action 

which derived from the theoretical framework. Employing a case-driven exploratory research 

design, I attend to the contextual and temporal factors that are crucial for investigations of 

diagnostic and inscription-building processes. The multi-method approach to data collection 

reflects the oftentimes emerging and opaque social structures that characterize the organization 

of cyber risk, and it proved critical in the process of bringing empirics and theory into 

conversation.  
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Table 1: Dissertation Papers 
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Outlook of the Dissertation  

The four articles of this dissertation reflect variations of expert control across empirical settings 

that span different loci of action. The first article focuses on the relation between micro-level 

professional profiles and institutionalizations of expert authority. The second article focuses on 

the organization of cyber risk governance at the transnational level. The third article zooms in 

on processes of multi-professional coordination at the industry level, and the final article 

illustrates the perspective through an investigation of how industry-level dynamics defy 

jurisdictional boundaries. As such, the four articles can either be read individually in light of 

their individual contribution to cybersecurity research or collectively in light of how they 

successively build on each other. 

 

Article 1: Professions and expertise in cybersecurity 

Informed by the classical work in the sociology of professions, the first paper of this dissertation 

provides for an investigation of expert profiles in public and private Danish cybersecurity expert 

committees. Based on an analysis of 176 professional backgrounds and a close reading of the 

relevant literature, it is argued that the profile of cybersecurity experts has moved away from a 

purely technical focus to a process orientation which is both broader in scope and closer to the 

decision-making level. The new expert profile is positioned at the intersection of technical, 

organizational and economic rationality, reflecting a move away from preventive security logics 

and towards resilience paradigms (Dunn Cavelty, Kaufmann, & Søby Kristensen, 2015). The 

organization of cyber risks within such an approach requires a holistic and continuous approach 

to risk mitigation. Cyber risks are presented as opaque and evasive. Everybody is constantly at 

risk and the best response is to elevate cyber risk management to a strategic level that is tightly 

integrated into all aspects of organization. Consequently, authority over cyber risks has 

dispersed from the techne of IT professionals and is increasingly bound up with the recognized 

ability to generate and operationalize processes around permanent cybersecurity risk (c.f. 

Amoore & de Goede, 2008). This recognition, I argue, hinges critically on the ability to bridge 

between professional ecologies. These findings add to, and are in line with, existing research on 

the changing role of corporate cybersecurity information officers  and highlight the rising 

importance of effective communication in asserting expert authority over cyber risks (Hooper & 

McKissack, 2016).  
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Article 2: Framing contests and the temporality of authority structures 

The second article builds upon the previous findings and expands on the communicative 

underpinnings of expert authority. Bringing the sociology of risk and sociology of professions 

into conversation, this article investigates multi-professional coordination at the transnational 

level and asks how authority structures are discursively constructed and maintained through 

framing contests. Based on an analysis of the nascent field of cybersecurity capacity building, I 

document how emerging institutional structures provide rich opportunity for strategic actors to 

advance particular framings of risks and assert their own competency as indispensable for the 

resolution of governance problems. While the social skill perspective emphasizes how 

prevailing actors employ superior communicative strategies, the findings of this paper equally 

document how such processes cannot be understood detached from a resource perspective of 

organizational mobilization. 

Although the strategic framing of risks is a core component of alliance-building between 

disparate actors that operate in contexts of interdependence, authoritative actors draw on 

organizational resources to link theoretical assertations of knowledge claims with strategic and 

forward-looking action. To do so effectively, I argue, private actors invest into the production of 

global claims to best practice and link these with a claim to competency ‘on the ground’. This 

linkage between the global and the local is subsequently employed to not only mediate interests 

of interdependent actors but to actively shape them. To do so during periods of field emergence 

requires, however, a distinct organizational form that provides for the ability to operate with 

relatively long investment horizons. Such investments include a range of pro-bono work and the 

deployment of manpower across geographies to identify gaps and to act on opportunity 

structures. Global professional service firms, I argue, are in an advantageous position to 

navigate this institutional environment and act early on emerging opportunities. They ‘seed the 

cloud’ to benefit from the field as it matures. 

 

Article 3: Stabilizing risk representations through inscription-building 

While the second article focused on the emergence of authority structures, this third article asks 

how authoritative representations of cyber risk become institutionalized. The previous analysis 

showcased how best practice guides stabilized actor positions and linked risk definitions to 

appropriate mitigation strategies. In this article, I reflect on these processes through the lenses of 
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science and technology studies and zoom in on the production of ‘calculative infrastructures’. 

Because the effective communication of cyber risks oftentimes is impeded by the difficulty to 

navigate across disparate knowledge actors, a particularly salient issue in cyber risk governance 

is the challenge to find a common language through which risks can be communicated 

effectively. This process, I theorize, relies fundamentally on the identification of common risk 

definitions and the translation thereof into widely recognized metrics. That is, the process of 

inscription-building is at its core about the standardization of risk representations and turning 

what is fluid and ambiguous into stable and concrete forms. This translation, I argue, not only 

stabilizes representations of risk. It equally stabilizes jurisdictional claims and professional 

hierarchies.  

Through an analysis of the cyber risk insurance sector, I highlight how the inscription of cyber 

risks into standardized and seemingly objective evaluative infrastructures is a recursive process 

that hinges on professional settlements and is subject to continuous re-calibration. Such 

professional settlements are, however, also subject to what I elsewhere have referred to as the 

‘high-paced rhythm of cybersecurity knowledge’. That is, the dynamic and fast-moving 

cybersecurity threat landscape creates continuous ‘trials of strength’ (Latour, 1987, p. 79) that 

probe the objective character of risk representations and spark recursive cycles of professional 

coordination and contention. This tension intensifies as new inscriptions prioritize the lightness 

of communication over the complexity of the inscribed phenomenon. The quantification of 

cyber risk is the epitome of this process and illustrates the dual character of inscription-building 

for cyber risk, being both highly desired and fragile.  

 

Article 4: Cyber risk markets and the new interdependence 

The final article builds upon two insights from the previous articles and locates private authority 

within dynamics of international security. First, the second article highlighted that private actors 

can assert authority in fields that are marked by high levels of interdependence and strong state 

involvement. Second, the previous article indicated the close entanglement of risk 

representations and organizational responses to risk. Crucially, such dynamics were documented 

to operate across jurisdiction with the potential to disseminate risk management practices 

through the market rather than through legislation. Through a historical analysis of the market 

for surveillance and intrusion products, this final article investigates how these processes operate 
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when private actors are entangled into forms of weaponized interdependence. That is, how do 

dynamics of private authority change when the locus of action is reversed? Contrary to the cyber 

risk insurance industry and the wider markets for cybersecurity capacity building, the effects of 

private authority over the dissemination of offensive cyber capabilities threaten to undermine 

the global security landscape through escalating proliferation dynamics. Drawing on extensive 

historical data, interviews, and an empirical analysis of 5973 product demonstrations, trainings 

and seminars, the article documents the emergence, consolidation and globalization of private 

authority over the provision of digital surveillance and intrusion products. It is documented how 

private actors initially gained authority because states saw no alternative to the private provision 

of digital surveillance and intrusion technology. As the market became more profitable, firms 

invested into product innovation and tried to shield themselves from competitive pressures. The 

result was a form of private authority over the provision of cyberinsecurity products that is 

increasingly undermining the security objectives of leading states. While regulative efforts have 

been initiated to reassert public authority, the market proves resilient, indicating how private 

authority structures are difficult to challenge once they are institutionalized. 

 

Discussion and Contributions 

Addressing the critical issue of private authority over the definition and organization of cyber 

risks, I make three overarching contributions: First, drawing on insights across academic 

disciplines and spanning the sociology of risk, international relations, the sociology of 

professions, and science and technology studies, I introduce a new analytical framework to the 

study of cybersecurity issues within open and multifaceted environments. Second, I introduce 

the concept of Deutungskämpfe to account for the emergence of authority structures in the 

context of risk work, and I foreground how this process is underpinned by struggles over the 

diagnosis and inscription of risk objects. Third, the thus introduced perspective has opened for 

important empirical and practical contributions that provide new insights into administrative and 

organizational aspects of cyber risks across levels of analysis. I quickly expand on each of them 

in the following section before I conclude.  

Cybersecurity has evolved into an issue of strategic importance for individuals, organizations, 

and states alike. The organization of cyber risks responds, however, not simply to objective and 

observable dynamics against which actors weigh their interests and develop rational responses. 
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The diagnosis of cyber risks involves interpretations and judgements. Cyber risk experts manage 

uncertainty and this process is open to professional contestation. Because cybersecurity has not, 

and likely will not, become provided by the state, the organization of cyber risks operates within 

open systems. Within open systems of organization, multiple actor-types navigate loosely 

coupled structures through which cybersecurity issues are connected. Crucially, the shape and 

form of connections are subject to constant re-negotiation and contestation. The institutional 

environment within which the organization of cyber risk takes place is therefore defined by 

openness and interdependence with the latter deriving from the systemic character of cyber risk 

in which actions in one place have ramifications for others. Given this context of actor-

multiplicity and interdependence, it is appropriate to speak of the politics of cyber risk 

governance, implying contestations over the identification and organization of cyber risks. 

The centrality of private actors in these political struggles remains underspecified in existing 

research for at least two reasons. First, a sizeable tradition of cybersecurity research locates the 

politics of cyber risk solely within and across nation states (Dunn Cavelty, 2015; Liebetrau & 

Christensen, 2020). Within these perspectives, it is states that respond to the opportunities and 

dangers of a new interconnectedness by organizing risks through the development of national 

strategies and capacities. While these processes oftentimes involve cooperation and coordination 

with the private sector, the perspective remains centered on the primacy of the state to define 

both the means and ends of such cooperative action. This is what I have referred to as 

methodological nationalism. Second, a related body of research has emphasized how cyber risks 

are organized within models of multistakeholderism. While this work explicitly recognizes the 

structurally and operationally central role of private actors to deliver on the mitigation of cyber 

risks, it systematically underplays the political character of multi-stakeholder interaction. 

Relying on a Habermasian conception of communicative action as necessarily consensus 

seeking (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 92), work in this tradition has neglected political struggles among 

disparate actors whose interests might not align (Raymond & Denardis, 2015).  

I therefore contribute to cybersecurity research by advancing an analytical framework that is 

grounded within an open systems perspective and places center-stage processes of authority 

construction among interdependent actors. In doing so, I locate cyber risk work at the meso-

level and emphasize how the politics of cyber risk are embedded within wider social processes. 

From this perspective, the definition and organization of cyber risk is shaped by the collective 
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actions of individuals and organizations that coordinate and compete over shared notions of 

competency and jurisdictional control.  

As a second contribution, I introduce the concept of Deutungskämpfe to unpack how such 

collective struggles unfold in the nexus between risk and professional control.12 

Deutungskämpfe roughly translate to “battles of interpretations” and allude to the social 

processes through which uncertainties are discursively objectified (Brettschneider, 2009, p. 

192). While the term oftentimes is used in the context of heated public debates, I maintain that 

the currency of interpretative battles is deference and that the ‘battle’ metaphor alludes more to 

the political meaning of the word than to full-blown civil war.13 As such, I use the concept to 

highlight the specific dynamics of authority structures in the context of risk work and emphasize 

the critical position of definitional power for the organization of risk objects. Because 

participation in the Deutungskampf is not confined to actors with formal mandates, it is equally 

well-positioned to account for the contested nature of expert authority that I have argued to be 

typical for risk work. I document how such authority derives from a mediating capacity in which 

the translation of technical knowledge into policy- and business-relevant domains is valued 

highly. Further, I document how the discursive formation of authoritative risk representations is 

underpinned by acts of alliance-building that hinge both on social skill and the mobilization of 

organizational resources. Brokerage between sparsely connected social spaces is in this context 

a more effective strategy to gain interpretative authority than guardianship that seeks to shield 

risk work in one domain from the dynamics in the wider environment.  

Finally, I make several practical and empirical contributions. Among these, I draw attention to 

the mechanisms through which cyber risks are organized and document the meso-level politics 

that drive these processes. At the transnational level, I document how the multi-stakeholder 

approach to cyber risk governance is embedded within structures in which states and private 

actors not only interact on the premise of ‘partnerships’. Instead, I contend that the social space 

of interaction increasingly resembles market-like characteristics for which the functional 

separation of actor-types into public and private categories becomes less useful. The 

 
12 The salience of the concept in the subsequent chapters varies, but it has been central to the overall 

thinking and development of the individual articles.   

13 Habermas (1979, p. 21) famously referred to such interpretative battles as the “paramilitary operations 

at the frontlines of semantic civil-wars” (quoted in Germer et al., 2013, own translation) 
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significance of this dynamic stems from the constraints that it places on the regulative capacity 

of states to unilaterally dictate rules and norms about cybersecurity practices. However, the 

same dynamic allows states to ‘punch above their weight’ when they embrace the new 

opportunity structures and skillfully build alliances across public and private actors to develop 

norms and standards of appropriate behavior. For private actors, this dynamic equally represents 

opportunity and constraint simultaneously. While those with access to transnational forums, 

recognized expertise and global networks have ample opportunity to monetize on cyber risks 

and create new markets, those that lack these qualities are less likely to move beyond the role of 

rule-takers.  

 

Concluding Remarks 

This dissertation emphasizes the centrality of experts and markets for the definition and 

organization of cyber risks. The subsequent contributions should therefore be understood as both 

counterweight to the hitherto dominance of state-centric approaches and as illustrations of a new 

methodological and analytical framework. In no way do I mean to imply that the importance of 

nation states should be disregarded. Instead, I hope to make compelling arguments for a 

perspective that does not prioritize the power and authority of individual actor types a priori. 

The following four articles foreground how cyber risks can, under certain circumstances, 

empower non-traditional actors to define the parameters of organization in the face of cyber risk 

and how these practices can shape the wider cybersecurity landscape across domains. The four 

corresponding cases were chosen to illustrate this perspective. Without a doubt the results might 

change for other aspects of cyber risk. This dissertation is therefore necessarily incomplete. 

Further research is needed to systematically locate patterns of variation in the degree of expert 

authority on issues of cyber risk. Nonetheless, I hope that this dissertation can serve as useful 

inspiration for further research. 
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Abstract  

Cybersecurity experts play an important role in identifying and managing digital risks. Yet, little 

is known about the defining features of these individuals. This article employs insights from the 

sociology of professions to highlight competing epistemic rationalities in the organization of cyber 

risk. Drawing on a review of industry reports and a novel dataset of elite expert profiles in Danish 

cybersecurity committees, it is argued that the profile of cybersecurity experts has moved away 

from a purely technical focus. The new expert profile is both broader in scope and closer to the 

decision-making level. As such, it is positioned at the intersection of technical, organizational, 

and economic rationality. This indicates a metamorphosis of expert roles within cybersecurity: 

Cyber experts are no longer mundane digital security guards located in IT departments. Instead, 

they have become cyber risk managers. This has both elevated the standing of cyber risk experts 

to one of strategic importance, and it reflects a new security understanding structured around 

resilience logics. 

 

Keywords: Cybersecurity, Cyber experts, Cybersecurity professions, Expert Power 
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Introduction 

Experts have without a doubt become central actors within contemporary security debates 

(Berling & Bueger, 2015). Concurrently, increasing dependencies on digital technologies have 

redirected security debates towards issues of digital vulnerabilities and risks (Nye, 2011). 

Today, cybersecurity is both a strategic goal and a coveted competency.  

But who is the cyber expert? Classically, Lene Hansen and Helen Nissenbaum argued that the 

technical complexity of cybersecurity and the speed of technological change would cement the 

expert’s central role in driving cybersecurity as an issue of security policy (Hansen & 

Nissenbaum, 2009, p. 1166). In this context, it has been documented how cybersecurity experts 

occupy strategically important positions within public-private partnerships (Petersen & 

Christensen, 2017) and engage in diplomatic efforts (Segal, 2017). Yet, there is surprisingly 

little consensus about the competencies that define cybersecurity experts (Shires, 2018, p. 32). 

In this article, I address this question and zoom in on the profiles of elite cybersecurity experts. 

Drawing on the sociology of professions, I advance a new analytical framework to the study of 

cybersecurity knowledge, a topic that lately has begun to attract academic interest (c.f. Dunn 

Cavelty & Wenger, 2020). 

Underlying this approach is a recognition of the political character of cyber risk. Cyber risks do 

not automatically translate into organizational responses. Instead, mitigation strategies are open 

to multiple interpretations with significant leeway for expert judgement. I argue that the ideas 

that underlie such expert judgements do not develop in a vacuum. Rather, ideas are being 

developed, tested, and disseminated among experts across institutional boundaries. Whether 

these ideas follow economic, technical, or geopolitical logics is of critical importance for the 

ordering of priorities and allocation of responsibilities (Kremer, 2014). It is therefore vital to 

understand how cybersecurity knowledge is organized, and what types of knowledge and 

competencies come to be associated with elite cybersecurity experts.  

I draw inspiration from recent contributions to the cybersecurity literature that have highlighted 

the transformative character of cybersecurity governance in challenging existing institutional 

orders (McCarthy, 2018, p. 6). This literature has typically drawn on Actor-Network Theory and 

Science and Technology Studies to study the relations between technical and sociopolitical 

objects (Dunn Cavelty, 2018; T. Stevens, 2018). Others have integrated insights from 

‘assemblage theory’ to highlight how cybersecurity issues are constituted through networks of 
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material and non-material actors (Collier, 2018). Common to these approaches is an analytical 

focus that prioritizes the entanglements of humans, objects, and ideas, arguing that the resulting 

socio-technical networks are constitutive of cybersecurity practices and discourses (Dunn 

Cavelty & Wenger, 2020). Building upon work in the tradition of the sociology of professions, I 

contribute to these debates by focusing on the political character of expert knowledge and 

highlight how expert status is underpinned by struggles for recognition (Reed, 1996; Sending, 

2015). Further, I draw specifically on Andrew Abbott’s classical work to locate the organization 

of cybersecurity knowledge within a nexus of economic, political, and technical logics (Abbott, 

1988, 2005). Crucially, this approach is well-positioned to highlight how expert profiles 

correspond to competing approaches to the diagnosis and organization of cyber risks (see also T. 

Stevens, 2012). 

The following section discusses the entanglements of knowledge and expert power. I also 

provide examples of expert authority in the shaping of cybersecurity regulations and norms. 

This is followed by a conceptual discussion about professions. I focus here on the relationship 

between functional debates about the merits of professionalization, and the systemic analysis of 

expert knowledge through multi-professional control projects. Subsequently, the perspective is 

illustrated. Here, I analyze expert profiles in central Danish expert committees. I conclude with a 

discussion about the implications of a new expert profile that is both broader in focus and closer 

to the decision-making level than the earlier technical profile. 

 

Expertise in Focus 

The social production of knowledge has long been a cornerstone of sociologically inspired 

scholarship within security studies. A central topic within this work is the entanglement of 

knowledge and power (Allan, 2018; Bueger, 2014; CASE Collective, 2006). Within this 

literature, experts are usually defined by a special set of competencies within the confines of a 

particular issue area. We know, however, from areas as diverse as economics and security-

policy that expert knowledge rarely is uncontested (e.g. Eyal & Pok, 2015; Fourcade, 2010). To 

the contrary, professional contestation is a defining feature of the ‘politics of expertise’ (Reed, 

1996; Sending, 2015). These struggles, it is argued, take the form of  ongoing ”conflicts over the 

exclusionary jurisdictional domains arising out of the contested monopolization of abstract 

knowledge and technique” (Reed, 1996, p. 582). Put differently, the politics of expertise refer to 
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struggles through which organized professional groups compete over definitional control. Such 

control affords professional groups to link diagnostics to treatments and claim jurisdiction over 

tasks (Abbott, 1988). In short, the politics of expertise are about definitional authority. The 

German term Deutungshoheit fittingly describes this process, referring to the exclusive authority 

to interpret problems and define appropriate means to address the problem (c.f. Krentz, 2014). 

In this context, epistemic (Haas, 1992) and cognitive (Broome & Seabrooke, 2015) authority are 

crucial vectors for the social organization of cyber risks. 

But why is this significant? Security is not self-explanatory. As McCarthy highlights, security is 

first and foremost a question about “security for whom?” (2018, p. 8). Cybersecurity is itself a 

contested term (Shires & Smeets, 2017). Central aspects, such as the definition of security 

problems and the allocation of responsibilities, are subject to continuous renegotiation 

(Christensen & Liebetrau, 2019, p. 396). How security is conceptualized is therefore critical for 

the definition of security problems, including related questions of who is in charge, and what 

should be done. Expert knowledge, in this context, is embedded in relations to the social and 

political institutions that define the cultural framework through which knowledge is produced 

(Slayton & Clark-Ginsberg, 2018, p. 117). This provides for the breeding ground of conflicts 

between expert communities that claim jurisdiction over the same issue areas. Elsewhere, it has 

been documented that cybersecurity communities differ in their approach to emerging problems. 

Kremer uses the concept “security mindsets” to distinguish between distinct ways of thinking 

about cybersecurity issues. Whether dominant security mindsets reflect liberal or military logics 

has had serious implications for the U.S. approach to cybersecurity policy. Crucially, he argues, 

these mindsets reflect the professional and institutional backgrounds of cybersecurity experts 

(Kremer, 2014). In a similar vein, it has been documented how changes to the regulation of 

critical infrastructures in the U.S. were a direct result of professional conflicts between 

information technology experts and operational technology experts respectively (Slayton & 

Clark-Ginsberg, 2018). What type of professional group emerges victorious has stark 

implications for the organization of cyber risks. 

This ability to promote different – and oftentimes competing – approaches to cybersecurity is 

one of the foundations of expert power. In this sense expert knowledge can both function as a 

legitimizing factor in the political decision-making process, and it can shape the means and ends 

of regulation itself (Bueger, 2014). While this is true for many security issues, there are several 

structural characteristics that facilitate processes of expert control in the cybersecurity domain. 
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The technical complexity and the speed of change are two factors that were already mentioned 

in the introductory section. The global shortage of qualified personnel is another.  

Stevens argues that the dual character of technical complexity and rapid technological 

development creates a fundamental sense of uncertainty. This epistemological uncertainty 

translates into what he terms the “persistent core of cyber security narratives”, namely 

“confusion over what is real and what is not” (T. Stevens, 2015, p. 155). Hansen and 

Nissenbaum, in turn, speculate that uncertainty sparks dynamics of technocratic policy-making 

“requiring an expertise that the public (and most politicians) do not have and this in turn allows 

“experts” to become securitizing actors” (2009, p. 1167). Similar dynamics of ‘technification’ 

and expert control are well-known from other issue areas that exhibit high degrees of technical 

complexity (Gracia & Oats, 2012; Thistlethwaite & Paterson, 2016; Tsingou, 2014).  

Adding to the technical complexity and pace of change, cybersecurity work is characterized by a 

marked shortage of qualified personnel on a global scale (Vogel, 2016). The international 

organization of IT professionals, ISACA, estimates this shortage to be in the realm of two 

million globally (ISACA, 2019). Consequently, many organizations have neither the 

opportunity nor the means to hire qualified practitioners. By the early 2010s, the dependence of 

the U.S. administration on private cybersecurity consultants had reached such heights that 

several observers feared the development of a persistent and structural imbalance that would 

allow cybersecurity experts to define both the demand and the supply of cybersecurity solutions 

(Deibert, 2013; Deibert & Rohozinski, 2011; Lee & Rid, 2014).  

Many public actors are still experiencing major problems when it comes to hiring cybersecurity 

experts. In Germany, one in four public cybersecurity positions remained vacant in 2020 

(Domscheit-Berg, 2020). We lack corresponding figures from the Danish public sector, but there 

is no indication of a significantly better situation. A recent study from the Danish Digitization 

Agency concludes, for example, that the areas of “resources, competencies and awareness” are 

among the most pressing within the Danish administration when it comes to cybersecurity 

(Digitaliseringsstyrelsen, 2019, p. 5). 

Many countries have elevated the training of cybersecurity experts to a level of strategic 

importance. In the United States, for example, the Obama administration unveiled the first 

national “Cybersecurity Workforce Strategy” in 2016, allocating $62 million annually to support 

the training of new practitioners (White House, 2016). Donald Trump followed up on this 
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promise and declared cybersecurity experts “a strategic asset that protects the American people, 

the homeland, and the American way of life” (Trump, 2019). In Denmark, the first dedicated 

Master's program in cybersecurity was established at Aalborg University earlier this year 

(Aalborg Universitet, 2020), and the Danish cyber- and IT strategy has identified the 

improvement of cybersecurity knowledge across educational programs as a key priority 

(Finansministeriet, 2018, p. 32). The United Kingdom has even gone as far as to announce that 

it aspires to create a fully-fledged cybersecurity profession in the near future (Government of the 

United Kingdom, 2016, 2018).  

In summary, I argue that cybersecurity is particularly prone to expert power. I link this 

dependence to persistent epistemic uncertainties about the nature of cyber risks and a global 

shortage of practitioners. Epistemic uncertainty derives from the combination of technical 

complexity and the “high-paced rhythm” of technological development (c.f. Abbott, 2005). The 

mismatch between supply and demand makes cyber risk management an asymmetrical process, 

with cyber risks being portrayed as ubiquitous, while practitioners remain scant. This has 

created a field that exhibits all the characteristics to produce outcomes of expert power, 

privileging the elite discourses of authoritative individuals and undermining the possibilities for 

public debate. This opens an important question: What makes an expert in cybersecurity, and 

how can we know? In the subsequent section, I discuss the relationship between professions and 

professionalization to shine a light on these questions.  

 

Professions and professionalization 

Whether a professionalization of the cybersecurity industry is a desirable development has long 

been a controversial issue (Burley, Eisenberg, & Goodman, 2014; Dawson & Thomson, 2018; 

National Research Council, 2013). In this debate, professionalization is conceptualized as a 

functional process with the aim of ensuring minimum quality standards through the use of, 

among other things, certifications, licenses, common trainings, and ethical standards (Ford & 

Gibbs, 1996, p. 5). The debate is focused on whether a professionalization will create a positive 

societal effect or exacerbate the shortage of qualified experts. Abbott’s approach, which forms 

the background the this article’s analysis, breaks with this functional focus and directs attention 

to the organization of expert knowledge within a system of professions that is characterized by 

struggles over control and recognition (Abbott, 1988, p. 98). In the subsequent sections, I 
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discuss first the industry debate about the merits of professionalization from a functional 

perspective, before turning to a discussion of Abbott’s systemic approach to the organization of 

expert knowledge.  

From a functional perspective, there can be clear benefits to professionalization. Customers are 

guaranteed a minimum standard; public recognition of the work is increased; and the profession 

might find it easier to attract young talents through the establishment of clear career paths and 

secure working conditions. Processes of professionalization create, however, also new obstacles 

to practitioners. Compulsory training courses create barriers to entry and can lead to an 

unnecessary reduction in the available pool of practitioners (Burley et al., 2014). Reflecting on 

this aspect, the American National Research Council concluded in 2013 that “some 

organizations may find that professionalization provides a useful degree of “quality control” for 

those who work in the field, but professionalization also imposes barriers to those who wish to 

enter the field at a time when demand for cybersecurity workers exceeds supply” (National 

Research Council, 2013, p. 2).  Professionalization is thus a process that involves a delimiting 

and a homogenizing element: a recognition of having the right tools to address a known 

problem, and enforcement mechanisms to ensure that these tools are common to all within the 

profession (c.f. Abbott, 1988, p. 60). Typical characteristics of mature professions are dedicated 

university degrees, professional associations, certifications and a common code of ethics (Ford 

og Gibbs, 1996). An organic development of these dimensions takes time and 

professionalization is therefore typically a long historical process (see for example Fourcade, 

2010). 

Cybersecurity is in many ways an immature profession. The first antivirus programs were 

developed in the late 1980s and the development of flourishing cybersecurity markets only fully 

transpired in the early 2010s when attacks became more destructive and widespread (Denning & 

Frailey, 2011). Further, the meaning of what cybersecurity work implies has changed 

dramatically since the early 2000s, and the classification of work roles remains ambiguous to 

this day (National Research Council, 2013). In a foundational text, Peter Denning identified  

‘system security’ as one of 15 IT disciplines, alluding to a logic in which the management of 

digital vulnerabilities would naturally fall within the jurisdiction of IT experts (Denning, 2001). 

As the digital threat landscape evolved and digital systems increasingly became all-

encompassing, the tasks associated with cybersecurity changed and required new competencies 

(Dawson og Thomson, 2018). The 2017 version of NIST’s ”Cybersecurity Workforce 
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Framework”, for example, listed system security as only one among 62 work roles within 

cybersecurity (NIST, 2017). In many ways, cybersecurity resembles more of a loosely coupled 

field than a coherent profession (c.f. T. Stevens, 2012).  

In practice, this means that the management of digital risks takes place within and across 

organizational environments and issue fields (Dawson & Thomson, 2018). Is cybersecurity a 

technical, organizational, financial, or cultural issue? Abbott’s approach emphasizes how the 

answer to this question revolves around the competitive dynamics of professional claims to 

jurisdiction control (Abbott, 1988, p. 98). The advantage of such an approach is that it accounts 

for the multiplicity of cybersecurity work and it provides the tools to ask how fragmentation 

transpires into professional claims to jurisdictional control: ”Cybersecurity is no longer the remit 

only of private or corporate practitioners but has become a complex site of interaction between a 

very wide range of people, organizations and technologies” (C. Stevens, 2020, p. 133). Control, 

in this perspective, originates from the relations between professions and allows for the exercise 

of definitional power by linking processes of diagnosis, inference and treatment. That is, 

dominant professions control problematizations, define courses of action, and – perhaps most 

importantly – determine evaluative success criteria (Abbott, 1988, p. 137).  

From this perspective, a profession is characterized by control over tasks (ibid., pp. 8, 53). 

Classical examples are the medical professions, lawyers, and auditors. Some professions, such 

as economists, have significantly expanded their jurisdictional control over time and colonized 

ever more tasks (Fourcade, Ollion, & Algan, 2015). Such expansionary dynamics have also been 

documented for cybersecurity professionals, albeit on a much smaller scale. Tanczer and 

colleagues document, for example, how technical cybersecurity experts are taking on roles in 

adjacent fields. Their analysis shows that Cybersecurity Incidence Response Teams 

(CIRTs/CSIRTs) have a unique ability to navigate transnational networks and maintain open 

lines of communication even in situations of geopolitical conflict. In doing so, the authors argue, 

cybersecurity experts take on diplomatic roles (Tanczer, Brass, & Carr, 2018). Further, Clare 

Stevens shows how private cybersecurity companies operate in a nexus of political and technical 

considerations when analyzing and attributing cyberattacks. In conclusion to her analysis, she 

highlights how technical work tasks became “entangled in the politics of nuclear proliferation, 

diplomacy, international law, and the mechanisms of global cybersecurity governance” (C. 

Stevens, 2020, p. 130). For cybersecurity as much as for information technology more broadly, 
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“governments and their executives…no longer enjoy a monopoly over diplomatic interactions” 

(Farrell & Newman, 2019, p. 170). 

By redirecting focus away from the structural characteristics of professionalization, Abbott’s 

systemic account places the concrete work of professions centerstage and opens the analysis to 

questions of authority and definitional power. Elsewhere, it has been argued that, owing to the 

technical complexity and speed of technological change, professional struggles for control 

operate in a depoliticized and technocratic context: ”[T]he epistemic authority which computer 

and information scientists hold allow them the privileged role as those who have the authority to 

speak about the unknown” (Hansen & Nissenbaum, 2009, pp. 1166–1167). My contention is 

that such questions of jurisdictional control should not be answered deductively. Instead, it 

should be the subject of empirical analysis. Public and private councils and expert committees 

can serve as important indicators of professional control. They are gathering places for elite 

professionals and critical venues for the deliberation of problematizations and best practices 

(Reed, 1996; van Apeldoorn og Graaff, 2014). The next section turns to an analysis of such 

forums.  

 

Danish cybersecurity experts 

To illustrate the above theoretical considerations, I turn now to an illustrative analysis of Danish 

elite cybersecurity experts. The empirical material is based on a collection of prominent public 

and private expert committees with cybersecurity as the sole focus area. Expert groups have 

previously been found to play important roles in structuring professional work and reflecting 

control projects. As such, they are well-positioned to shed light on professional dynamics in 

ambiguous issue-fields (Reed, 1996; Seabrooke & Tsingou, 2014). The dataset covers 195 

positions across 176 practitioners. Some committees are established by public decree 

(Cybersikkerhedsråd og Erhvervsministeriets IT Sikkerhed Virksomhedsråd). One has an 

independent status, two are affiliated with industry organizations and another covers the 

cybersecurity officers from the largest 25 Danish companies (C25 companies). The selection of 

committees was based on their position in the institutional ecology of cybersecurity discourse in 

Denmark. The sampling strategy was therefore purposive and subsequently discussed with 

trusted industry insiders (Tansey, 2007). The analysis is strictly illustrative and does not aim to 

provide a representative picture of the entire population of cybersecurity experts in Denmark. 
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Given the clear limitations of the dataset, none of the conclusions that appear from the 

subsequent analysis are definitive. However, given the focus on elite practitioners, the analysis 

nevertheless promises to provide interesting insights into the profiles of authoritative 

cybersecurity experts. Throughout, I expand on the empirical results and link them to broader 

debates in the academic and professional literature. Finally, it is important to emphasize that the 

analysis focuses exclusively on expert groups and committees. Formal organizations such as the 

“Center for Cybersecurity” or the ‘Digitaliseringsstyrelsen’s “Office for Cyber- and Information 

Security” are thus excluded from the analysis.  

 

Table1: Overview over select expert committees. 

Name # Members Public/private 

Cybersikkerhedsråd 19 Public, Center for Cybersikkerhed 

IT-Branchens Sikkerhedsudvalg 53 Private, IT Branchen 

Rådet for Digital Sikkerhed 63 Independent Organization 

Erhvervsministeriets IT Sikkerhed 

Virksomhedsråd 
14 Public, Erhvervsministeriet 

Dansk Industri’s Udvalg for 

Informationssikkerhed 

16 Private, Dansk Industri 

C25 Danske Virksomheders CISOs 

eller tilsvarende 

30 Private, not formally constituted 

 

 

I collected professional and educational backgrounds on all thence identified elite experts 

through publicly available sources such as conference brochures and LinkedIn. The results 

indicate a heterogenous population of individuals. Two overarching trends show elite experts to 

be predominantly men and to work in the private sector. 86% are currently employed by private 

companies while 6% and 5% are affiliated with research- and public institutions respectively. 

Female cyber experts account for only 12% of the sample, indicating a rather strong gender 

imbalance. While these results partially reflect the selection of expert committees, studies from 

other countries show similar results. According to the International Information System Security 

Certification Consortium’s (ISC2) Cybersecurity Workforce Survey, only 30% of respondents 

identified as female (ISC2, 2019). The 2017 ’Global Information Security Workforce Study’ 
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from business consulting firm Frost and Sullivan estimates that almost 90% of cybersecurity 

experts are men (Frost & Sullivan, 2017, p. 5). Finding reference data on the proportion of 

publicly employed cyber experts is more difficult (c.f. Bate, 2018, p. 9). A UK Government 

study from 2020 shows that public organizations in the United Kingdom are 50% more likely 

than private companies to outsource cybersecurity tasks to external actors (Pedley et al., 2020). 

This is another indication of the challenges that public organizations face in attracting qualified 

cybersecurity practitioners, a condition that oftentimes is linked to the difficulties in competing 

with private sector wage levels (Pollitt, 2010). 

 

 

     Figure1: Elite experts by affiliated sector  Figure 2: Elite experts by gender 

 

In terms of the educational background of elite experts, the results are mixed. For each person in 

the dataset, the two most recent degrees within higher education were recorded. To qualify as 

such, I set a threshold for full degrees and excluded individual courses. The rationale for this 

decision was to gather data that would indicate coherent trainings and allow for statements of 

the sort: If a person has taken this programme, s/he is likely to be primarily an expert in area 

a/b/c (c.f. Young, 2012). For 19 individuals, no data were available and another 26 had only 

listed their most recent degree. Together, these two groups account for the 22% of missing 

values (“n/a”) in the dataset. In order to provide an overall overview, it was necessary to 

categorize the educational backgrounds. This was especially important for the computer science 

category. For the purposes of this analysis, I included all degrees that were primarily focused on 

computer- and data-science, and those that were labelled IT or encryption.  In turn, hybrid 
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degrees that only included computer sciences as a minor were labelled in accordance to the 

major part of the degree. “Business and ICT management”, for example, was coded as 

“business”. The results should, therefore, be taken as indicative rather than definitive.  

As shown in Figure 3, computer science is the most frequent type of education among the 390 

registered degrees (19%). Business administration (13%) and political science (11%) take 

second and third places. Considering the classical assertion that cybersecurity experts derive 

their authority from mastering complex technical knowledge, these results are surprising. 

However, the results still indicate a central position for such techne in expert profiles. Almost a 

third (32%) of the individuals have completed at least one IT-specific degree at university level. 

A similar trend can be observed in the US workforce, which indicates a continuing, albeit 

shrinking, dominance of computer science and engineering backgrounds among cybersecurity 

professionals (Frost & Sullivan, 2017, p. 5). 

 

 

          Figure 3: Elite experts by education background 

It is equally interesting to take a closer look at the less classical educations. At least 19% have 

taken a degree in business administration. When combining business administration, political 

science, management, finance, and public administration into a single category, we can see that 

almost half (44%) of the experts have completed non-traditional degrees in areas that are 

associated with management and administrative jobs (“Djøf-uddannelser”). As far as possible, 

certifications were also considered for the analysis. Given the high number of missing values 
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(122), the results of this analysis remain, however, prone to sampling errors. Two trends stand 

out. The “(ISC)2” and CISSP (25) certificates dominate among elite experts together with 

ISACA’s CISM, CISA and CRISC (combined 35) certificates. The “Certified Information 

Systems Security Professionals” (CISSP) certificate is issued by the world's largest member 

association of professional cybersecurity experts with over 150,000 certified members 

worldwide (ISC2, 2020). According to industry insiders, holding a CISSP certificate is an 

important signifier of professional competency, but it is only available for experienced 

professionals, and does therefore not offer a license to enter the profession. CISSP is often 

characterized as the most recognized accreditation for cybersecurity experts and signals a broad 

knowledge across cybersecurity work tasks (Pedley et al., 2020, p. 14). ISACA is an association 

with a broader scope and issues certificates across IT-relevant working areas, including 

cybersecurity (ISACA, 2020).  

In summary, the illustrative analysis has indicated that elite cybersecurity experts 

overwhelmingly are men and operate from within the private sector. These results are in line 

with comparable research from the United States and the United Kingdom. Technical IT-

specific degrees are frequent, but the analysis indicates that elite experts tend to have a more 

diverse educational background. The technical aspect is oftentimes balanced with degrees within 

business administration, strategic management, and political science. Certificates are primarily 

issued by private transnational associations.  

 

A new Expert Profile? From techne to process-orientation. 

The previous section has indicated that we are dealing with more than one expert profile when it 

comes to cybersecurity. Concurrently, however, there seems to be a clear trend that locates 

expert profiles between fields (c.f. Eyal, 2013). The location of experts within purely technical 

confines – the techne (Flyvbjerg, 2001) – has shifted and is today complemented by corporate-

organizational and political rationalities. Consequently, cybersecurity seems no longer to be 

regarded as a purely technical matter. To make cybersecurity operational, it seems, requires both 

a technical foundation and bridge-building competences to mediate between epistemes. From an 

organizational perspective such a change implies a reconceptualization of cybersecurity itself, 

elevating it from a delimited and clearly defined task within IT operations to an integrated role 

with a clear process orientation across organizational entities (c.f. Ferdinand, 2015). Whereas 
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the classical cybersecurity expert was part of the IT department (Denning, 2001), the new 

profile is both broader in focus and closer to the executive level. 

Additionally, this process orientation also reflects a more proactive approach to cybersecurity. 

An expert profile grounded in techne corresponds to an understanding of cyber problems in 

terms of threats. From this perspective, the main task of the cybersecurity expert is to defend 

against cyber threats by effectively improving digital defenses and keeping costs low. In short, 

the cyber expert is a digital security guard. The new profile, on the other hand, seems to be part 

of an organization’s development. Located in the nexus between governance and strategy, the 

new cyber expert is concerned with the development of processes around the organization’s risk 

profile, segmenting the ‘crown-jewels’ from non-essential data and designing appropriate 

responses to the thence defined categories (EY, 2019, pp. 7, 25). The new cyber expert is a risk 

manager.  

This requires a new expert profile across three dimensions. First, it requires intimate 

understanding of an organization’s structure and operations. The previously identified 

prominence of degrees in business administration can be understood as testament to this 

development. The second requirement is a partial reorientation to external developments. 

Among those, the external threat landscape is the most important to monitor. Who are potential 

adversaries and what are the global trends in the cybersecurity arena? Political science degrees 

and military backgrounds align with this aspect of the new expert profile. Finally, the third 

dimension relates to the continued importance of the technical foundation of experts. For the 

new cyber risk expert, the crucial competency is to translate operational and strategic 

considerations into technical solutions, and, concurrently, to translate technical developments 

into organizational processes. In short, the new profile as risk manager elevates the 

cybersecurity expert to a strategic position. A similar development was documented for security 

experts in private American companies, where the position "corporate security officer" moved 

from a technical to a strategic role (Petersen, 2013, p. 225). 

At the same time, this development intersects with, and it reflects, a new ontology of 

cybersecurity. Where the preoccupation with technical solutions reflected a preventive security 

logic, the new profile signifies the unattainability of absolute security in cyberspace (Reichborn 

& Friis, 2016). To accommodate such a permanent state of latent insecurity, it is necessary to 

create processes that ensure the organization’s ability to withstand attacks. In security jargon, 
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this reflects a move away from preventive and towards resilience strategies (Lasconjarias, 

2017). That is, in a world where dedicated hackers always will find a way in (given that they 

have both the will and the resources), purely defensive action is no longer deemed viable. The 

resilience strategy, on the other hand, prioritizes the identification of an organization's essential 

assets - so-called crown jewels - and works to either completely separate them from the rest of 

the network or to build special security processes around them (ENISA, 2019, p. 16). 

The new hybrid profile is, therefore, both broader in focus and closer to the decision-making 

level. As such, it strengthens the position of the cyber expert to define risks and assign 

appropriate mediating strategies. The sociological analysis of professions emphasizes how 

cybersecurity work is embedded in an institutional arena in which the contours of cyber risk 

work are continuously re-negotiated among professionals that operate in a nexus between 

economic, political, and technical considerations. From a societal perspective, such a 

development raises new political, democratic, and economic questions. To address such 

questions, it will be necessary to create a basis for public discussions and to strengthen overall 

levels of knowledge and awareness of digital risks among societal actors. Cybersecurity 

questions are increasingly enmeshed in broader social questions about the balancing of security 

and liberty. As such, these discussions require public debates. In this context, it is crucial to 

create a framework that strengthens the ability of civil society organizations to translate expert-

driven debate to a wide audience. The state can support this process by, among others, offering 

free trainings in cybersecurity. This is not without precedence. The UK, for example, offers free 

courses for young adults with an interest in cybersecurity (UK Cyber First, 2020; UK Cyber 

Skills Immediate Impact Fund, 2020). Such a mechanism could also help to correct the gender 

gap and motivate more women to enter the cybersecurity workforce. The overarching goal, 

however, must be to lift cybersecurity discourses out of the confines of expert debates and to 

provide the precondition for an inclusive debate that recognizes the politics of cyber risk 

governance (Dunn Cavelty & Wenger, 2020).  

From an economic perspective, cybersecurity is an issue that will only grow in importance and 

the management of digital risks is expensive. A successful process orientation can minimize the 

cost of cyberattacks. As discussed, this requires a new expert profile, that can bridge technical, 

organizational, and strategic considerations. However, there can be no doubt that the technical 

element remains the basis of cyber risk governance. Therefore, extra efforts must be made to 

raise the awareness of senior-decision makers. Not unlike the broader socio-political discussion, 
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this does not imply that everyone should become an expert. Rather, it requires a recognition of 

digital risks as fundamental components of digital societies and economies. 

 

Conclusions 

This article has argued for a stronger focus on knowledge formation and expert profiles in 

cybersecurity research. The organization and structure of expert knowledge in mature and 

immature professions can be an important factor in shaping security understandings across 

public and private organizations. A variety of approaches can be applied to study these 

dynamics. Here, I have focused on the contested nature of knowledge production inspired by 

Andrew Abbott’s classical work on the sociology of professions. With an emphasis on the 

political character of expert control, I have focused on the location of expert knowledge within a 

system of professions that is defined by competitive struggles among professional groups to 

assert exclusive control over tasks through processes of risk diagnosis, inference, and treatment. 

The illustrative analysis of Danish elite cyber experts indicates that political and business-

administrative logics have become important reference points for the otherwise technical 

cybersecurity profile.  

This development, I have argued, can be understood in terms of a new security understanding 

that revolves around resilience logics. Cybersecurity is no longer a cost factor first and foremost 

but a strategic priority. As such, the new expert profile operates in the context of organizational 

development and is characterized by a managerial focus on the segmentation of essential from 

non-essential assets and processes. As cyber experts are becoming managers of risk and 

uncertainty more broadly, expert power over questions of cyber risk should be balanced by a 

democratic and inclusive debate. Such democratic debates are particularly crucial at a time when 

fundamental issues such as the use of encryption, surveillance, and the use of offensive military 

cyber capabilities are being renegotiated. 
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Abstract 

Transnational issues in public administration are charged with coordination problems between 

public and private actors. This is especially true for nascent issue fields. The mitigation of global 

cyber risks represents one such emerging issue. International organizations have encouraged the 

development of cybersecurity strategies as an integral part of national security regimes and to 

strengthen the global security environment. Cyber Capacity Building (CCB) efforts respond to 

these calls and disseminate digital risk management to recipient states. At a time where public 

administrations have not determined a position on CCB, Global Professional Service Firms 

(GPSFs) have affirmed the importance of external third-party knowledge on cybersecurity issues. 

They are ‘seeding the cloud’ to benefit from the field as it matures. Through the application of the 

Strategic Action Field framework, I highlight how field dynamics are shaped through framing 

contests and reflected in the practices of policy production. 

 

Keywords: Nascent fields; framing; strategic action fields; cyber capacity building; Deloitte 
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Introduction 

The notion of emerging issues in transnational public administration has recently begun to 

attract interest in public administration scholarship (Stone & Ladi, 2015). Coordination on these 

issues often occurs in multi-actor and multi-level policy fields with overlapping or ambiguous 

mandates (Bryson, Crosby, & Stone, 2015). For nascent issues, it has been suggested that the 

institutional environment resembles a marketplace for ideas inhibited by a transnational policy 

community (Brütsch & Lehmkuhl, 2007; Stone, 2008). Public sector officials, international civil 

servants and transnational policy professionals occupy this “global agora” (Stone, 2013). 

Consultancies are an important part of this policy community (Bouteligier, 2011; Linovski, 

2019; Stone & Ladi, 2015), but their role remains underspecified. This paper highlights framing 

and positioning as crucial strategies of global consultancies when engaging in emerging policy 

issues.   

Research on the role of consultants in public administration has typically focused on the role of 

consultancies in domestic public administration and often in the context of new public 

management reforms, highlighting a power shift from public administrations to private 

professional service firms (Arnaboldi, 2013; Gunter, Hall, & Mills, 2015; Martin, 1998; Saint-

Martin, 1998; Ylönen & Kuusela, 2019). More recently, research has highlighted the “market-

making” role of Global Professional Service Firms (GPSFs), combining management 

consultancy with other professional services. These firms construct nascent policy fields by 

advancing established practices into new jurisdiction or creating demand for solutions to 

previously not treated problems (Beaverstock, Faulconbridge, & Hall, 2010; Brès & Gond, 

2014; Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2017; O’Mahoney & Sturdy, 2016).  

Adding to these accounts, this paper advances a strategic action field understanding of how 

GPSFs engage in the framing and shaping of nascent transnational issues (Fligstein & McAdam, 

2012). The strategic action field approach has recently attracted interest among scholars of 

public administration (Ingold, 2018; Moulton & Sandfort, 2017; Sandfort, 2018). It advances a 

view of embedded action in which strategic actors compete and cooperate for control over 

shared meanings (Fligstein, 1996). The ability of actors to successfully engage in such meaning-

making projects is conditioned by political opportunity structures at the field level and the social 

skill to enlist others into coalitions (Fligstein, 2001).  
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In nascent fields, definitional struggles over rules, resources and actor roles are “front and 

center” (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012, p. 27). Skillful actors engage in these struggles by 

translating rules and resources from proximate fields and build coalitions around these frames 

(Fligstein & Dauter, 2007). Framing has been a prominent concept within public administration 

scholarship (Baekkeskov, 2011; Boin, ’t Hart, & McConnell, 2009; McCann, 2013; Vogel, 

2012; Wilkinson, Lowe, & Donaldson, 2010) and refers to discursive acts that “lay the ground 

for proposing and justifying change measures” (McCann, 2013, p. 5, see also Boin et al., 2009). 

Timing is important and framing during the early stages of field formation weighs heavily on the 

future development of the field, defining legitimate means and desirable ends (Benford & Snow, 

2000; Bryson et al., 2015).  

Within public administration scholarship, framing contests are typically initiated by public 

officials during periods of crisis ('t Hart & Tindall, 2009; ’t Hart, 2013; Boin et al., 2009). In this 

paper, I show how GPSFs engage in the strategic construction of a nascent transnational policy 

field by exploiting opportunity structures, skillfully offering their resources while maintaining a 

notion of neutrality and building alliances. This strategic action is not one of domination, as a 

conventional ‘market makers’ narrative would suggest (c.f. Beaverstock et al., 2010; 

Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2017). Rather, they ‘seed the cloud’ and intervene strategically to 

shape a consensus on norms about routine practices and appropriate behavior.  

To illustrate this process, the case of cyber capacity building (CCB) is presented. Located at the 

nexus between cybersecurity and development aid, CCB refers to efforts aimed at improving the 

ability of recipient constituencies to reduce digital risks in the global South (Pawlak, 2014, 

2018). Officially recognized by the United Nations in 2010, the field remains in the early stages 

of coordinating actors for an open, safe and secure cyber space. CCB is a central component to 

allow developing nations to reap the “digital dividends” from rapidly spreading digital 

technologies around the globe (DfID, 2018; OECD, 2012; Principles for Digital Development, 

2019; United Nations, 2013; World Bank, 2016). Meanwhile, GPSFs have identified CCB as an 

opportunity to invest in the formation of a future market opportunity.  

Empirically, the paper employs an abductive approach and draws on participant observations 

during conferences and workshops of the Global Forum of Cyber Expertise (GFCE), a close 

reading of the literature, and semi-structured interviews with key actors. Grounded in an 

exploratory design, the activities of Deloitte emerged as a crucial case (Gerring, 2007). This paper 
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is structured as follows: In the first two sections, I provide an overview of the literature on 

consultancies within nascent fields and introduce the strategic action field approach. Third, 

methods and data collection are discussed. Fourth, the case is presented. In the subsequent 

sections, I provide an analysis of the strategic engagement of Deloitte in the field of CCB. In the 

final section, the link between framing strategies and field development is discussed.  

 

Global Professional Service Firms in Nascent Fields 

Diane Stone introduced the global agora as a metaphor for the market of ideas found in 

transnational administration, which is populated by a transnational policy community that spans 

international civil servants, public officials and transnational policy professionals (Stone, 2013, 

p. 28). In the global agora, actor roles are highly dynamic. Private actors can engage in public 

policy design negotiations, drawing on soft forms of authority to steer the governance process – 

sometimes against the will of public sector officials (Meier & García, 2015). 

Previous research on consultancies within transnational administration provides evidence that 

global consultancies have taken on key tasks within these processes (Boussebaa & 

Faulconbridge, 2018; Momani, 2017; Seabrooke & Sending, 2020). Similarly, it has been 

recognized that GPSFs are expanding activities into new markets as the profitability of core 

services are decreasing (Greenwood, Suddaby, & Hinings, 2002; Kipping, Bu, & David, 2019; 

Suddaby & Greenwood 2001). With recognized expertise across policy, management, and 

technical fields, these firms are uniquely positioned to participate in the global agora and engage 

in agenda-setting exercises for complex policy problems at the transnational level. The ability to 

draw upon multifaceted expertise places GPSFs as the “obligatory passage points” for public 

administrations to inform decision-making processes when uncertainty over appropriate courses 

of action prevails (Editor's introduction to this symposium). 

Complementing economies of knowledge, GPSFs control global networks spanning business, 

political, and civil society communities. These networks provide access to situated knowledge 

that links global expertise and local networks (Momani, 2017), affording GPSFs to exercise 

“design power” over institutional arrangements (Boussebaa & Faulconbridge, 2018) and to act 

as “staging posts” for political and economic transformations (Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2017, p. 

222). Prince (2012) highlights the horizontal diffusion of policies through networks that are 
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maintained by consultancies, which he depicts as “the often unheralded foot soldiers of 

changing governance structures” (p. 200).  

The ability to leverage expertise across geographies and issue areas allows GPSFs to act as 

knowledge brokers (Brès & Gond, 2014). The global operations of GPSFs provide unique 

opportunities to identify the ‘big picture’, acting as early-movers on emerging issue fields 

(Momani, 2017, p. 248). Dense networks to political, business, and civil society actors can be 

leveraged to shape perceptions and set the agenda for future courses of action (David, Sine, & 

Haveman, 2013; O’Mahoney & Sturdy, 2016).  

While this literature has greatly added to our understanding about the resources employed by 

GPSFs, there has been a tendency to focus on outcomes of ‘consultocracy’ (Ylönen & Kuusela, 

2019) with little attention to the underlying processes that allowed GPSFs to arrive in central 

positions. However, GPSFs cannot drive issues alone. Research on the effect of consultants on 

urban policy developments suggests that transnational consultancies aim to foster a position as 

neutral observers to the political process, operating at ‘modest witnesses’ (Hurl, 2018). From 

this position, consultancies broker alliances and organize consensus positions through active 

framing of contentious issues, oftentimes relying on pro-bono work to create future contracting 

opportunities (Canata & Giangreco, 2011; Linovski, 2017; Vogelpohl & Klemp, 2018).  

In the transnational arena, this implies a focus on the strategies employed to enroll state, IO and 

non-state actors into alliances, and a deeper appreciation of the institutional context in which 

such actions take place. The agora metaphor suggests that such processes operate both in the 

transnational context as well as along ‘imperial’ lines, in which knowledge creation and policy 

options are shaped in imperial centers and transferred to former colonies (Stone, de Oliveira & 

Pal, 2020, p. 3). Shared conceptual frames and language facilitate this process, especially in the 

Anglosphere, as has been noted in public administration scholarship (Legrand, 2015; Broome 

and Seabrooke 2015). Similarly, the ability of global consultancies to operate across 

transnational and imperial networks has been extensively documented (Boussebaa, Morgan & 

Sturdy, 2012; Poullaos & Sian, 2010; Sian, 2011). Accounting for organizing processes in such 

multi-actor and multi-level environments, recent scholarship has turned to the strategic action 

field framework  (Canzler, Engels, Rogge, Simon, & Wentland, 2017; David et al., 2013; 

Kauppinen, Cantwell, & Slaughter, 2017). 
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Field Emergence and Framing Contests 

Within the strategic action field framework, fields are embedded social spaces of interdependent 

relationships, from which actors use social skill to access resources and influence how the field 

operates (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012, p. 59). In the context of global public policy, this 

perspective directs analytical focus away from the unitary action of policy entrepreneurs and 

emphasizes instead the interplay of resources, networks and interdependent action to shape the 

rules of the field (Fligstein, 1996; Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009).  

The process of field emergence is a period of contention and uncertainty (Fligstein & McAdam, 

2012). In the absence of institutional settlements, proximate fields can serve as yard sticks for 

importing rules and norms governing behavior (Fligstein & Dauter, 2007; Fligstein & McAdam, 

2012, p. 86). Actors with the ability to bridge fields can exert a lasting influence on the 

development of shared meanings and rules (Bryson et al., 2015; Fligstein, 2001).  

Skilled social actors exploit openings at the field-level to “motivate cooperation in other actors 

by providing those actors with common meanings and identities in which actions can be 

undertaken and justified” (Fligstein, 1997, p. 398). Fundamentally, the challenge for strategic 

actors is to frame their preferred line of action to induce the cooperation of others (Fligstein, 

2001, p. 113). For emerging fields, frames are used to create alliances and confer legitimacy to a 

preferred course of action (Freeman & Peck, 2007; Heimstädt & Dobusch, 2018; Vogel, 2012).  

Because nascent fields lack a shared understanding over rules, framing contests are significant 

for the definition of what types of resources are important, how best practices are established, 

and what actions are good and legitimate (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014, pp. 197–198; Kaplan, 

2008). In doing so, strategic actors charge narratives with persuasiveness and can draw upon 

positive messaging, turning problems into opportunities and opening new courses of action 

(Crosby, ‘t Hart, & Torfing, 2017; Kennedy & Fiss, 2009, Vogel, 2012, p. 373).   

As the field settles, previously contested processes become normalized. Framing can thus 

become an effective strategy to define solutions and working processes, placing oneself at the 

center of institutional settlements. Hence, an investigation of framing processes in nascent fields 

provides for an explanation of how the foundations for institutional outcomes such as 

‘consultocracy’ are being laid.  
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Data and Approach 

Empirically, this paper relies on an exploratory design of polymorphus engagement (Gusterson, 

1997) informed by a close reading of documents, participant observations at key sites and semi-

structured interviews with key informants. Nascent fields in transnational policy processes can 

be challenging to study as actors, sites and issues are dispersed globally and oftentimes only 

loosely connected. Exploratory research is a useful approach to identify emerging structures of 

the field and avenues for further data gathering (Stebbins, 2001, p. 6). An overview over the full 

data is provided in table 1. 

As an initial step, documents on cyber capacity building were sourced. Specialized academic 

writings were identified through ‘Web of Science’ based on the key words “Cybersecurity 

Capacity Building”, “Cyber Security Capacity Building” and “Cyber Capacity Building”. 

Organizational reports from public and private organizations were identified based on references 

in the academic literature. Due to the novelty of the issue and the limited specialized academic 

literature available, additional material was sourced by conducting a Google News Search on the 

same key words as for the initial specialized literature in the Web of Science, yielding another 

five relevant articles. In total, this resulted in 51 documents. A close reading of this literature 

was conducted to gain an initial understanding of central concepts and concerns. Coordinative 

challenges, a shortage of funding, a lack of integration with traditional development actors, and 

a scarcity of qualified personnel emerged as central concerns (e.g. Hohmann, Pirang & Benner, 

2017; Klimburg & Zylberberg, 2015; Morgus, 2018; Pawlak, 2018).  

The Global Forum for Cyber Expertise was quickly identified as the central coordinating body 

of the field, being referenced in 8 of the 11 specialized articles and in the official strategies on 

cybersecurity and digitalization of the Netherlands, Norway and the United Kingdom. In-person 

participant observations were conducted at the 2019 Working Group Meetings in the Hague and 

the 2019 Annual Conference in Addis Ababa in Ethiopia over a total of six days. Further twelve 

hours of observations were made during virtual meetings in April-June 2020. At the physical 

gatherings, I attended all meetings and took extensive notes, which were transformed into 

memos. The in-person meetings were also used for informal background conversations with 

practitioners. These data were used to critically assess the results from the initial analysis, and to 

gain insights on dominant discourses and actors within the community (Mintrom & Luetjens, 

2016).  
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This abductive approach proved valuable to uncover emerging patterns and dynamics of the 

field, which were not visible from a reading of the literature alone (Davies, 2001, p. 75). During 

the first round of participant observations at the working group meetings in 2019, Deloitte was 

identified as a crucial case (Gerring, 2007) due to its centrality in discussions. While single-case 

studies only allow for limited insights into market effects more generally (Leander, 2005), they 

are a viable approach for understanding nascent fields and open up for subsequent comparative 

approaches (Heimstädt & Dobusch, 2018). 

Finally, eight formal interviews with key informants have been conducted. All interviews were 

conducted in a semi-structured manner with the aim to identify and confirm framing strategies 

and actor roles. Interview partners were sampled in a purposive manner based on a close reading 

of the literature and observations at key events. All interviewees were granted full anonymity. 

Due to the small-N character of interviews, no coding strategy was applied. In this way, the 

interviews were used to triangulate between data sources and increase the credibility of findings 

(Tansey, 2007). 

Table 1: Empirical Materials and Data Sources 

Data  Sub-types Count 

Documents  Specialist articles on cyber-capacity building 11 

Think-tank/research institute reports 8 

National Strategies 9 

IO Reports/Guidance 18 

Newspaper/other media 5 

Total 51 

Participant 

observations 

2019 GFCE Working Group Meetings, the Hague 3 days 

2019 Annual Meeting, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 3 days 

2020 Virtual Working Group Meetings 12 hours 

Interviews A1: Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), Senior Official 26.11.2018 

A2: Independent Development Consultant 23.09.2019 

A3: European Union Institute for Security Studies (EUISS), Senior 

Researcher 

24.02.2020 

A4: World Bank, Senior Official 27.02.2020 

A5: Deloitte, Partner 06.02.2020 

04.12.2020 

A6: Deloitte, Consultant 09.09.2020 

A7: Small Consultancy, CEO 26.08.2020 
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Cyber Capacity Building as a Nascent Field 

CCB refers to a range of activities collectively aimed at improving the ability of individuals, 

communities, and governments to reduce digital risks through the development of appropriate 

institutional, legal, and human capacities (Pawlak, 2018). Notwithstanding the importance of 

capacity building across the globe, the concept of CCB refers explicitly to a donor-recipient 

relationship in the context of development aid (Hohmann, Pirang, & Benner, 2017; Schia, 

2018). Although the earliest CCB projects can be traced back to the mid-2000s (Collett, 2019), 

the concept became formally constituted by the group of governmental experts within the United 

Nations (UN GGE) in the 2010 report and reiterated through the 2013 and 2015 reports (United 

Nations, 2010, 2013, 2015). 

Digital technologies are a key driver of economic growth in the global South (World Bank, 

2008, p. 2) and development institutions across the board have incorporated digital solutions 

into their strategies (DfID, 2018; Sida, 2003, 2005; Utenriksdepartementet, 2018). The World 

Bank estimates that at least 80% of its projects have digital components (Sargent, 2017). 

Without adequate safeguards to address digital risks, the positive impact of digital technologies 

on development might be offset or even reversed (World Bank, 2016, pp. 3–4). Against this rise 

of “the dark side of ICT” (Deibert, 2013; Tarafdar, Gupta, & Turel, 2015), the OECD 

emphasized “a need for better alliances and partnerships with like-minded countries or allies, 

including facilitating capacity building of less developed countries” (2012, p. 13), and the 

Principles for Digital Development recognize privacy and security as fundamental building 

blocks of digital development projects (Principles for Digital Development, 2019).  

CCB is, however, more than a new feature of development policy (Schia & Willers, 2020). It 

pursues a threefold aim of economic and societal growth, global risk mitigation and geopolitical 

ambition: First, to provide a foundation for developing countries to reap digital dividends. 

Second, to strengthen the global security landscape as exposure in one country easily spills-over 

into other – including developed – countries. And third, to advance and promote a model of 

digital governance rooted in the notions of openness, freedom, and security (Klimburg & 

Zylberberg, 2015; see also Pawlak & Barmpaliou, 2017).  

Whereas renowned experts imagined CCB growing into “one of the most important activities 

within the security/development nexus” (Klimburg & Zylberberg, 2015, p. 5; see also Pawlak, 

2016, p. 85), annual funding remains on the margins of the US$ 153 billion market for official 

development aid (OECD, 2019). Estimations fluctuate between US$ 50 million and 1 billion 
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annually, with a mean between 100 and 300 million US-dollars (Morgus, 2018, pp. 29, 70). If 

the market for CCB has not yet lived up to early expectations, it is due to three major 

challenges: a lack of expertise, a lack of funding, and organizational complexity. First, the 

digital skills gap puts pressure on traditional recruitment channels (Berger & Frey, 2015, p. 77), 

as public and private organizations compete for a limited pool of talents, and private actors 

typically outspend public institutions (Andrews, 2018, p. 7). With a global shortage of two 

million cybersecurity experts (ISACA, 2019), practitioners with deep technical knowledge are 

rare and expensive (Shires, 2018). Second, the hybrid character of CCB projects – being both 

development and security projects – creates uncertainty as to its qualification as official 

development assistance in conjunction with the ODA guidelines (Klimburg & Zylberberg, 2015; 

Pawlak, 2018, p. 49). If development projects cannot be classified as ODA, donor countries are 

less likely to allocate funding.  

Finally, the coordinative challenge to navigate organizational complexity has led to duplications 

of efforts, constrained the efficient delivery of projects and spurred uncertainty as to the impact 

of initiatives (Dutton, Creese, Shillair, & Bada, 2019). Building capacity in developing countries 

requires the participation of actors from the technical, development, security, and diplomatic 

communities to produce coherent programs and frameworks (c.f. Pawlak & Barmpaliou, 2017). 

Working across these communities requires boundary-spanning skills and the development of 

brokerage knowledge (Pollitt, 2010). Silo-structured bureaucratic organizations are especially 

constrained by this condition (Klimburg, 2017). Critically, mediating between security and 

development communities has proven difficult (Hohmann et al., 2017; Klimburg & Zylberberg, 

2015; Morgus, 2018). Without the enrolment of the development community, CCB projects 

often lack access to local networks in recipient states (Pawlak, 2014; Pijnenburg Muller, 2015, 

p. 14) and suffer from supply- rather than demand driven project designs (Pawlak, 2018, p. 100). 

CCB therefore risks to repeat the mistakes of early digital development projects (Heeks, 2008).  

In 2015, acknowledgement of this coordinative challenge induced the United Kingdom and the 

Netherlands to launch the Global Forum for Cyber Expertise (GFCE). This multi-stakeholder 

platform brings together public officials, international organizations, development actors, 

research institutes, and private companies to advance a global agenda for CCB and avoid 

duplications of efforts (GFCE, 2015). Within the few years of its existence, it has developed into 

the key global coordinative body for CCB issues.  
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In sum, CCB has developed from a loosely articulated recommendation at the level of the 

United Nations into a nascent global policy field. Coordination among the relevant communities 

remains the biggest challenge for effective policy implementation. Coordinative platforms, such 

as the GFCE, tend to be dominated by actors from the security and foreign policy community. 

Without access to the local networks and capacity building expertise of the development 

community, CCB projects risk to be short-lived as local ownership is lacking (c.f. Eade, 1997).  

 

The Strategic Action Field in Cyber Capacity Building 

The GFCE functions as the main coordinating platform in the nascent field (c.f. Netherlands 

Ministry of Justice, 2018; UK Cabinet Office, 2016; Utenriksdepartementet, 2018). As of early 

2020, its members include 54 countries, 14 international organizations, 12 research 

institutes/think tanks, 17 for-profit companies, four non-profits and eight other organizations 

from around the world. These can be roughly clustered around donors, recipients and 

implementing actors. Within each of these categories, we see both private and public actors, 

mirroring Diane Stone’s observation of the transnational sphere as penetrating dichotomies, 

where “policy activity does not conform to the standard distinction of simply public or private, 

but occurs across them” (Stone & Ladi, 2015, p. 843). For example, Microsoft is a key investor 

into CCB activities (GFCE, 2020b; see also Pijnenburg Muller, 2015) and academic 

organizations like the Oxford University’s Global Cyber Security Capacity Centre are active in 

project implementation and assessments (GCSCC, 2016). 

Consultancies are, however, the main implementing agents (Interview, A4 & A7; see also 

Morgus, 2018, p. 53; Pawlak & Barmpaliou, 2017). The GFCE member consultancies are of 

three types: smaller and specialized consultancies; medium-sized thematic consultancies with a 

regional focus; and GPSFs. The difference in size and function corresponds to public 

administration scholarship on smaller consultancies providing technical fixes, mid-size 

consultancies policy changes for a community, and large consultancies a shift in frames (van 

den Berg et al., 2019). Smaller and specialized technical companies are typically contracted for 

the implementation of specialized aspects of larger projects, such as the development of national 

computer emergency response teams (Interview, A7). Mid-sized consultancy firms like the 

consultancy arm of the Commonwealth Telecommunication Organisation (CTO) tend to have a 

broader portfolio and a regional focus area. Created in 1901, the CTO draws on a centuries-long 
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legacy serving the Commonwealth region in fostering the use and application of 

telecommunications technologies. Access to long-standing local networks and a deep 

understanding of the local political and societal context are a crucial resource and success factor 

for project implementations (Interviews A3, A4, A5).  

Lastly, recent years have seen a strong increase in the activities of especially one GPSF in 

delivering CCB projects. In the autumn of 2016, Deloitte acquired the small consultancy firm 

Intellium, which was specialized on cyber security strategy consulting for public and private 

clients (Deloitte, 2017). Prior to the acquisition, Intellium supported Italy in developing the 

2016 National Framework for Cyber Security, worked with the International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU) on cyberdrills in the African, American, European, and Arab 

regions (ITU, 2014, 2015a, 2015b, 2016), and supported NATO in critical infrastructure 

protection exercises (NATO, 2015). Leveraging Intellium’s issue-specific expertise and existing 

networks with Deloitte’s organizational capacity followed thus a well-known model of niche 

firm acquisitions for expanded service offerings (Accountancy Daily, 2015). 

 

Framing the Strategic Action Field 

Access to greater organizational capacity allowed the new Deloitte/Intellium consortium to work 

with longer time horizons without a need for immediate profit. Consequently, the GPSF used the 

newly acquired technical expertise to move from being a specialized agent with limited capacity 

towards viewing cyber capacity building as a strategic investment for future profit opportunities.  

 

Cyber capacity building has over time become a priority for Deloitte and is part 

of a long-term strategy. Other companies need to focus more closely on the 

immediate profitability when approaching new markets. Deloitte – as a partner-

led organization – is much better positioned to invest in these areas with a long-

term strategy. 

Interview A5  

Most significantly, this re-orientation was manifest in the development of a second strategic 

layer, leveraging the combination of top management consultancy and technical expertise to 
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engage in ‘thought-leadership’ and framing of the field (O’Mahoney & Sturdy, 2016; Sturdy, 

Wright, & Wylie, 2015a). These strategies are exemplary of the move towards CCB activity as 

an investment strategy.  

With less focus on short-term performance, pro-bono work was a viable strategy to increase its 

presence in the emerging market. It has been documented elsewhere, how pro bono activities 

can be used to build reputation and demonstrate capabilities, and how unpaid work can create 

opportunities for future contracts (Linovski, 2017). Through the provision of  in-kind 

contributions to cyberdrills, the company has become an official ‘key partner’ of the ITU (ITU, 

2019). Further, Deloitte is similarly engaged in training national computer emergency response 

teams through the ITU, using this activity as a hub for network expansion. Beyond network 

expansion, pro bono work for governments through the ITU was used to stay ahead of the field 

and maintain thought leadership (Interview A5).  

Testament to such thought leadership is the development of the 2018 “Guide to Developing a 

National Cyber Security Strategy” on a pro bono basis (ITU, World Bank, COMSEC, CTO, & 

NATO CCD COE, 2018). Published by a multi-stakeholder effort including the ITU, the World 

Bank, NATO, and the European Cybersecurity Agency (ENISA), Deloitte was able to assert its 

status as a leading source of expertise. Relatedly, Deloitte has published a “Digital Identity Road 

Map Guide” in cooperation with the ITU (ITU, 2018). Digital identity systems are closely 

linked to cybersecurity concerns and a key pillar of the World Bank’s digital development 

program (World Bank, 2018). Another example is the publication of the edited volume “Next 

Generation CERTs” through the “NATO Science for Peace and Security Programme” 

(Armando, Henauer, & Rigoni, 2019).This collaboration draws together the GPSF, NATO, and 

a prominent computer scientist, reaffirming the technical expertise of Deloitte and fostering ties 

to complementary sources of authority. These three examples underpin, how Intellium’s existing 

networks within the ITU and NATO could be leveraged to engage in strategic positioning within 

a long-term investment strategy. 

The publication of best-practice guides are important tools to set standards of appropriate 

behavior and provide an opportunity to formalize social standing and strengthen relationships to 

relevant other stakeholders (c.f. Qu & Cooper, 2011). Entering into strategic cooperation with 

partner organizations, the cooperative approach allowed Deloitte to advance diagnostic and 

prognostic frames (Benford & Snow, 2000). Relying on a narrow representation of technical 
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expertise, Deloitte was able to exercise a high degree of control without the need to mobilize its 

full arsenal of organizational resources, reflecting Hurl’s notion of global consultancies as 

‘modest witnesses’ (Hurl, 2018).  

Thought leadership and framing strategies went, however, beyond representations of technical 

expertise. The GFCE, as the central coordinating body of the nascent field, was identified as an 

arena of eminent importance to engage directly in conversations with donor and recipient state 

governments (Interviews 5,6,7). As one interviewee put it, “these conversations are important to 

understand the priorities of governments and to help them understand their needs” (Interview 5, 

emphasis added).  

Deloitte’s engagement at the GFCE relied much more heavily on brokering and framing 

strategies based on its organizational resources and access to global networks. Interventions 

during working group sessions in April 2019 revolved around a re-framing of local project 

ownerships, emphasizing the need to bring together local project partners and establishing multi-

stakeholder initiatives that allow for demand-driven project design and sustainable project 

success.  

This re-framing directly addresses a shared concern as lined out in the case description: the 

absence of the development community has cut CCB projects effectively out of local networks 

that development agencies maintain across the globe. The importance of project ownership for 

achieving sustainable development outcomes is well-established (Eade, 1997) and similarly a 

concern that is widely shared in the CCB community (Pawlak, 2014; Pijnenburg Muller, 2015; 

Schia, 2018). Yet, as local ownership requires the presence of implementing actors with the 

social capital to orchestrate local networks, alternative pathways are in high demand and 

consultancies with a global presence are in a unique position to act on such tasks.  

Indeed, the ability of turning global presence into a strategic advantage in future CCB 

projects was highlighted decisively:  

 

Deloitte has extensive experience in dealing with private companies and can 

help to bring them in and make them an active part of the discussion. The latter 

is an area where most CCB projects are failing in design and execution. But 
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national private players and large international companies are essential for 

successful projects, especially for national strategies. 

Interview A5  

Deloitte only became a formal member of the GFCE in 2019. Yet, within a short period of time, 

it managed to take on central positions within the working groups on national strategies and 

cybersecurity cultures and skills1. Further, Deloitte senior partner Inge Bryan was appointed to 

the three-person board of the newly established GFCE foundation. At the presentation of the 

board during the 2020 working group meetings, the main task of the board was described as to 

provide strategic direction to the GFCE and move CCB closer to the digital development agenda 

(GFCE, 2020a). According to Deloitte’s Inge Bryan, two key considerations for such 

development must be a “better involvement of the private sector and a new and more active role 

of the GFCE” (speech at GFCE Virtual Meeting, 2020). The latter should be contrasted with the 

expressly passive role of the GFCE in earlier years, limiting itself to a coordinative function 

(Interview A4). This was reiterated in a later interview:  

 

In the future, the GFCE should become more like a market place in which 

recipients, donors and other relevant organizations can interact and coordinate. 

Ideally, the GFCE should facilitate the organization, strategy development and 

orchestration of CCB projects. 

Interview A5  

As CCB remains on the margins of the digital development field and both the market itself and 

market players are only just emerging, Deloitte ensured through its work at the GFCE that it is a 

player that cannot be ignored. Taking on key positions within the forum allows for the exercise 

of design power over the future organization of the field. Strategic re-framing of shared 

concerns over a lack of local project ownership opened new business opportunities to capitalize 

on the GPSF’s global presence and ability to orchestrate public-private partnerships. 

This framing soon appeared in the World Bank Report on the lessons learned from the Global 

Cybersecurity Capacity Program. Deloitte was the main implementing agency in this program, 

 
1 In toto, the GFCE is structured around four working groups.  
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advising on risk assessment and management processes, the development of national cyber 

strategies, and the identification of critical information infrastructure (World Bank, 2019, pp. 

22–25, 46).  

 

Consultancy firms with presence on the local market have more comprehensive 

and deeper knowledge about the needs and current circumstances of the given 

country. Global expertise combined with local knowledge is key to providing 

professional high-quality services to governmental institutions. This outlined 

advantage can result in a more successful and efficient achievement of Program 

goals. Programs similar to the Global Cybersecurity Capacity Building Program 

might benefit from the identification of such consultancy firms by already 

implementing partners at early stages of the Program planning. Timely and 

regular involvement of consultancy firms from the very first steps of the 

Program activities can lead to a higher utilization of the local knowledge and 

expertise of the parties involved.  

(World Bank, 2019, p. 66). 

The wording of “global expertise combined with local knowledge” is a clear reference to GPSFs 

who can leverage global networks and multi-faceted expertise. The involvement of GPSFs is 

argued to improve the chances of success and they should be involved “from the very first steps 

of the Program activities” to bring local knowledge to project planning, allowing for a demand-

driven project design.  

In sum, the case of Deloitte is a crucial illustration of how GPSFs possess unique resources to 

exert a lasting impact on the formation of nascent field within transnational policy issues. 

Access to global networks and organizational resources allows for the investment into nascent 

fields that do not yet represent a market large enough to provide short-term profits. Skillful 

positioning placed the GPSF in a structurally advantageous position to identify opportunity 

structures that can be exploited through targeted framing strategies. It has been documented how 

such framing was rewarded, enlisting central donor agencies into the prognostic frame. Such 

strategies are not very costly for a globally operating consultancy although the immediate pay-
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off might be low. Taking a back-seat and intervening strategically allows them to “seed the 

cloud” and shape future market profiles.  

 

Discussion 

Global consultancy firms possess unique resources to play an important part in the 

administration of transnational policy issues and especially so during the formative stages of 

field emergence. As documented in the case study, Deloitte was able to strategically invest into 

the nascent field of CCB before significant market opportunities developed, shaping the 

organization of CCB activities and normalizing its own position as an obligatory passage point 

for the implementation of CCB projects.  

While previous scholarship on consultancy in domestic public administrations has emphasized 

how GPSFs engage in thought leadership to establish new issues (Momani, 2017; Sturdy et al., 

2015b), the presented case highlights how such activities are embedded within wider social 

processes in which the inscription of thought-leadership activities into best practice guides is as 

much a reflection of claims to epistemic authority as it is a positioning exercise to foster and 

cement organizational alliances with key actors (see also Hurl, 2018). Organizational financial 

resources are the foundation to engage in such longer-term strategies, while the organizational 

structure of the partnership model provides the necessary discretion for senior partners to take a 

longer outlook on investments and rely less on immediate returns than traditionally organized 

private actors.  

Conceptualizing these processes as strategic action fields provides an integrated reading of what 

otherwise oftentimes is treated as individual aspects of consultancy resources. It also provides 

an important processual element in which social skill is developed and nurtured over time, 

underlining the significance of early-stage investments into nascent issue fields. Understood in 

this way, the successful re-framing of contentious issues around local ownership and demand-

driven project designs, with an emphasis on public-value creation, was possible only because the 

underlying processes of alliance-building were enabled. Deloitte had the capacity to read the 

environment through continuous skillful engagement. The GPSF was able to place itself in the 

center of framing, including advantageously positioning itself close to the World Bank.   
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In many ways CCB represents a natural expansion of Deloitte’s services. Government and 

public services account for the consultancy’s third largest global revenue stream (Deloitte, 

2020b) and its cybersecurity consulting remains the world’s largest by market share (Deloitte, 

2020a). Exercising design power over the development of CCB practices allows for the 

marriage of existing profit centers with the capitalization of global networks while avoiding 

clashes with incumbent competitors and professions coming into the market. As such, Deloitte 

has put in the work to make the most of increased service delivery and profits as the market 

matures.  

This is significant for two reasons. First, it documents how international development is 

increasingly seen as a target of knowledge colonization for GPSFs (Seabrooke & Sending, 2020; 

Suddaby & Greenwood 2001). And second, it documents how global consultancies are an 

important part of the transnational agora with access to a unique set of resources and the ability 

to build up social skill over time and to ‘seed the cloud’ on emerging issues before market 

structures develop.  

 

Conclusion 

How do global consultancies contribute to the shaping of nascent transnational public policy 

fields? Departing from the observation that GPSFs are an understudied actor type in the global 

agora, this paper has advanced a case study on the early-stage investment of Deloitte into the 

nascent field of cyber capacity building.  

Through a reading of the global agora as a strategic action field, this work contributes to our 

understanding of how the combination of organizational resources and social skill are equally 

important elements in GPSFs’ strategies to develop alliances and shape the formation of 

settlements within nascent fields. The advantage of such an approach is that it allows us to 

interpret the strategic action of global consultancies from an integrated view. From this 

perspective the processes of knowledge colonialization and market-making cannot be separated 

from the institutional environment in which such action is embedded. Further, the concept of 

social skill highlights how strategic action is the outcome of mobilization and coalition-building 

which, in turn, is underpinned by the deployment of organizational resources and an ability to 

read the environment in order to develop effective framing strategies. Applying the strategic 

action field approach asks us to take a holistic view of the knowledge-producing, boundary-
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spanning, and thought leadership activities of global consultancies. It is these activities that 

underpin the ability to engage in skillful social action. In this way, Deloitte’s actions can be 

interpreted as an investment into the development and acquisition of social skill which is 

deployed in a forward-looking manner to ‘seed the cloud’ and normalize itself to act as a staging 

post as market opportunities increase. Paying closer attention to such early-stage engagement of 

global consultancies within nascent transnational issues should be an interesting avenue for 

further research. 

Global consultancies are, unquestionably, not the only strategic actors investing into the 

development of nascent transnational issue arenas. Nor is their involvement necessarily a cause 

of concern but it is an issue worthy of further research interest. The global agora simultaneously 

exhibits a high degree of openness and power asymmetries (Stone, 2003). Consultancies 

working transnationally are well positioned to both contribute to and exploit this system. In this 

paper, it has been documented that GPSFs can successfully place themselves as central actors 

during early stages of field formation, providing them with design power over the form and 

practice of global public policy. Given the extensive research on GPSFs’ propensity to 

reproduce global inequalities and post-colonial structures, future research would be well-advised 

to pay close attention to the effects of such ‘seeding’ activity.  
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Abstract 

Markets are stabilized through a combination of professional coordination and technological 

rationalization that permits product delivery and valuation. Here we examine the emergence of 

cybersecurity insurance, a new market that requires multi-professional cooperation among an 

array of uncoordinated product service providers. In this context some professionals are 

attempting to build relationships to give stability to the market, and to permit the inscription of 

quantitative risk assessment methods. We suggest such relations are part of a general process, 

where ‘linked ecologies’ are being created by professionals to permit the conditions for inscription 

at a distance to function. We synthesize the inscription and linked ecologies approaches to 

establish three phases in which professional coordination and technological rationalization can 

proceed. First, emergent technologies require professional coordination which, when established, 

permits a second phase of calibration around a strategic technology, including what can be 

quantified. Only if a consensus is reached can a third phase of inscription occur, which creates a 

purified technology that can operate at a distance and has ongoing distributive effects among 

professional groups. We provide evidence from a ‘live’ case on cybersecurity insurance that draws 

on interviews with practitioners, extensive participant observation, and document analysis from 

industry reports.       

Keywords: cybersecurity; insurance; linked ecologies; inscription; technology; markets. 
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“It’s kinda a crappy job to be a chief security officer...  

It’s like being a [chief financial officer] before accounting was invented” 

- Alex Stamos, former chief security officer (CSO) at Facebook 1 

 

Introduction 

It is a truism to suggest that markets of significant scale rely on a calculative rationality to 

combat instability. The development of calculation techniques and devices is a classic Weberian 

theme that underpins the development of accountancy and modern capitalism (Carruthers & 

Espeland, 1991; Miller & Napier, 1993). The regularization of calculation generally follows the 

establishment of professional coordination on who is tasked with authority over the diagnosis, 

inference, and treatment of a problem, and what jurisdictional protections they should be 

afforded (Abbott, 1988). When task allocation has been settled among the relevant 

professionals, technological rationalization can aide market stability, permitting predictable 

product delivery and valuation. Further regularization can be achieved through inscriptions – 

practices and technologies that are mobile, “immutable, presentable, readable, and combinable” 

(Latour, 1986, p. 7). The implementation of calculative devices to simplify and standardize 

valuation can then magnify the scale of both professional and market activity. We know that 

inscriptions can be associated with performativity effects that generate disruptions (MacKenzie, 

2006), as well as hardening the homo economicus myth (Taffler, Spence, & Eshraghi, 2017). 

These processes, associated with technological rationalization, rest on prior professional 

coordination.     

We examine this general proposition through a case on the rise of the market for cyber risk 

insurance. This market has developed over the past two decades, emerging in a piecemeal and 

fragmented fashion, with little alignment among the cybersecurity and insurance professionals 

on best practices, product development, and valuation. This market has been characterized by an 

extreme proliferation of products that do not align into profiles where their quality and 

predictability could be easily discerned by clients. This profiling capacity is fundamental for 

stable markets (White, 1981; Beckert, Rössel, & Schenk, 2017), and particularly important for 

market upscaling through the inclusion of small and medium enterprises (SMEs).  
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Despite a lack of coherence in the supply of products, demand for cyber risk insurance has 

increased. The heightened frequency of cyber-attacks demanding corporate ransom payments, as 

well as more mundane cyber threats, have accelerated this demand. In recent years this has 

spurred some cybersecurity and insurance professionals to create alliances, generating schemes 

to foster an understanding of what constitutes cybersecurity risks and insurance valuation, as 

well as developing quantified measures that can support insurance products at a scale that can 

anchor greater market stability.   

The process of developing quantifiable measures is familiar to scholars working in the tradition 

of the sociology of translation (Callon, 1980), which draws attention to the processes through 

which sites, activities, and interactions are assembled into networks. In particular, research on 

the construction of inscriptions (Latour, 1987; Justesen & Mouritsen, 2011) specifies “how 

complex and distant relations come through, often multiple, translations to be inscribed and 

“represented” by singular objects” (Robson & Bottausci, 2018, p. 61). The process of inscribing 

is a subset of translation with material artefacts and has become a prominent feature within 

critical accounting literature (Busco & Quattrone, 2018; Jordan, Mitterhofer, & Jørgensen, 2018; 

Qu & Cooper, 2011; Robson, 1992). For most of this literature, the engagement with 

inscriptions - in the form of standards, best practices, calculations, or risk metrices – 

problematizes the performativity of management and accounting practices (Busco & Quattrone, 

2015; Cooper, Ezzamel, & Qu, 2017).  

An important aspect of research on inscriptions is the stability of the professional environment 

in which calculative devices can take hold. ‘Inscription building’ (Qu & Cooper, 2011) is a 

process of alliance building and network formation (Callon, 1986) that relies on professionals 

and technologies using social space to ‘make an object known’ (Robson, 1992, p. 689). While 

the performative power of inscriptions derives from the institutionalized nature of centers of 

calculations (Callon, 1998), inscription-building relies on intersubjective meaning exchanges 

between proximate and distant agents. In short, the presence of ‘inscriptors’ relies on successful 

prior professional coordination (Qu & Cooper, 2011, p. 345). In our case on cyber risk 

insurance, multi-professional cooperation has emerged transnationally in the absence of a 

dominant form of professionalization in one type of organization or a national jurisdiction where 

the state licenses the professions (Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2012; Blok et al., 2019; Harrington 

& Seabrooke, 2020). As a consequence, it is professionals that have driven attempts to bring 
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together cybersecurity and insurance to work on developing products that can potentially be 

inscribed to stabilize the market.   

To locate the process through which multi-professional cooperation enables technological 

rationalization, we draw on the concept of ‘linked ecologies’ (Abbott, 2005), which examines 

how actors form alliances and compete with each other to have control over a ‘location’ (point 

of interest). Such control may include jurisdictional control over the allocation of professional 

tasks (Abbott, 1988). Linked ecologies do not only include formal professions but also other 

actors and organizations. Activity within linked ecologies is focused to develop relations that 

connect actors and locations in the struggle to define tasks (Abbott, 2005, p. 248–52). Actors 

can create strategies to influence each other, including forging common projects across groups 

(‘hinges’) and in propagating one’s own perspective in other groups (‘avatars’). This approach 

has been applied in a number of issue areas of interest to scholars of accounting and 

organization, including auditing (Mennicken, 2010), business school education (Fourcade & 

Khurana, 2013), life insurance (van der Heide, 2020), and financial surveillance (Seabrooke & 

Tsingou, 2021), among others.     

While work on inscription and linked ecologies are seldom in conversation, we suggest that 

combining insights from them can aide the theorization of processes linking professional 

coordination to technological rationalization. In particular, we contribute to theorizing about the 

cooperative and competitive processes underpinning inscription-building, highlighting how it 

relies on links between professional groups (Robson & Bottausci, 2018). We also show that 

professional groups do not function independently of technological rationalizations. We suggest 

that market stability is the outcome of a process where professionals compete in establishing 

what is regular activity in the market and who has claims to what tasks. Inscription-building 

relies on this process to get a foothold in asserting what is best practice valuation.   

We make three distinct contributions. First, by linking the inscription and linked ecologies 

frameworks, we articulate a process of professional interaction that assists with inscription-

building and attempts to create technologies can aide market stability. Second, we highlight how 

the formation of ‘hinges’ allows translation over distance, providing evidence on how the 

selection of what can be quantified is calibrated within a social space populated by professionals 

and technologies. And third, we draw attention to the relationship between the process of 

inscription-building and change in hierarchies among professional groups.  
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Empirically, our case on cybersecurity insurance draws on 20 interviews with practitioners, 

extensive participant observation at online conferences, and document analysis from industry 

reports. We exploit this ‘live’ case to gain traction on how multi-professional cooperation and 

competition is acted out, and to trace the process through which inscription-building is staged. 

Geographically, our focus is on the North American and European markets, which account for 

the clear majority of written premiums in this new market. After a brief overview over the work 

on inscriptions and linked ecologies, we present our theoretical framework, highlighting the 

intricate relationship between professional competition over authority claims and inscription-

building. This is followed by a methodology section prior to the case presentation and analysis 

section before we discuss the contributions.    

 

Inscriptions 

Inscriptions are a core concern for work in the Sociology of Translation (Robson & Bottausci, 

2018). While translations refer to an actor’s interpretation of their own and others interest 

(Latour, 1987, p. 108), inscriptions describe the mobile, stable, and combinable representations 

of translations that enable action at a distance (Latour, 1987, p. 236). Their significance stems 

from a mediating capacity, tying together networks around problematizations (Morgan & 

Morrison, 1999). Inscriptions can help to make things “calculable” and quantifiable (Miller, 

1991; Power, 2003), providing for the dissemination of problematizations as “light travelers” 

across organizational and institutional settings (Kurunmäki, Lapsley, & Miller, 2011, p. 4). 

Since quantification remains the hallmark of knowledge representations (Robson, 1992, p. 687; 

Mennicken & Espeland, 2019), inscriptions serve as rationalization devices (Vollmer, 

Mennicken, & Preda, 2009).   

Scholarship on accounting and organization typically engages with inscriptions post-fact and 

investigates the performative capacity of inscriptions as actants (Busco & Quattrone, 2015, 

2018; Pollock & D’Adderio, 2012; Power, 2004; Quattrone, 2009). Inscriptions, in this work, 

take on performative qualities by producing the world that they represent (Callon, 1998; 

Themsen & Skærbæk, 2018, p. 20). In doing so, inscriptions identify and describe actions 

derived from a particular representation of calculability (Callon, 1998, pp. 4–5) and shape 

human cognition (Latour, 1986). What once was controversial becomes constructed as 

unchallenged facts through processes of purification, including the ‘blackboxing’ of input 
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variables in the calculative device (Latour, 1987, p. 246; Latour, 1999, p. 304). In this line of 

thinking accounting ideas, once widely accepted, become the ‘obligatory passage points’ that 

define problems and solutions (Cooper, Ezzamel, & Qu, 2017). ‘Ranking devices’ become a 

constitutive aspect of market settings (Pollock & D’Adderio, 2012, p. 584). Concurrently, the 

incompleteness of inscriptions facilitates continuous processes of re-interpretation that 

themselves are defined through the visual power of representations (Busco & Quattrone, 2015).  

The performative capacity of rankings and other inscriptions has featured particularly 

prominently in work on risk management. Hilgartner classically argued that “definitions of risk 

get built into technology and shape its evolution” (Hilgartner, 1992), and Power has drawn 

attention to the various ways in which risk indices take on “a life of their own” and define policy 

options (Power, 2004, p. 771). Such formalized risk management templates narrow courses of 

action and can lead to a compliance rather than resilience focus (Hall & Fernando, 2016), with 

an emphasis on flexibility of application rather than their accuracy (Jordan, Mitterhofer, & 

Jørgensen, 2018). In sum, inscriptions focus rationalization processes, folding in what counts 

and can be counted, and normalizing this behavior through the use of technologies so that 

professionals do not question it. 

The durability of an inscription derives from its mobility and flexibility, allowing actors to 

modify the tool in its application without, however, challenging the underlying representation; 

namely that what is represented indeed is risk. This is often a fragile process. Inscription-

building relies on the ability of fact-builders to create “communities of interest” by enrolling 

actors into alliances and closing down areas of contestation (Latour, 1987, p. 112). In this sense, 

inscription-building “ignite[s] the process of knowledge fabrication” (Quattrone, 2009, p. 89) 

and reflects the construction of consensus-positions among relevant actors over what is 

important and what is not (Qu & Cooper, 2011, p. 347).  

As discursive strategies involve understanding and strategic framing, the main actors in 

inscription-building are individuals and groups with an interest in how the object becomes 

constituted and defined. This, we propose, diminishes the role of non-human actants during 

periods of inscription-building to strategic devices employed by human actors in their pursuit to 

build alliances and align interests (Eyal, 2012, p. 181). In Callon’s words (1980, p. 198):   
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The protagonists are involved in a never ending struggle to impose their own 

definitions and to make sure that their view of how reality should be divided up 

prevails. Consensuses are reached, lasting for longer or shorter periods of time, 

concealing balances of power. […] During these preliminary skirmishes research 

problems and the groups which will take charge of them are simultaneously 

determined. 

 

Inscription-building is foremost a process concerned with the forging of qualified consensuses 

around good and bad, pure and impure, input variables (Vollmer, Mennicken, & Preda, 2009, p. 

623; Christensen & Skærbæk, 2010, p. 525). During this process, proto-inscriptions remain a 

property of the human agents, who strategically employ material representations of risk objects 

to enroll others into coalitions. Only in later phases, if successful, can this prior phase enable the 

agency of actants to facilitate networks at a distance (Latour, 1987, p. 232). Scholars working in 

this tradition have noted that it is important to “recognize explicitly the role of strategic agency 

in building networks and in influencing relational effects” (Cooper, Ezzamel, & Qu, 2017, p. 

997). We suggest that the linked ecologies framework promises to provide important insights 

into these processes. 

 

Inscription-Building in Linked Ecologies   

The linked ecologies framework emerged from work on the systems of professions (Abbott, 

1988) with recognition that professional coordination does not come from only inter- and intra-

professional conflicts (Abbott, 2005). The linked ecologies approach is based on a critique of 

classic ecological conceptions of social space as bounded by individual competition among 

fixed entities, where there are strong assumptions of what binds an ecology together. Instead, 

Abbott (2005) perceives of social space as a shared arena, populated by actors and institutions 

that interact around a focal object. This ecological social space is not determined by pre-existing 

positions but actively created through the interaction of actors, the location (points of interest), 

and the economic, political, and social activities involved in interactions. The emphasis in the 

approach is on the “overlapping and interpenetrating of previously distinct worlds... [where] 

arenas and fields themselves come to be interlinked and reworked (Mennicken, 2010, p. 335, 

emphasis in original). Actors share an interest in this object, allowing one to trace how it 
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emerges as a focal point of contention. As any successful claim to the location must enlist actors 

across ecologies, the most important variable is alliance-building (Abbott, 2005, p. 247). Such 

alliance-building is concerned with the establishment of ‘ligations’, connecting actors, locations, 

and relations between them. These include ‘hinge’ strategies to link professional groups, as well 

as ‘avatar’ strategies to influence worldviews in other groups.    

The linked ecologies framework has variously been applied to study aspects of control over 

tasks and issue areas. Technological rationalizations and forms of calculation are important for 

this professional interaction. For example, Mennicken (2010) details how former Soviet 

calculative practices and inspection technologies were reworked through professional interaction 

to transform auditing practices in Russia. Seabrooke and Tsingou (2016) show how professional 

conflicts between demographers, medical scientists, and economists over fertility have led to 

changes in the economic calculus of assisted reproduction technologies. Abbott’s own work 

discusses how professional settlements include claims over technological advances, as, for 

example, in the attribution contest over who invented the whale harpoon gun (Abbott, 2001, pp. 

209–239).  

The linked ecologies framework can provide an important addition to the literature on 

inscriptions by highlighting how alliance-building on emergent issues is defined by multi-

professional struggles over control. In return, a focus on inscription-building helps us 

understand how “points of contact” are not only limited to physical human interactions but can 

be widened through the inscription of rationalities across ecologies in situations of sparse 

personal contact (c.f. Abbott, 2005, p. 253). 

 

Linked Ecologies for Inscription-Building   

Connecting the work of linked ecologies with that of inscriptions allows us to understand 

inscription-building as a general process with recursive dynamics. During the initial phase, 

proto-inscriptions can be employed as tools to build alliances and align interests. Characteristic 

of this phase is that proto-inscriptions do not yet possess performative characteristics as they 

lack widespread acceptance. In Abbott’s (2005) terms, they can function as ‘hinges’ to build 

alliances between professionals, who primarily act through groups. Competing inscriptions carry 

contrasting implications for the allocation of problems and tasks among professionals and, in 

doing so, can reorganize status hierarchies. Our contention is that inscription-building is an 
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inherently conflictual process that involves the mediation, shaping, and competition of 

competing interests and actor groups.   

Figure 1 illustrates the phases of inscription-building and its relationship to professional groups 

in a process of technological rationalization within a market. We describe this recursive process 

as following three phases, acknowledging that this is not a global or universal process and that 

different professionals may be located in different phases in the same general period. In the first 

phase is an emergent technology, which has potential to concentrate activity within a market. 

The professional groups (A and B) both have an interest in the content of this emergent 

technology and in steering how it can be used to enhance their capacity for diagnosis, inference, 

and treatment. As the technology is emergent the chance to mold it may increase through active 

alliance building between professionals and organizations. Professionals have an incentive to 

create ‘points of contact’ and form a linked ecology that includes other organizations useful in 

enhancing their control of the ‘location’. Market instability may accentuate distributional gains 

from such points of contact. Pressures in the external environment can affirm the need for the 

emergent technology to be treated as a strategic technology. 

 

Figure 1: Linked Ecologies in Inscription-Building 
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In the second phase, the technology’s potential to enhance particular behavior within the market 

makes it a strategic asset, which may be propelled by external pressures in the environment. 

Professionals have an interest in furthering alliance-building, and keeping out other competitors, 

by agreeing on forms of diagnosis, inference and treatment that will enhance the strategic 

technology in a manner that bolsters their jurisdictional control and aides market stability. 

Forming alliances with organizations that support this treatment is important in securing their 

control over the location in the linked ecology. Towards this aim a hinge can develop to tie the 

ecologies together in a manner directed towards the creation of proto-inscriptions. For example, 

in cases where forms of quantification are a key means of control both professional groups will 

propose what should be measured and counted. Linking proposals with other organizational 

actors can greatly assist this process. As these elements are introduced to the strategic 

technology this induces a calibration process, whereby the professional groups must select and 

deselect on what may eventually be inscribed.  

In the third phase multi-professional coordination has led to an agreement around the 

technology, allowing for inscription to take place. This transforms the strategic technology – an 

object of contestation among professional groups – into a purified technology. In doing so, the 

technology becomes an actant that can operate at a distance, enfolding new professional groups 

and laypeople in the external environment into the activities the technology enables. This assists 

market stability and regularity, allowing the upscaling of activity and inclusion of many more 

organizations. We note that the distributional outcomes from the inscription may differ for the 

professional groups most concerned. This creates tensions that can lead to challenges to 

professional jurisdictional control (Kiviat, 2019), as well as forms of performativity in markets 

that have been well documented (e.g. Revellino & Mouritsen 2015). Extreme tensions may 

result in a reversion to the second phase, or in new efforts towards an emergent technology, as 

described in the first phase.  

We suggest that the case of cybersecurity insurance follows the logic of these phases, with the 

current development between the second and third phase. As such this ‘live’ case provides 

insights into the relationship between professionals in linked ecologies and inscription-building. 
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Data and Methods   

To analyze multi-professional organization and inscription-building, we draw upon a multi-

method explanatory case study approach (Flyvbjerg, 2011), employing participant observation, 

semi-structured interviews, and a close reading of corporate and policy documents. We began 

the study with a broad search for relevant literature and policy documents. This provided an 

initial base for the mapping and identification of critical vantage points, actors and points of 

discussion. A Web of Science search for articles with the terms “cyber” and “insurance” in the 

title or keywords yielded a list of 150 academic articles published between 2010 and 2021. 

However, only 20 were anchored in the social and organizational sciences, while the vast 

majority were to be found within computer sciences and electronical engineering. We extended 

our search to include policy and practitioner documents, which proved a valuable strategy and 

identified a number of reports from international organizations (especially the Organisation for 

Economic Co-Operation and Development, hereafter OECD, and the European Union Agency 

for Cybersecurity, hereafter ENISA), industry associations (EIOPA, Geneva Association), major 

market actors (Lloyd’s of London, Allianz, Zurich Re, Munich Re AXA, Chubb) and 

professional service firms (Deloitte, PwC, KPMG, EY).  

Building upon this initial research phase, we advanced in the tradition of “netnography” to 

employ internet-based research techniques to locate sites, topics and people around a given issue 

(Kozinets, 2015). While such approaches typically focus on social media and other internet-

based communities, our focus was to trace actors and practices in the cyber insurance arena. We 

followed online conference (live and recorded) and observed industry discussions in forums and 

webinars, accumulating 32 hours of direct participant observation. Many more hours were spent 

following cyber risk insurance online forums, which provided engagement with the professional 

community. In addition to these online discussions, we also undertook online training in 

cybersecurity insurance, led by a known practitioner in the field, and obtained a certificate in 

cyber risk management for insurance. This was primarily to ensure that we were informed about 

the key concepts, frames, and terms being used to bridge the cybersecurity and insurance 

professionals.  Finally, we triangulated the data with the help of in-depth semi-structured 

interviews with industry insiders. Table 1 provides information on the interviewees, the 

interview format and participant observation venues. In total, we conducted 20 interviews, 

ranging between 30 minutes and two hours and 15 minutes, with a mean of just over one hour. 

Interviews were conducted between March 2020 and July 2021. All interviewees were granted 
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anonymity. During interviews, intensive hand-written notes were taken and subsequently 

transformed into detailed memos. In several cases, we exchanged several follow-up emails with 

those interviewed for clarifications and to approve the use of quotations. 

 

Table 1: Empirical Materials 

Interviews 

# Identifier Sector Date  Length Position 

1 A1 Academia 09.03.2020 2 hours 15 minutes Researcher 

2 A2 Specialized Cyber 

Insurance Provider 

13.01.2021 1 hour 30 minutes CEO 

3 A3 Insurance 

underwriting 

agency 

14.01.2021 1 hour 12 minutes Group 

Leader 

4 A4 Insurance Broker 18.01.2021 1 hour 5 minutes Senior 

Broker 

5 A5 Insurance 

Company 

22.01.2021 1 hour 15 minutes Senior 

Underwriter 

6 A6 Industry 

Association 

22.01.2021 1 hour 10 minutes Head of 

Section 

7 A7 Insurtech 

Company 

26.01.2021 35 minutes CEO 

8 A8 Insurtech 

Company 

27.01.2021 55 minutes Head of 

Insurance 

9 A9 Insurance Broker 02.02.2021 1 hour 3 minutes Head of 

Cyber Risk 

10 A10 Insurance Agency 17.02.2021 Mail Product 

Leader 

11 A11 IT Security 

Consultancy 

12.02.2021 1 hour Senior 

Director 

12 A12 Governmental 

Agency 

22.02.2021 55 minutes CISO 

13 A13 Risk Modelling 

Company 

09.03.2021 1 hour 5 minutes Director 

14 A14 Security Rating 10.03.2021 45 minutes Senior 

Director 

15 A15 Security Rating 11.03.2021 1 hour President 

Sales 

16 A16 Security Rating 15.03.2021 30 minutes Director 

17 A16 Security Rating 17.03.2021 45 minutes Director 

18 A17 Rating Agency 24.03.2021 1 hour CEO 

19 A18 Reinsurance 

Company 

19.07.2021 56 minutes Underwriter 

20 A19 Reinsurance 

Company 

20.07.2021 1 hour 7 minutes Senior 

Underwriter 
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Conferences, Webinars, Training 

Name Type Organizer Date Accessed Duration 

The Role of Law and 

Government in Cyber 

Insurance Markets 

Online 

Conference 

University 

of 

Connecticut 

12.03.20

21 

12.03.2021 5 hours 

Cyber Risk Insights 

Conference 

Online 

Conference 

Advisen 24.-

25.2.202

1 

24.-

25.2.2021 

3 hours 

Cyber Insurance 

Summit 

Online 

Conference 

Blackhat 

2019 

07.08.20

19 

18.11.2020 2 hours 30 

minutes 

Plug and Play Winter 

Summit Insurtech 

Online 

Webinar 

Plug and 

Play Tech 

Center 

19.11.20

20 

19.11.2020 3 hours 15 

minutes 

How insurers and 

startups are targeting 

the growing cyber 

insurance market 

Online 

Conference 

Presentation 

InsurTech 

Rising 

Europe 

16.10.20

18 

21.12.2020 36 minutes 

What does cyber 

insurance really bring 

to the table and…are 

you covered? 

Online 

Conference 

Presentation 

RSA 

Conference 

2019 

08.03.20

19 

17.11.2020 52 minutes 

Virtual Cyber Risk 

Summit 2020 

Online 

Conference 

Net-

diligence 

30.06.-

30.09.20

20 

23.02.2021 6 hours 

Quantifying Cyber 

Risk 

Webinar ISACA 10.06.20

21 

14.07.2021 1 hour 

Cyber Insurance and 

Risk Management 

Course 

Online 

Course 

cyRM 16.03.20

20 

16.03.2020 5 hours 

Cyber Insurance 

Forum observation 

CRIF – 

Cyber Risk 

& Insurance 

Forum 

LinkedIn     5 hours 

          

 

Case Context 

Problems of risk definitions and valuation lie at the heart of cyber risk management (World 

Economic Forum, 2015). With the emergence of the cyber risk insurance industry, a distinct 

sector has developed to link the risk profiles of policyholders to premium categories and offer 

insured forms of protection against data breaches and cyberattacks (Lemnitzer, 2021). In its 

most basic form, cyber risk insurance allows organizations to transfer the financial risk of digital 

attacks to (re-)insurance carriers within a defined set of coverage areas (ENISA, 2016; OECD, 

2017, 2020).    
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While the widespread marketization of cyber insurance products is a recent phenomenon, its 

history traces back at least twenty years with the first dedicated product brought to market in 

1997 by AIG (Herr, 2021, p. 98). Institutionally, cyber insurance emerged out of errors and 

omissions (“E&O”) policy coverage and targeted technology companies (Wrede, Stegen, & von 

der Schulenburg, 2020, p. 660). The initial uptake in the market was slow as digital risks were 

poorly understood and treated as exotic (Herr, 2021, p. 99). Since 2012 the market has 

experienced fast growth. With estimations of 25% compounded annual growth rates globally, it 

is among the fastest-growing insurance sectors (OECD, 2017, p. 60), accounting for an 

estimated US$ 4-5 billion in written premiums with over half of the market located in the United 

States (OECD, 2020). Beyond catering to individual demand, cyber risk insurance is 

increasingly recognized as a central pillar to improve societal resilience in the face of escalating 

threats to businesses and other organizational actors (ENISA, 2012, 2016; OECD, 2018; UK 

Cabinet Office, 2015). Despite growth in the market, cyber insurance providers have been 

pressed to accurately assess and price risks as traditional actuarial models cannot easily be 

transferred to new product lines (ENISA, 2016; Khalili, Liu, & Romanosky, 2019) and cyber 

risk insurance brokers lack the necessary expertise to identify risks and communicate insurance 

policies (Biener, Eling, & Wirfs, 2015; Kshetri, 2020, p. 5).  

A particularly prominent problem for insurers has been the increased threat of ransomware. This 

is a digital extortion business model in which an attacker uses access to a victim’s systems to 

encrypt data and only to release them for a defined amount of money to be transferred via 

cryptocurrencies. Over the past few years ransomware has evolved from being a minor risk 

factor to the most common cause of cyber related claims (Willis Towers Watson, 2020). 

Between 2015 and 2017, global ransomware-related damage is estimated to have increased from 

US$ 325 million to 5 billion and reached a staggering US$ 11.5 billion in 2019 (Taylor, 2020), 

causing significant deteriorations of insurers’ loss ratios (Cordonnier, 2020). Against this 

backdrop of increasing professionalization in cybercrime (Insikt Group, 2021), security breaches 

increased by 27.4% in 2017 alone while the average cost for an organization falling victim to 

cybercrime increased by 72% between 2014 and 2018 (Ponemon Institute, 2017, 2019). 

Similarly, the number of cyber-related claims increased for some insurance providers close to 

ten-fold between 2016 and 2020 (Allianz, 2020), while demand for cyber risk insurance 

coverage boomed. The NotPetya and Wannacry cyberattacks showcased the contagion effects of 
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interconnectedness as infections spread within minutes around the world causing an estimated 

combined damage of US$ 15-18 billion (Hathaway, 2018; Wall, 2018).    

Warren Buffett, the CEO of insurance behemoth Berkshire Hathaway, famously summarized the 

state of the industry at this time as follows: “I don’t think we or anybody else really knows what 

they’re doing when writing cyber” (Chiglinsky & Basak, 2018). Similarly, a recent review of the 

industry found cyber insurance to be “A booming phenomenon missing solid foundations”, 

highlighting the ‘inadequacy’ of pricing and risk assessment methodologies (Dambra, Bilge, & 

Balzarotti, 2020, p. 1367). With actuarial models unreliable, the most common underwriting 

approach is based on qualitative methods, typically in the form of questionnaires and client-

meetings and sometimes supported by third-party risk assessments performed by specialized 

cybersecurity vendors (OECD, 2017, p. 14).  

Consequently, cyber risk assessments are costly (Biener, Eling, & Wirfs, 2015, p. 145; Tøndel et 

al., 2016) and provide for only a limited snapshot picture as both questionnaires and interviews 

rely on the willingness and ability of policyholders to accurately represent or permit access to 

their IT-security and organizational procedures (Romanosky et al., 2019). In the absence of 

external guidance and regulation, risk assessment methodologies differ widely among insurance 

carriers, resulting in a fragmentation of product offerings and deviations in the diagnosis, 

inference, and treatment of cyber risks (ENISA, 2017). While this lack of harmonization has 

obvious ramifications for customers, insurers have equally recognized fragmentation of risk 

assessment methodologies as an obstacle to growth (ENISA, 2017, p. 44). A key aspect of such 

efforts is the establishment of knowledge-sharing mechanisms that ensure the productive 

translation of expert information on cyber risks across the social space.    

 

Analysis: Proto-inscription-building in linked ecologies   

Despite 20 years of market existence, a general lack of cyber-specific expertise remains a major 

barrier to growth of the cyber insurance industry, undermining the ability to price standalone 

policies and limiting insurance brokers in engaging with clients (Wrede, Stegen, & von der 

Schulenburg, 2020, p. 677; Kshetri, 2020, p. 5; Gerhards, 2018). To address fundamental 

questions of risk categorizations and valuation (Marotta et al., 2017), insurance professionals are 

increasingly building alliances with cybersecurity professionals to circumvent the lack of 

historical data and benchmark prices (EIOPA, 2018, p. 15). As the technical understanding takes 
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on a more central role in cyber insurance relative to traditional insurance lines (Grzadkowska, 

2019; Kshetri, 2020, p. 5), the need for cross-industry and public-private collaboration is 

broadly acknowledged (EIOPA, 2018, p. 21; OECD, 2017, p. 8; Woods & Simpson, 2017). 

Historically, however, the creation of points of contacts between the professional ecologies 

remained scarce. The renowned ‘Blackhat’ cybersecurity conference, for example, premiered an 

insurance stream for the first time in 2019. Senior Vice-President at Chubb Insurance, Matt 

Prevost explains this lack of engagement on the basis of cultural barriers:   

 

[H]aving those conversations and cross-collaborations is what cyber insurance 

typically has not done. Our worlds have not collided, and there is a couple of 

reasons. We haven’t interacted, we speak different languages, we dress differently, 

and it’s easy to make fun of insurance. 

Matt Prevost, 20192 

The lack of a shared habitus has been an earlier impediment to multi-professional coordination 

for cyber risk insurance, and an important element for professionalization and market upscaling 

(e.g. Carter & Spence, 2014; Spence et al. 2017). Not surprisingly, then, to date no forum has 

developed that would successfully incorporate all of the relevant stakeholders and multi-

professional cooperation occurs through direct attempts to produce common frames and 

procedures for cyber risk insurance (Woods & Simpson, 2017, p. 210). 

 

Emergent Technology and Creating Points of Contact 

In what can be understood as the first phase of inscription-building among the relevant 

professional groups, the insurance professionals recognized the need to link with cybersecurity 

professionals, and vice versa. Insurance professionals have been the most explicit in creating 

‘points of contact’ to improve the underwriting of cyber risk. We identified three distinct 

strategies as part of this first phase: (1) In-sourcing specialized expertise, (2) build-up of internal 

knowhow through education and training, and (3) third-party contracting.  

First, large insurers in-sourced cybersecurity expertise directly by headhunting expert-personnel 

directly from the security sector. Many interviewees noted to us that cybersecurity skills were in 

short supply and that insurers needed to create a bridge to link to cybersecurity professionals 
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through direct engagement and in-hiring (Interviews A2, A4, A13). This applied, in particular, 

to professionals with an ability to translate technical issues into business contexts (ISACA, 

2019). Here a common understanding of risk assessment was an early ‘hinge’ in linking 

insurance and cybersecurity professionals, albeit a weak one. One broker highlighted that in-

sourcing typically resulted in a small number of IT experts solely used for risk assessments 

without being further integrated into insurance operations (Interview A4). Within this setup, the 

insurance and cybersecurity professional groups worked on tasks independently, with the 

security-relevant information of applicants being passed on from the underwriter to IT experts, 

who either approved the information or rejected it. To the extent that insurers succeeded in 

attracting experienced cybersecurity practitioners, one insurance consultant pointed out that 

retainment is a major problem for insurance companies given heightened career mobility among 

cybersecurity professionals (Interview A2). Given this situation, professionals did not have to 

calibrate their interest and expertise around the underwriting technology. As one interviewee 

with extensive experience in the industry formulated: 

 

There is a poor understanding of how cyber insurance is different from other 

insurance products. The technical and process part needs to be integrated in cyber 

insurance. But these people do not exist. The main problem now is that the different 

teams – security, insurance, global risk - work for themselves. They do not work 

together. We cannot separate cybersecurity from insurance like that. 

 

Interview A12, CISO, Government Executive Office 

 

Second, some insurers turned to internal strategies, supporting employees to develop 

cybersecurity skillsets through dedicated training programs. For example, the American 

insurance titan Chubb cooperated with Carnegie Mellon University to certify insurance 

practitioners in industry best practices to “give participants an opportunity to deepen their 

understanding of cyber risk and to be hand-on with cyber security” (Chubb, 2018). Similar 

efforts occurred in Europe, such as the Insurance Institute of Switzerland’s advanced training on 

Cyber Risk (IIS, 2020) or the German insurance academy’s course on cyber insurance (DVA, 

2021). While the intensity of these trainings varies from three days to several weeks, the avatar 
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strategy has been used to produce baseline knowledge among in-house staff that subsequently 

can act as intermediaries between customers and third-party IT experts (Herr, 2021, p. 103; 

Talesh, 2018). 

Bridging the gap between cyber and insurance has also been pursued through external strategies 

in the form of third-party contracting. It its simplest form, this is manifest in collaborative 

agreements with cyber security vendors for risk assessments of large clients and in the form of 

incident response (Franke, 2017; p, 137; Maccoll, Nurse, & Sullivan, 2021, p. 7). For example, 

cybersecurity giant FireEye has partnered with brokers and underwriters from Marsh, Allianz, 

AXA, and Beazley (FireEye, 2021). However, relying on third-party specialized expertise in 

making underwriting decisions has its own ramifications. For example, one interviewee from a 

risk-modelling firm complained that cybersecurity professionals are “so obsessed with detail” 

that their integration sometimes hinders rather than improves underwriting practices (Interview 

A13).  

Developing direct points of contact between the insurance and cybersecurity professionals has 

been a sustained challenge for the development of standardized underwriting processes. Hinge 

strategies through the integration of cybersecurity professionals into insurance have been 

constrained by a general lack of available talent. Related strategies in the form of third-party 

contracting limit the extent of knowledge transfer between professional groups, while the 

development of avatars through cybersecurity training for insurance professionals does not 

compensate for the sustained creation of points of contact. The result is a proliferation of 

product offerings and risk assessment processes in need of harmonization (ENISA, 2017, p. 44). 

This creates professional difficulties: 

 

High levels of fragmentation in cyber insurance product deliveries result in part 

from the absence of clean and agreed upon quantification tools. In this fog, people 

see very different risks. 

Interview A18, Underwriter, Reinsurance Company 

 

With increased cyberattacks directed at small and medium enterprises (SMEs), the need for 

greater coordination on underwriting technologies became apparent and insurers turned to 
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strategic technologies to cope with deteriorating loss ratios and uncertainty about pricing 

(Talesh & Cunningham, 2021): 

 

Insurance carriers in the US have been writing some form of cyber insurance for 

SMEs for decades. Now, for the first time they are forced to underwrite cyber 

insurance.  

Interview A8, Head of Insurance, Insurtech 

 

Calibrating Strategic Technologies 

The need for more accurate underwriting of cyber risk insurance, especially in light of 

deteriorating loss ratios, brings us to the second phase. Here the concern is with how 

quantitative approaches to underwriting became strategic technologies, resulting in greater 

product alignment. This is an evolving process with a great deal of calibration between the 

cybersecurity and insurance professionals. Technological tools are of particular importance as 

the cyber insurance market matures and achieves a scale that permits SMEs as regular clients. 

Big Data, automated security scans, and quantitative modelling are employed to assess the risks 

of customers and assign premium categories (Talesh & Cunningham, 2021). The calibration of 

such strategic technologies builds upon successful ‘points of contact’ described in the first 

phase. 

Mature insurance lines routinely employ quantitative risk modelling. Due to underdeveloped 

historical incident data and the dynamic cyber risk landscape, these standard approaches cannot 

easily be transferred. The second phase in stabilizing the market is therefore primarily 

concerned with the design and calibration of alternative quantification methodologies. The 

central contention in this context is how the quantification process is shaped, what is included 

and what is sidelined (Jones, 2019). This raises concerns among the professionals about how 

their preferred forms of diagnosis, inference, and treatment are built into proto-inscriptions 

being created from quantification efforts.  

While a number of vendors offer quantified statements about the quality of security practices of 

organizations, others provide cyber risk quantifications (CRQs) in terms of probabilities and 

magnitudes of potential cyber-related loss events. In both cases, the result is a numerical 
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abstraction of complex underlying processes. Our findings suggest that this calibration of 

quantitative risk assessments is a contested process and played out along a spectrum of 

measurement approaches, ranging from fully automated ones to those that derive quantifications 

from human input factors in the form of expert elicitation. A stylized illustration of this can be 

found in figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Spectrum of cyber risk quantifications 

 

Of course, few would reject the potential value of technology and Big Data altogether. The 

closest observation to this ideal type is a class of integrated models that emphasize the 

importance of subject-matter expertise to understand the nuances that influence the risk profile 

of organizations (Jones, 2019, p. 21). The distinguishing factor of the integrated approach is 

therefore that the quantification process cannot be fully disconnected from the human element: 

 

Technologies and tools can of course be helpful, but they cannot substitute for the 

underwriter in the process. The underwriter should always be involved and 

understand the risk. Certifications are needed.  

 

Interview A2, CEO of specialized cyber insurance provider 

 

The implication is that integrated models demand strong inter-professional cooperation to 

develop robust quantification models. In this way, the quantification process itself morphs into 

the arena to build strong inter-professional linkages. One interviewee highlighted this feature 

emphatically: 
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The Cyber Risk Quantification process should be the activity that links client, 

brokers, consultants and carriers in order to underpin cyber insurance. This is the 

key thing and the glue that should put together the stakeholders.  

 

Interview A9, Head of Cyber Risk at Insurance Broker 

 

In this context the quantification of cyber risk is an explicit hinge strategy to connect the 

cybersecurity and insurance professionals, a strategy upon which inscription-building can take 

place. That is, within an integrated model the quantification is contingent on the buildup of 

hybrid expert knowledge, which consequently takes a strategic priority (Wrede, Stegen, & von 

der Schulenburg, 2020, p. 677). Bringing stakeholders together through quantification processes 

faces, however, a multi-professional coordination problem. As the research director of Chartis, 

Sidhartha Dash, highlights: “getting risk, security, and technology teams all working together 

[…] is more tricky than you’d expect” (quoted in Blaesing & Stauffenecker, 2020, p. 7). 

Insurers are instead pushing for more standardized models, linking events, coverage and claims 

(Interview A13). In such a standardized approach, cyber risks are priced through a combination 

of probabilistic modelling that allocate premium categories to policyholders based on industry 

type, size, and jurisdiction, while adjusting the pricing with security rating scores.  

The consequence is that some insurers have been moving towards automated underwriting 

processes, in which “technology, predictive analytics, and security surveillance supplant the 

traditional insurance application and interview process” (Talesh & Cunningham, 2021, p. 8). 

The ensuing underwriting process is one in which human cybersecurity expertise increasingly is 

replaced with algorithms and big data, operated from afar and satisfying insurers’ need for 

simplicity and generalizability. In this ideal case, located on the left-hand side of figure two, 

cyber risk quantification providers offer fully automated and purely data-driven methodologies, 

removing the need for expert elicitation for the user. This would move cyber risk insurance into 

the third phase where there is explicit inscription-building towards a purified technology. One 

example is the firm Black Kite which promises “detailed, accurate data on any company’s 

security vulnerabilities in 60 seconds or less”, delivering “a faster, more affordable way for 

cyber insurance providers […] to obtain a real-time, on-demand assessment of cybersecurity 

risks” (Black Kite, 2019), reducing the time needed to produce a risk assessment from days to 

one minute and reducing complexity to a single credit-rating-like score.   
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Underlying fully automated models are security rating methodologies that create a broad array 

of data points by scanning publicly facing internet connections and IP addresses to produce 

quantified statements about an organization’s cybersecurity posture, very much similar to 

consumer credit rating agencies (Fourcade and Healy 2013; US Chamber of Commerce, 2017). 

Initially, this technology was marketed to financial institutions and third-party risk management 

(Interview A16) but expanded into the insurance sector with Liberty Mutual exploring the use 

cases of security ratings for underwriting as early as 2014 (Liberty Mutual, 2014). Today, the 

application of security scans is becoming standard practice and acts as a proxy to determine 

security postures of organizations (Talesh, 2018, p. 14). As an interviewee commented to us, 

proto-inscriptions through scans are encouraging product alignment at a fast pace: 

 

It is probably correct that hands-on approaches to risk assessments are going to 

decrease as more standards and modules are developed. Already today it seems 

that the insurance product itself is in need of only a few adjustments. In the future, 

standards and modules from the producer’s side will therefore also improve the 

ability to build data and use standardized security on the basis of, for example, 

scans. 

Interview A11, Senior Director at IT Security Consultancy 

 

Despite the widespread adaptation of security scans for risk assessments, they are associated 

with a number of limitations and represent a specific form of quantified underwriting that 

focuses on the external security posture of clients (Jones, 2019, pp. 9-12). On the one hand, this 

allows underwriters to make better informed judgements about the security posture of potential 

clients without having to invest in developing cybersecurity expertise. On the other hand, the 

scoring mechanism does not account for internal security practices of clients and thereby 

provides for a limited representation of the nuances that underlie risk work. This has direct 

implications for the question of professional control over the linked ecology of cyber risk 

insurance because technical cyber expertise is effectively kept at a distance from the practice of 

cyber insurance underwriting and confined to the role of post-incident service (see also Maccoll 

et al., 2021). How CRQs are designed has far-reaching implications for the understanding of 

what digital risks are, and how they should be addressed. Within this process, product offerings 
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are aligning and risk quantification modules are calibrated, gradually decreasing the need to 

direct involvement of specialized expertise in the risk assessment process. As this process 

develops further there is greater potential for inscriptions to become purified technologies that 

may introduce ‘blackboxing’ concerns. It is recognized that full automation comes at a heavy 

cost as expertise is lost in the process: 

 

At the end of the day, it is about the reliability of the results. To achieve this, 

experts are needed in the process who have a profound comprehension of what 

they are working with. It is vital that our underwriters and claims managers 

understand in detail how the results are produced... The competence of the staff 

alone is what defines the difference (in underwriting) between meaningful risk 

assessment and gambling, primarily for large risks.    

 

Interview A19, Senior Underwriter. Reinsurance Company 

 

Discussion and Conclusion   

We contend that technological rationalization within a market is generally built on professional 

coordination. Following this logic, inscription-building in unstable markets requires 

professionals to link to each other, develop hinges of mutual interest, and to calibrate their 

ambitions in determining who has jurisdictional control over what tasks. This calibration 

includes how profession-focused forms of diagnosis, inference and treatment are applied to the 

issue at hand, and how these forms produce conflicts or complementarities with other 

professional groups in a linked ecology. Inscription-building, in this phase, requires the 

development of a strategic technology that can be harnessed through a hinge. If this process is 

successful, then inscription-building can move into a further step. Here, inscriptions turn into a 

purified technology that objectify risk definitions and enable calculative devices to act at 

distance (Power, 2004). In a market context this also permits upscaling through the development 

of clear quality profiles and price signals (White, 1981), encouraging actors who are uncertain 

about their own capacity to judge quality and to join the market (Podolny, 2001).  
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Inscription-building is a process that can be properly initiated when built on professional 

coordination (Qu & Cooper, 2011). Here we have documented the phases through which linked 

ecologies enable inscription-building. Particularly important in the case of cyber risk insurance 

is professional calibration over forms of calculative infrastructures that can be considered a 

proto-inscription. That quantification is invoked as a device for technological rationalization is 

of no surprise given how common quantification is to knowledge representation (most recently 

Mennicken & Espeland, 2019). More surprising is how poorly coordinated the market for cyber 

risk insurance has been in the past two decades. Spurred by a surge in external demand and 

explicit attempts to make ‘points of contacts’ from cybersecurity and insurance professionals, 

attempts at market stabilization through hinge strategies and inscription-building began in 

earnest within the past five years. Organizations including governments, universities, and global 

professional service firms have also linked to professionals to encourage market stabilization 

based on their own perceived risks. Our case is therefore ‘live’, allowing us to trace how linked 

ecologies are tied to inscription-building.  

Figure 3 provides a summary of our analysis, building on the theoretical specification of phases 

in Figure 1. We can see that in the first phase there was a proliferation of cyber risk insurance 

products, leading to market instability and confusion over how to underwrite cyber risks. 

Cybersecurity and insurance professionals established hinges through interpersonal contacts, 

namely through in-sourcing of expertise, developing training programs, and through third-party 

contracting. Characteristic of this phase was that demand far exceeded the supply of 

cybersecurity professionals, who in turn exhibited high career mobility. They scoffed at 

insurance professionals as unknowledgeable and unfashionable, suggesting that positions in the 

professional status hierarchy favored those with a technological edge - the ‘coding elite’ (Burrell 

and Fourcade, 2021). On the other hand, specialized cybersecurity expertise was described as 

“too focused on detail”, indicating a valuation of business development skills over detailed 

technical expertise (Spence et al. 2017, pp. 85, 91). Consequently, insurance professionals 

struggled to properly integrate cyber risk expertise into insurance product development. But 

both professional groups watched market demand grow, making these initial points of contacts 

useful for the treatment of underwriting as a strategic technology. Measuring cyber risks 

remained largely confined to cybersecurity and insurance professionals, with early engagement 

from public institutions starting to explore and encourage attempts to quantify risk (UK Cabinet 

Office, 2015). 
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Figure 3: The development of cyber-risk insurance products 

 

This led to the second phase. In this phase the explicit hinge created between cybersecurity and 

insurance professionals centers on forms of quantification. Owing to the development of 

multiple yet similar quantified risk assessment methodologies, this phase encourages gradual 

cyber risk insurance product alignment. Although insurance companies have spearheaded efforts 

to quantify cyber risks, the second stage equally sees new actors emerging. Global professional 

service firms (GPSFs), such as Deloitte (2020), PwC (Blaesing & Stauffenecker, 2020) and 

Boston Consulting Group (BCG, 2019), began to produce their own methodologies, and public 

institutions actively encouraged alignments of risk assessment methodologies with the 

participation of experts from insurance, cybersecurity, and academia (ENISA, 2016; OECD, 

2017). Similar cooperative initiatives were launched through the Global Cyber Risk 

Quantification Network (GCRQN), bringing together representatives from government, 

academia, and industry (GCRQN, 2018).  

To meet demand market stability is required, which needs better risk metrics. These forms of 

quantification are being fostered as predictive analytics, automated surveillance scans, and the 

development of certification systems to align professional conduct. These forms of 
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quantification are proto-inscriptions. The cybersecurity and insurance professionals have an 

interest in developing cyber risk underwriting in a manner that favors their forms of diagnosis, 

inference, and treatment. But they must also calibrate their preferences in relation to the other 

professional groups to allow market stabilization. We have identified this calibration exercise to 

be centered around the various degrees of automation that CRQs exhibit, either reinforcing or 

minimizing the need for specialized cybersecurity expertise on the customer side. This phase in 

the process of professional coordination and technological rationalization is akin to what Power 

has described as how accounting begins, with “a combination of disappointment and the 

promise of improvement in terms of a conceptual or abstract ‘performance object’ as the 

solution” (Power, 2015, p. 48). 

Professional coordination is emerging within this second phase, especially around the notion of 

risk quantification as a metric, the use of automated scans, and increasingly a financial logic that 

provides an automated shortcut for underwriters and potential clients. In particular, the 

incorporation of value-at-risk models has gained popularity among insurance and cybersecurity 

professionals alike. One especially prominent example here is the propagation of Return on 

Investment (ROI) models that maintain a tight focus on the “financial prioritization of CVEs” 

(common vulnerabilities and exposures).3 From this logic a ROI can be computed from the 

“mitigation spend” involved in protecting different elements of the company. The potential harm 

to a company’s data warehouse can be differentiated from its payment processing systems or 

treasury. With metrics on financial risk reduction, implementation costs, and the probability of a 

cyberattack, the ROI can be automated for the client.  

The use of short-termist financial logics to legitimate the growth of a market has been identified 

as a common pathway to market upscaling (Botzem & Dobusch, 2017; Grisard, Annisette, & 

Graham, 2020). In the case of cyber risk insurance, the rise of a financial logic in quantification 

has been led by the insurance professionals. Simultaneously, however, new competitors have 

identified the opportunity to shape the development of proto-inscriptions, such as GPSFs, who 

now are in direct competition with insurance professionals to develop risk quantification 

metrics. It is no surprise that managers in the Big Four global accounting firms have been 

attracted to new market opportunities to manage fat tail risks (Kornberger, Justesen, & 

Mouritsen 2011, p. 516). Given the capacity of the Big Four to upscale market activity, the entry 

of GPSFs into the linked ecology is significant (cf. Mennicken, 2010, p. 355). 
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With greater movement towards product alignment, we can expect a move towards fully 

articulated inscription-building, as predicted in the third phase. The inscription of a purified 

technology would then aide cyber risk product settlement and permit translations enacted at a 

distance. The maintenance of hinge strategies through interpersonal points of contacts is no 

longer the most prominent means of multi-professional coordination, nor is calibration between 

professional groups over what should be quantified, and how, through hinges of proto-

inscription. Relations between actors can become translations at a distance by actants, 

represented by a purified and singular calculative device (Latour 1987; Robson & Bottausci, 

2018).  

For the cyber risk insurance market this would permit easier entry for SME clients, a persistent 

concern raised by our interviewees. We would also expect that stable calculative devices 

blending cybersecurity and insurance would lead to other innovations in the market, as 

demonstrated in other cases (Revellino & Mouritsen, 2015). This may include extensions of 

input variables to be used in the inscribed technology. Insurance companies’ harvesting of 

Facebook posts to determine car insurance premia is one example of such extensions 

(Kornberger, Pflueger, & Mouritsen, 2017, p. 89, fn. 9). Such problems with automated 

assignment of insurance premiums have led to conflicts among professional groups as moral and 

expert claims are disentangled (Kiviat, 2019).  

In this context, an important element of the third phase is that we would expect to see ongoing 

tensions, given that inscriptions do not eradicate conflicts among professional groups (Power, 

2003). In the current environment the insurance professional group is dominant in determining 

what can be quantified in underwriting cyber risk insurance products, while leaning on 

cybersecurity professionals to provide subject matter and technical expertise. Following this 

logic, cyber risk insurers are producing lists of trusted cybersecurity vendors, enfolding them 

into the linked ecology and fostering a status hierarchy (cf. Mennicken, 2010, p. 353; Marsh, 

2019). 

The professional status hierarchy may be stabilized by market upscaling, but cyber risks are also 

volatile, which can then empower cybersecurity professionals with access to knowledge that is 

not accessible to the inscribed technology. Not unlike the production of the balanced scorecard 

as a management accounting technique, processes of inscription-building for cyber risk 

insurance close down the ambiguous nature of measurement variables, providing them with an 
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objective quality (Qu & Cooper, 2011, p. 360) and defining causal links between actions and 

outcomes (Cooper, Ezzamel, & Qu, 2017, p. 1010). Similarly, cyber risk quantifications define 

what is good and bad security practices. As this performance metric is passed on, risk 

quantifications engage security and technology officers in client organization, helping them to 

order investments and measure performance (c.f. Busco & Quattrone, 2015, p. 1244).  It has 

already been documented how insurance companies act as compliance managers for customers, 

defining the nature of compliance and rational risk governance processes (Talesh, 2018, p. 431).  

In doing so, definitions of cyber risk are inscribed into quantified frameworks creating a form of 

accounting system, the absence of which Alex Stamos so emphatically lamented in the opening 

quote of this article. Putting numbers on risks and defining corresponding ROIs, cyber risk 

inscriptions promise to objectify the performance of chief information security officers and 

elevate their status to a more strategic leadership role within organizations (c.f. Deloitte, 2017, 

p. 19). This process closes down underlying questions of how the quantification process is 

shaped and what input variables are used (Jones, 2019). Acting on the resulting quantified 

output to decide on underwriting decisions and steer cybersecurity investments within 

organizations, the inscription begins to take on performative qualities, defining what should be 

counted as risky and what security practices count. In this way, definitions of risk “get built into 

technology” (Hilgartner, 1992) with a corresponding danger that performativity effects of 

purified technologies represent risks incompletely and contribute to the development of ‘black 

swan’ events (MacKenzie, 2006). 

In conclusion, we suggest that professional coordination is important for technological 

rationalization. There is a threshold for consensus among professional groups within a linked 

ecology prior to the rise of ‘inscriptors’ who can then implement calculative devices that allow 

actants to translate at a distance and enfold new actors (Qu & Cooper, 2011; Power, 2015). This 

is important for understanding change in new markets, like cyber risk insurance, given that 

market instability comes at great economic and social costs. Theoretically, we have proposed 

phases whereby points of contact are developed among professionals while products are 

proliferating around an emergent technology. Successful points of contact can then foster hinges 

and a common project to create proto-inscriptions that align products in the markets. As this 

phase involves the development of a strategic technology, a great deal of professional 

calibration over input factors is required – a process with stark implications for the stabilization 

of professional hierarchies. Consequently, this final process also creates tensions. However, if 
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all of this works, then professional and product settlement allows for inscription and the creation 

of a purified technology.  

In this context, the inscription-building and linked ecologies approaches can be integrated to 

mutual benefit. Work on inscriptions helps us identify how control over points of interest can be 

managed through calculative devices and technologies that operate at a distance, blinkering 

professionals into particular ways of diagnosis, inference, and treatment. The linked ecologies 

approach points to how actors from previously disconnected social spaces begin to overlap and 

interpenetrate. Here, relations are fostered through mutual projects that transform how a 

location, a point of interest, is controlled by professionals and the organizations concerned 

(Mennicken, 2010, p. 335). Hence, the linked ecologies approach helps us to locate the 

boundaries around ‘strategic agency’ in inscription-building (Cooper, Ezzamel, & Qu, 2017, p. 

993). Integrating these approaches allows us to see how interpersonal relations are important for 

the enabling of multi-professional coordination, and how hinges forged across professionals 

ferment the process of inscription-building. It also allows insights into how the process of 

inscription-building is affected by, and affects, professional status hierarchies, including aspects 

of task allocation and control, and who can organize to stabilize a market. In sum, this 

conceptual integration helps us to trace processes of professional coordination and technological 

rationalization in the emergence of cyber risk insurance.  

Finally, mapping the relationship between inscription-building and linked ecologies within 

cyber risk insurance has clear political economy implications. The management of cyber risk is 

a key parameter for sustained societal trust in digital developments. As such, mitigations of 

digital insecurities are fundamental for the ability of organizations and societies to reap the 

benefits of digital transformation. How cyber risks are managed and to what extent societal 

actors are able to act on digital risks depends to a large degree on the process of risk assessment. 

These diagnostic processes rely, in turn, on the configuration of linked ecologies and multi-

professional coordination that define the parameters of inscription-building. The developments 

documented in this article suggest that the quality of risk assessments, including corresponding 

risk management and mitigation strategies, is heavily skewed towards large and resource-heavy 

customers of cyber insurance products and services. However, in a climate of escalating 

cyberattacks against, especially, SMEs the private enforcement of cybersecurity practices by 

insurance providers threatens to reinforce digital divides and unequal access to effective risk 

mitigation strategies. 
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Endnotes 

1: Former Facebook security chief Alex Stamos: Being a CSO can be a ‘crappy job’. 

TechCrunch, September 6, 2018, available at https://tinyurl.com/2z5p2zzm 

2: Presentation at “Blackhat 2019”, available at https://www.blackhat.com/us-19/speakers/Matt-

Prevost.html (Minute 04:11). 

3: As presented in a ThreatConnect webinar on “Understanding Cyber Insurance & Quantifying 

Risk”, 13 July 2021. 
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Abstract 

The privatization of military and security functions is a key characteristic of international security 

architectures in the 21st century. Conventionally, scholars have voiced concern that unregulated 

private security markets can act as a destabilizing force in the international system. While these 

approaches emphasize the need to exercise public control over private enterprise, the recent 

growth of private intrusion and surveillance contractors (PISC) raises questions as to the viability 

of traditional control mechanisms. In this article we document how PISC markets have evolved 

since the beginning of the century and suggest that the structural characteristics of these markets 

place new barriers on the exercise of public control. We draw on evidence from extensive 

historical conference data including 5973 product demonstrations and training seminars, and in-

depth interviews with industry insiders. Our findings indicate that the combined effect of 

transnationally operating and competitive markets, distributed agencies, largely intangible 

product types, and vested interests of public regulators spur proliferation dynamics that are 

difficult to control. By providing detailed historical evidence for the evolution of PISC markets 

the article adds an important empirical element to substantiate discussions about the market-based 

proliferation of offensive cyber capabilities. Theoretically, we contribute to current debates about 

the security implications of global markets through a structural account of control in which we 

identify PISC markets as a distinct phenomenon from PMSCs. 

 

Keywords: Privatized Security; Offensive Cyber Capabilities; Control; Market Structures; 

Private Intrusion and Surveillance Contractors 
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Introduction 

Today’s “surveillance industry” is an arms industry in everything but name. On offer are “cyber 

warfare trainings” and other capabilities to conduct offensive operations in the digital domain. 

Historically, this market emerged out of a nexus of law enforcement and intelligence agencies 

and is feeding on the exploitation of vulnerabilities to facilitate the interception of digital data 

transmissions and intrusions into digital systems. Law enforcement agencies rely on the market 

for the acquisition of digital tools for the prevention, investigation, and mitigation of criminal 

activities. Intelligence agencies leverage digital surveillance for signals intelligence and 

espionage in the international arena. Not dissimilar from concerns about the internationalization 

of arms industries after the end of the cold war, fears are growing that the surveillance industry 

is beginning to undermine Western security interests (Bitzinger, 1994; Buchanan, 2020, pp. 

316–317; Clapper, 2013; Smith, 2020). 

The surveillance market therefore reflects the increasing relevance of markets for the shaping of 

international security architectures (Farrell & Newman, 2019; Lind & Press, 2018; Mousseau, 

2019).  Most prominently, this tendency has been addressed in the context of the globalization 

of the conventional arms industry and the use of private military and security contractors 

(PMSCs) (Avant, 2005b). Yet, while the literature on PMSCs is vast, little is known about its 

digital equivalent. How are these private intrusion and surveillance contractors (PISCs) 

organized? How has the market evolved? And not least, what are the implications for 

international security? 

With the renewed growth of privatized force in the neoliberal era, a considerable body of 

literature has attempted to assess the consequences of such privatization tendencies 

(Abrahamsen & Williams, 2011; Avant, 2005a, 2005b; Avant & Sigelman, 2010; Bitzinger, 

1994; Kinsey, 2007; Leander, 2005; Singer, 2008). The effects of private military and security 

markets, this scholarship suggests, depend on the extent to which states can exercise control 

over market actors (Avant, 2005b; Bitzinger, 1994; Leander, 2005). 

While privatized and competitive defense markets are associated with improved efficiency and 

technological innovation, they also supplant a dominant logic of security and control with an 

imperative of organizational survival and profit maximization. At the heart of concerns about 

the negative externalities of privatized markets for arms and force is therefore the difficulty to 

align profit-oriented private enterprise with the special demands of security politics for control 
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(Avant, 2005b, p. 5). A failure to align the two might undermine rather than improve the 

security posture of states (Bitzinger, 1994; Leander, 2005). 

Reflecting such theoretical considerations, the globalization of the surveillance industry has 

raised two major concerns with respect to international security: Potential chilling effects on 

human rights, and an increasing accessibility of offensive cyber capabilities that might 

undermine the international security architecture by allowing late comers to the cyber arms race 

to project power abroad (Buchanan, 2020; Clapper, 2013; Marczak, Scott-Railton, McKune, 

Abdul Razzak, & Deibert, 2018; Perlroth, 2021). 

First, the degree to which digital surveillance and intrusion technologies undermine human 

rights depends on the legal regime into which they are embedded. While ideally constrained by 

a closely sanctioned legal process, the unchecked use of lawful interception technologies can be 

used on a far broader scope. This turns the technology into a convenient tool to stifle protest 

movements (Privacy International, 2016b; Sonne & Coker, 2011) or undermine political 

opposition (Privacy International, 2015). The extent of alleged PISC-enabled human rights 

violations is reflected in a recent call by the United Nation’s Special Rapporteur David Kaye for 

an immediate memorandum on the operations of the market (Kaye, 2019). Crucially, human 

rights abuse oftentimes transgresses state boundaries when individuals outside of the country 

become the target of government-sponsored campaigns, as was the case with Washington Post 

journalist Jamal Khashoggi (Kirkpatrick, 2018). 

The second dimension of concern focuses on the potential effect of the market in allowing 

second- and third-tier states to use offensive cyber capabilities against foreign – including 

Western – targets.1  In a 2013 Senate Hearing, director of US National Intelligence James 

Clapper stated that “Even more companies develop and sell professional-quality technologies to 

support cyber operations—often branding these tools as lawful-intercept or defensive security 

research products. Foreign governments already use some of these tools to target US systems” 

(Clapper, 2013). In 2020 Brad Smith - President of Microsoft - mirrored the sentiment, warning 

that the market was starting to take the form of “21st-century mercenaries” and cautioning that 

the development risked adding “even more capability to the leading nation-state attackers, and 

 
1 Offensive cyber capabilities refer in this context to the National Security Agency’s use of the term 

‘Computer Network Exploitation’, meaning the ability to exploit vulnerabilities of an adversary’s 

networks with the purpose to gain intelligence or to engage in computer network attacks and prepare the 

battlefield. See Kaplan (2016, p. 137) 
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[…] generates cyberattack proliferation to other governments that have the money but not the 

people to create their own weapons. In short, it adds another significant element to the 

cybersecurity threat landscape” (Smith, 2020).  

Many of these considerations are based on guesstimates. Little is known of the broader 

dimensions of the market for surveillance equipment and services (for an exception see Burkart 

& McCourt, 2017). Apart from occasional debate following from journalistic or NGO 

engagement, the market has largely eclipsed public attention.2 As a result, current knowledge is 

formed on the basis of extreme cases – the picture of ruthless cyber mercenaries of the 21st 

century (Mazzetti, Goldman, Bergman, & Perlroth, 2019). Such work has been of instrumental 

importance in raising awareness about market-based proliferation mechanisms but it remains 

limited in that it does not address the contours of the wider market into which such operations 

are embedded. This article widens the debate by providing a historically grounded analysis of 

the market. In doing so, we make two contributions. First, by mapping market structures since 

the early 2000s, we provide an empirical contribution that we believe to be necessary for the 

substantiating of political discussions about the nature and consequences of the market. Second, 

we argue that market structures are a key variable in explaining the ability of states to control 

market outcomes. In doing so, we build on recent scholarship within the field of privatized force 

(Mahoney, 2017, pp. 30-59; McFate, 2017).  We adapt a broad definition of market structure, 

characterized by the concentration of vendors and buyers, the scope of market offerings, barriers 

to entry, geographic reach, and the ease with which market actors and products can be 

transferred to new locations (Swedberg, 2008, pp. 113–119). While such a definition allows us 

to incorporate insights from classical economic theory about the micro-positioning of market 

actors, it also provides for an analysis of the market in its own right with a focus on how 

transactions of surveillance technologies are facilitated (Coase, 1988, pp. 1–31). 

Drawing on historical conference data and supported by in-depth interviews with industry 

insiders, we show how the wave of telecommunication privatizations of the 1990s in 

combination with a transformation towards digital communications provided a fertile soil for the 

first specialized surveillance companies in their current form to emerge. As ever new 

 
2 The Citizen Lab of the Munk School at the University of Toronto is a critical exception. However, 

despite their longstanding engagement with the market, no coherent efforts have been undertaken to 

place the market at the center of analysis. The work of Citizen Lab has instead focused on individual 

market players and products. 
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possibilities for the interception of communication were developed, the market moved away 

from an initial compliance focus towards a competitive and highly innovative posture. With the 

rise of encryption and improved security practices of technology manufacturers in the 2010s, 

surveillance and intrusion became a more demanding undertaking. PISCs responded by 

developing increasingly sophisticated products and knowledge transfer became a bigger part of 

the services on offer. The result is a transnationally operating and highly competitive market. 

While the globalization of the market begun on the demand side in the mid-2000s, suppliers 

have followed suit and are operating increasingly from outside the original US-European-Israeli 

triad. In this context of distributed agencies and collective action problems, public control over 

market actors is severely challenged. Given the expanding range of products available – partly 

catering overtly to military agencies – these developments make the PISC market a growing 

security concern.   

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: The next section provides for a review of 

relevant literature on the causes and consequences of the privatization of force. Subsequently, 

methods and data are presented. Third, the early phase of market development up until the early 

2000s is analyzed. The following three sections are based on our historical analysis of 

conference data through which we follow the evolution of PISC markets from a regional 

enterprise into a closely integrated global network. The three sections cover respectively the 

period leading up to internationalization beyond Europe and the U.S.; the early period of the 

global market (2008-13), and the most recent period starting roughly in 2014. For each period, 

we focus on the substance of product offerings, the geographies of supply and demand, and the 

contextual features influencing directions of change. In the seventh section, we tie the findings 

together. We identify similarities and divergences between private military and security markets 

and the here studied digital equivalent. Further, we discuss how dynamic market structures are 

beginning to undermine prospects of public control, and we provide a perspective on emerging 

private control regimes. Finally, we conclude and identify avenues for further research.  

The privatization of force and corporate security 

Owing to enduring waves of privatization throughout the neoliberal era, markets have taken on 

an ever more central role in questions of international security (Avant, 2005b; Bitzinger, 1994; 

Farrell & Newman, 2019; McFate, 2017; Singer, 2001). Most rigorously, this phenomenon has 

been studied in the context of the privatization of force (Avant, 2005b; McFate, 2017; Singer, 

2008). Private military and security companies (PMSCs) have evolved into a global 
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phenomenon and debates have ensued as to the scope, implications, and desirability of such 

developments (Singer, 2008, p. 18). In many aspects, PISCs are a natural extension of private 

military and security markets (Chesterman, 2008). Because private intrusion and surveillance 

markets have largely escaped academic attention3, existing scholarship on private force can 

serve as a guiding stick for the identification of patterns, historical contingencies and debates 

relevant to this new area of concern (Bean, 2016; Hansen, 2014). 

Separating the modern PMSC from traditional mercenaries, Singer suggests that the 

distinctiveness of the current trend towards market-based military and security provisions in the 

international arena is based on the corporate organizational structure of private military firms. 

PMSCs are organized as legal entities, engage in profit-seeking behavior, and are embedded into 

wider market structures including financial and recruitment channels (Singer, 2008, p. 47). 

PMSCs offer services relevant to internal security functions of the state as well to external 

functions related to military and intelligence operations (Abrahamsen & Williams, 2011, p. 7; 

Avant, 2005b). Private actors run prisons (Lundahl, Kunz, Brownell, Harris, & van Vleet, 

2009), guard critical infrastructure (Parfomak, 2004), support law enforcement (Button, 2019), 

and provide military functions (McFate, 2017; McFate, 2016, pp. 118–129). 

From a perspective of international security, concerns have been voiced as to the role of 

unconstrained private enterprise in facilitating the proliferation of military capabilities 

previously available only to the most advanced states (Avant, 2005a, p. 224; Singer, 2008, p. 

170). Profit-seeking enterprise, so the argument, causes tensions regarding political 

accountability and creates trade-offs between private-sector enabled efficiency gains and public 

control over societal security (Singer, 2008, p. 235). Against such complex balancing of control 

and efficiency, a large body of work has argued that the privatization of force is contributing to 

destabilizing dynamics in the international system (Baumann & Stengel, 2014), undermining 

democratic processes (Avant & Sigelman, 2010; Krahmann, 2008; Verkuil, 2009), and creating 

unpredictable long-term consequences as key state functions are outsourced to private 

corporations (Heinecken, 2014; Machairas, 2014). 

With market-based deliveries of core public functions, privatization causes new forms of 

governance and control to emerge (Avant, 2005b). While control over PMSCs remains 

 
3 For notable contributions see Burkart & McCourt, 2017; Harkin, Molnar, & Vowles, 2020; Ruohonen 

& Kimppa, 2019. 
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paramount, its exercise has become more complicated and is increasingly performed through the 

market by a more varied set of actors (Avant, 2004). Identifying and understanding such 

governance mechanisms is an important task for security studies in general but particularly so in 

the context of cybersecurity-related topics due to the overwhelming private ownership over 

infrastructures, resources, and expertise (Bureš & Carrapiço, 2018). 

Market mechanisms of control, Avant argues, can be effective when social and material 

mechanisms reinforce each other, resulting in situations in which privatized force both adds to 

critical security functions of the state and is viewed as legitimate in the eyes of the collective 

(Avant, 2005b, pp. 253–256). From a perspective of political control, however, the privatization 

of force always implies a power shift and a potential for agency slippage in which decisions 

about the deployment of force no longer remain within the exclusive realm of public authority 

(Avant, 2005b, p. 253). 

The creation of such mutually reinforcing mechanisms of control requires high levels of state 

capacity and is always a balancing act. However, exercising political, functional, and social 

control at the transnational level adds another layer of complexity (Avant, 2005b, pp. 66–69; 

Krahmann, 2009, pp. 23–26; see also Leander, 2005, pp. 611–618; Singer, 2008, pp. 180–182). 

Here, the existence of multiple principals limits the sanctioning power of any individual market 

actor on either the supply or demand side (Avant, 2005b, p. 66). To the extent that states attempt 

to regulate transnational security markets, their ability to do so is constrained by questions of 

extraterritoriality (McFate, 2017, pp. 160–162) and a lack of effective international regulation 

(Dunigan & Petersohn, 2015, pp. 10–11). Further, PMSCs tend to be less constrained by large 

capital investments than traditional arms manufacturers, placing additional burdens on public 

efforts to exercise oversight as suppliers can relocate across jurisdictions with ease and engage 

in regulatory arbitrage (Avant, 2005b, p. 66; McFate, 2017, p. 24). 

Confronting these problems of internationally operating and highly mobile PMSCs, recent 

scholarship has synthesized the question of control in private security markets through the lenses 

of market structures (Dunigan & Petersohn, 2015; Mahoney, 2017; McFate, 2017). From this 

perspective, the ability to control PMSC activity is rooted in principal-agent dynamics, which in 

turn are shaped by the varying structures of security markets (Mahoney, 2017). For example, 

competitive markets that are characterized by a large number of sellers and buyers are likely to 

foster client segmentation and product differentiation (Avant, 2005b, pp. 219–224). As profit 
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margins in more respectable market segments dry up in response to high levels of competition, 

firms might begin to cater to demand from other regions and exploit their ability to move across 

regions with ease (Singer, 2008, p. 175). On the other hand, in markets characterized by a large 

number of suppliers and only a few buyers – an oligopsony – the principal will enjoy high levels 

of control through the buying power that such a market structure affords the monopsonist 

(McFate, 2016). Common to these approaches is an appreciation of the altered authority 

structures provided through the operations of the markets. In these situations, state control is 

linked to purchasing power (Avant, 2005b, p. 67) and exercised through for example standard-

setting (McFate, 2017, pp. 162–163). 

States are thus faced with a dilemma: Private companies might be better placed to develop 

innovate and efficient solutions, but to maintain control states need to preserve a strong 

bargaining position vis-à-vis their suppliers. The dynamic nature of security markets will, 

however, challenge such market constraints as the buying power of a single state is limited even 

in the case of a global superpower and market dynamics attract increasing numbers of 

competitors (Leander, 2005, pp. 612–613). Reacting to increased levels of competition, market 

actors diversify and seek to find market niches in which competition is less tense. This can result 

in product and service innovation, but it can equally result in strategies to diversify the client 

base, which in turn decreases the relative buying power of the monopsonist (McFate, 2017, pp. 

162–168). 

Control over private security markets needs therefore to be asserted during the early stages, 

when the monopsonist effectively can leverage control over market actors and define the rules 

of the game (McFate, 2017, p. 163). As markets internationalize, no single actor can control and 

define the operations of the marketplace (Garud & Karnøe, 2003; Quack, 2007). 

Similar dynamics between the market and states exist for surveillance and intelligence activities, 

but the topic remains poorly understood (Bean, 2016; Hansen, 2014). This trend features most 

prominently in the United States, where evidence from the late 2000s suggests that the US 

intelligence community dramatically increased its reliance on contractors in the wake of the 9/11 

terrorist attacks (Bean, 2016). According to some estimates, 70% of the US intelligence budget 

was spent on private contractors in 2007 (Chesterman, 2008), making “intelligence contracting 

[…] a large, profitable and rapidly expanding business” (Cohen, 2010, p. 232; see also Priest & 

Arkin, 2010). 
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It has been suggested that the electronic surveillance requirements of the US post-9/11 have 

been a major driver of this uptick in demand, with procurements of ICT hardware and software 

including electronic intelligence collection and analysis capabilities being major cost factors 

(Chesterman, 2008). This is further underlined by the fact that in 2015 US Cyber Command 

awarded contracts worth $475 million to private companies to get the agency up to speed 

(Maurer, 2018, p. 71). 

While we have a rudimentary understanding of the larger intelligence market in the U.S. 

(Mahoney, 2017), Maurer points to the existence of a largely unnoticed market catering to 

intelligence and military demands in the context of cybersecurity and offensive cyber 

capabilities. This market is made up by transnationally operating ‘boutique firms’ that offer their 

services to law enforcement and intelligence agencies around the world (Maurer, 2018, pp. 73–

75). Burkart and McCourt characterize these market vendors as “ostensibly stateless”, selling 

off-the-shelf spyware and offensive services around the world (Burkart & McCourt, 2017, p. 

40). The existence of this market has been noted repeatedly, yet our knowledge of it remains 

underdeveloped (Buchanan, 2020, p. 317; Maurer, 2018, pp. 73–75; Singer, 2008, p. 175). The 

remainder of this article is an attempt to address this shortcoming. 

Methods & Data 

Trade fairs are an underexploited source of data in the otherwise notoriously secretive industry 

of privatized security. At these events vendors and customers interact, new products are 

presented, and market opportunities explored (Bathelt & Schuldt, 2008; Ramírez-Pasillas, 2010; 

Seringhaus & Rosson, 1994; Shires, 2018). In this article, we make use of the rich information 

contained in conference brochures and related documents to trace the evolution of PISC markets 

across the globe.  

Digital surveillance technologies are nowadays a normalized part of most military trade fairs. 

The French Milipol conference for example hosts dedicated sections on cybersecurity and facial 

recognition. Other conferences are solely focused on the digital surveillance market. The “ISS 

World” conference series is the most well-known and important of these. With a history 

reaching back to 2003 and venues around the world, ISS World has earned itself the somewhat 

dubious title of the “Wiretappers’ Ball”. This title is testament to its central position in the 

global marketplace, bringing together “service providers, law enforcement agencies, the Federal 
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Government and international standards body representatives and product/service vendors” 

(Telestrategies, 2003). 

As such, ISS World is not merely a reflection of the market but takes on a performative role, 

playing a key part in bringing together the European and US markets in the early 2000s, and 

later expanding into new regions such as the African continent. Recognizing the central place of 

ISS World, we have gathered conference brochures and related material through the Internet 

Archive and other publicly available sources. Conference brochures remained remarkably 

similar in form over the almost 20 years of investigation and provided extensive information on 

topics, sponsors, speakers, exhibitors, and training seminars. This information was coded into a 

comprehensive dataset, covering 5974 presentations, panels, product demonstrations, and 

training seminars for the period 2003-2020 across 64 conferences. This was supplemented by 

detailed demographic data on central companies (including home country, revenue, subsidiaries, 

ownership structure). 

Based on this information, we conducted a historical analysis to establish trends in product 

evolutions and company characteristics. Information from the brochures make up the core of our 

analysis and arguments. To validate the thus identified trends and observations and to identify 

gaps in the quantitative research, 19 in-depth interviews with industry insiders, public officials, 

and civil society observers were conducted. A comprehensive overview of the data gathered can 

be found in Appendix 1. The result of this extensive data collection is a story about the growth 

of an industry that is neither fully autonomous nor controlled. It is a market at the nexus 

between law enforcement, intelligence, and cyber warfare. And it is a shadowy reflection of the 

unwanted side-effects of digitalization. 

Despite the extensive data gathered, there are some clear limitations to our analysis. The first 

limitation stems from the types of data. While historical conference data can provide accurate 

information on general trends, qualitative data in the form of participant observations would 

have been a welcome supplement to gather more detailed data on the content of presentations 

and forms of interactions of professionals. Unfortunately, the ISS World conference is closed for 

the public and researchers are not welcome. Interview and attendance requests were 

categorically rejected by the organizers. A second limitation concerns a potential Western bias 

in the data. While it is well-known that Chinese and Russian vendors have become active 

participants on the market, we see relatively little activity of these actors in our data. A final 
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note of caution should be expressed regarding the top-segment of product offerings. Vendors in 

this segment can at times rely on direct contacts to the largest customers such as the NSA and 

associated Five Eyes intelligence agencies (Cox & Franceschi-Bicchierai, 2018). They do not 

need to market their products through conferences and trade fairs. Accordingly, a limited 

number of companies identified in journalistic accounts is not present in our data. 

Analysis: Mapping the Wiretapper’s Ball 

Market Emergence: The 1990s, de-regulation and the rise of digital 

communications 

Intercepting communications has been a staple of both law enforcement and intelligence 

practices for as long as communication systems existed. Famous examples like the Zimmermann 

Telegram, impacting the US intervention into the First World War or the legacy of Bletchley 

Park, are but two examples of how interception of communications has shaped history. 

In the period after the world wars, telecommunications systems were largely constructed, 

owned, and operated by public entities, or companies with close historical and institutional ties 

to the state (c.f. Wu, 2011). Intercepting communications on these systems was primarily 

delegated to a limited set of telecommunications companies operating within a given country, 

either on their own or with assistance from one or two specialized firms. While some of the 

companies operating today trace their origins to this era, such as the Dutch vendor ‘Group 2000’ 

that was founded in 1978, these are a minority. Prior to the 1990s, both lawful interception and 

the market catering to it, were limited and highly controlled. 

The events of the 1990s should revolutionize the field. First, the advance of networking 

technology and digital communications saw the emergence of a new form of communication 

network that was global in scope. Secondly, the explosive growth in telecommunication 

providers following sustained rounds of privatizations and de-monopolizations, created a much 

more complex environment. In both Europe and North America, new legislation was introduced 

that would require all telecommunication providers to comply with interception requests.4  At 

 
4 Most significantly, the US 1994 CALEA act (amended in 2005 to cover digital communications and voice over IP 

services), and the 1995 European Union requirements on lawful interception capabilities of Member States, 

subsequently broadened by the 2002 Data Privacy Directive.  
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the end of the 1990s, the changes in technology and market structures for telecommunication 

services had laid the groundwork for a new age of wiretapping. 

Compounding the developments within the market, the events of 9/11 provided a watershed 

moment that elevated interception capabilities to a level of strategic importance for security 

services in the US and European countries (Graham & Wood, 2003; Perlroth, 2021, p. 47). 

Intercepting communications was an essential component of such pre-emptive security logics 

(Amoore, 2006; Ball & Webster, 2003; de Goede, 2008; van Brakel & Hert, 2011) and a 

dominant belief in the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of private enterprise bolstered the 

growth of private security in the early 2000s (Abrahamsen & Williams, 2011; Bures & 

Carrapico, 2017). It is at this stage that the market for lawful interception and intrusion systems 

formally constitutes itself in the United States and Europe, capitalizing on the exploitation of 

digital communications and vulnerabilities where public actors lacked capacity and expertise 

(Abrahamsen & Williams, 2011, p. 71). 

Market integration, compliance and expanding reach 

The new requirements for lawful interception led to a demand for compliance-enhancing 

networking between the public sector, telecommunication operators, and surveillance 

companies. Acting on this demand, a small family-owned company named Telestrategies, which 

previously had organized conferences for the telecommunications industry and published an 

industry magazine named ‘Billing World’, started a new conference series in 2003 under the 

name of ‘Intelligence Support Systems (ISS) World’, conveniently located in McLean, Virginia. 

The invitational letter spells out the compliance demand in detail: 

Service Providers are facing increased information and technical assistance 

requests to support law enforcement CALEA request, subpoenas, court orders, 

search warrants and more. On the other hand, law enforcement agencies face 

subpoena backlogs, expensive telecommunications interface options to collect data 

and at times guarded cooperation from service providers. At ISS World 2003, the 

industry’s premier event addressing Lawful Interception and Internet Surveillance, 

conference presenters and exhibitors have the answers both carriers and LEAs need 

now.  

(Telestrategies, 2003) 
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The early compliance focus was evident with one in five speakers at the conference from public 

agencies such as the FBI, DHS, or the Federal Communications Commission, and 28 internet 

service providers present. Over time compliance faded into the background and the role of 

public actors decreased. By 2006 they accounted for only one in eight of the listed speakers.  

While ISS World started off as an American exercise with as little as two non-US vendors 

presenting in 20035, this situation changed quickly as the parallel European and American 

markets started to integrate. In 2006, almost one third of the presenting LI vendors were 

European (22) with an additional 8% (6) being located outside the transatlantic market.6  With 

Detica, Atis Uher, and Siemens, three of the seven lead sponsors were German. Mirroring the 

increasing integration with European suppliers, the number of countries represented equally 

increased from 15 in 2003 to 33 in 2006. 

Thematically, product offerings remained limited to basic lawful interception and 

telecommunications infrastructure, slowly expanding into mobile and wireless interceptions in 

2006. With global demand increasing and a seemingly unstoppable growth of online 

communications and digital data, the industry entered a phase of rapid expansion over the years 

2007-12. With little or no public scrutiny, and digital security remaining low on the public 

agenda, the period of the early global market was marked by an increasing product 

differentiation as telecommunications companies started to leave the market and a growing 

number of specialized small companies competed for new customers. 

Early global market 

In 2007, ISS World expanded into Europe and the Middle East, with South-East Asia following 

in 2008. In 2011, a fifth annual conference was added in Latin America. This expansion reflects 

the globalization of demand which is characteristic for this era. By 2013, 110 states would 

attend the conferences annually, a staggering increase of 233% since 2006. At the same time, 

the supply remained almost exclusively western, clustered around the US-Europe-Israeli triad. 

Notable exceptions, like Indian firm ClearTrail or Chinese ZTE Corporation were present but 

remained on the margins of the market. It was therefore a lopsided globalization: Global in 

demand and Western in supply. While largely confined to western suppliers, the increased 

demand led to a corresponding increase in vendors entering the market. According to 

 
5 Accuris (Ireland) and Aqsacom (France). Additionally, Verint should be mentioned, being US-Israeli. 
6 Primarily Israeli 
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Telestrategies’ own statistics, the number of ISS vendors attending the US conference increased 

from 87 in 2006 to 133 (2008) and 351 in 2011. In this regard it is notable that the US 

conference series quickly was overtaken by the Middle Eastern and European branch as the 

largest and most profitable conferences. The 2012 Dubai and Prague conferences attracted 1129 

and 973 participants respectively, with Kuala Lumpur in fourth place with 873 attendees in 

2011.   

Thematically, mobile intrusion and location, big data analysis, and deep packet inspections 

became prominent topics during these years. With the beginning adaption of the smartphone, 

mobile intrusion became a focal point for accessing relevant data for LI and intelligence 

purposes. The now infamous Italian vendor Hacking Team presents its mobile intrusion kit for 

the first time at the 2010 Prague conference, and Israeli spyware firm ELTA Systems introduced 

mobile location and interception tools in 2009. At the same 2010 Prague conference, German-

UK company Gamma Group gives a closed session titled “Tactical Mobile Phone Infection and 

Interception Beyond Borders”, providing the first unambiguous evidence of lawful interception 

tools now being supplied for operations with an international scope. One year later, in 2011, 

NSO Group would present their notorious Pegasus intrusion suit at the Latin American 

conference in Brazil. As the Stuxnet operation against Iranian nuclear facilities in Natanz 

provided states around the world with the proof for how powerful the exploitation of digital 

vulnerabilities could be in military operations, intrusion techniques were in growing demand. 

Rumors will have it that one company provided a closed session on its role in the Stuxnet 

operation.  Similarly, mobile location made a first appearance in the 2007 spring US conference. 

Later that year, a Verint presentation suggested that "Geo-location is quickly becoming a 

widespread commodity, with new systems and applications appearing constantly." From 2009 

onwards, mobile location has been an established part of the market with a designated 

conference track. 

A second topic on the rise in this period is big data analysis, which grows into a key solution to 

the problem of ever-growing amounts of digital data. Danish ETI Connect captured this 

challenge nicely in their 2011 presentation “From Gigabits to Terabits: Why You Want to Work 

Smarter and Not Harder”. Similar data handling tools are presented by German Trovicor and 

French Qosmos. With the advent of social media platforms, open source intelligence (OSINT) 

can be leveraged to connect the dots, providing information on the “Where, who and what” of 
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intelligence targets, as seen in the product offerings of for example US company Polaris 

Wireless. 

Third, deep packet inspections (DPI) gained traction from 2008 onwards as an approach to cope 

with massive bandwidths of data. DPI is used for inspecting detailed information of packets sent 

over the internet, allowing for the inspection of data streams according to defined filtering 

criteria. DPI has a range of applications that are useful for law enforcement and operators (for 

example, by filtering relevant information from a bulk of data) but can equally be applied for 

internet censorship and eavesdropping (Bendrath & Mueller, 2011). 

With the advent of the Arab Spring, the quiet days of the surveillance industry would start to be 

numbered as it was revealed that European firms had supplied regimes in Egypt and Syria, 

which in turn used the newly acquired capabilities to enable oppression and torture of dissidents 

(Privacy International, 2016b). The revelations led to widespread criticism and condemnation of 

the companies involved, even resulting in a lawsuit against French company Qosmos (Defraia, 

2012). These were no single instances either, both German-English Gamma Group (McVeigh, 

2011) and Italian Hacking Team were involved in similar activity regarding Egypt and Ethiopia 

respectively (Gibbs, 2015). Some of the systems that had been sold also had uses beyond 

domestic security. In the Ethiopian case, Hacking Team tools were for example found to target 

US residents (Marczak, Scott-Railton, & McKune, 2015). The Wikileaks release of the ‘Spy 

Files’ starting in 2011 provided detailed insights into the operations of the market, which were 

published in cooperation with media outlets around the world including the Washington Post, La 

Repubblica and Süddeutsche Zeitung among others (WikiLeaks, 2011). On top of this, the 

Snowden documents and various investigations of civil-society actors such as Privacy 

International and Amnesty International pulled the industry into the spotlight for good (Amnesty 

International, 2014; Privacy International, 2016a; Reporters Without Borders, 2014). 

In response, the market would become increasingly secretive in the years to come. 

Operationally, however, the industry was far from slowing down. New challenges emerging 

from the increased use of encryption and improving cybersecurity practices should drive the 

vendors to ever more sophisticated product offerings and regulatory efforts to limit the scope of 

operations had little effect to the extent that they were enacted at all (Maurer, 2018, p. 149). 
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Consolidation of global market 

In the years to follow the Snowden revelations, the geographic expansion phase of the global 

surveillance industry came seemingly to a halt. A final push to move into the South African 

region in 2014 was short-lived and eventually dropped after 2016. In this consolidating phase, 

market dynamics were shaped increasingly by the incorporation of new technologies such as 

facial recognition and responses to improved security awareness among the major technology 

corporations and users (Perlroth, 2021, pp. 37–38). Among the latter, basic security measures 

such as regular vulnerability patching and the use of encrypted communication applications had 

a profound impact on the viability of interception and surveillance technologies (Bellovin, 

Blaze, Clark, & Landau, 2014). 

Vendors catering to basic lawful interception applications in the form of passive surveillance 

remained relatively untouched by the increasingly complex environment, even though 

encryption made accessing data en route less valuable (Swire & Ahmad, 2012). With growing 

use of encryption, access to the device itself is needed to exfiltrate the desired communication 

before it is encrypted (Young Sic Jeong & Shin Gak Kang, 2013). However, the improving 

security practices meant that the middle segment that used to supply tools on the more offensive 

end had to reconsider their business model. The growing costs involved in developing intrusion 

tools capable of infiltrating security-conscious targets meant that only those with deep pockets 

were able to buy them. While a 0-day7 would trade for under $100 in early 2000, the price for 

similar unknown exploits increased to six-figure numbers quickly (Egelman, Herley, & van 

Oorschot, 2013; Perlroth, 2021, pp. 219–220). Consequently, law enforcement agencies lost 

their central place and the market shifted to catering to the needs of intelligence agencies. In the 

words of one interviewee with intimate knowledge of the industry, such tools have gone from 

“bullets to missiles”.8 

As law enforcement became increasingly marginalized, a new type of actor quickly took its 

place. With NATO’s recognition of cyberspace as a fifth domain of warfare at the 2016 Warsaw 

summit (Minárik, 2016), military agencies started to enter the market to a greater extent.9 The 

shift in customers from law enforcement to national security is evidenced by the appearance of 

presentations such as “CyberRange: virtual environment for cyberwarfare training” held by 

 
7 0-days refer to previously unknown vulnerabilities in software code. 
8 Interview with industry insider 10/23/2020 
9 Interview with industry insider 10/23/2020 
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Global Security Networks (GSN), a French-owned company based in the UAE in 2019; or 

“Cyber Weapons, Warfare, Decryption and Evasion Platforms” and “Cyber Weapons and 

Remote Delivery Mechanisms. A Live Presentation for Asymmetric Warfare and Decryption of 

Closed Online Services” by Indian company Aglaya who subsequently were revealed to sell 

“Cyber Warfare Services” targeting power grids and other critical infrastructures (Franceschi-

Bicchierai, 2016). 

Structurally, the result was a segmentation of the market with some products and companies 

catering to a broad list of non-sophisticated customers and others catering to highly advanced 

and technically savvy customers in intelligence agencies and the military. Relying on direct 

contacts to intelligence and military actors, some of the top-segment suppliers such as L3-TRL 

(now L3Harris), Raytheon, and BAE Systems start to leave the conference series or return only 

occasionally. 

On the supply side, these developments accelerated a re-ordering of the market. Consolidation 

of the market had been occurring for years, and the rising production costs put smaller 

companies under growing pressure as the race to develop or purchase previously unknown 

security vulnerabilities intensified. Resultingly, smaller companies struggling to compete had to 

adapt their strategies or be scooped up by larger players. Three aspects of consolidation are 

identified: First, a series of mergers and acquisitions by leading firms to strengthen their 

position and cater to the full spectrum of clients. Mergers and acquisitions have been a part of 

the market since its inception and is a continuous consolidating force throughout. German 

provider of data retention solutions Utimaco was acquired by Sophos in 2008 for $314 million 

(McMillan, 2008) and Israeli Verint Systems acquired German niche firm Syborg in 2011 

(Verint, 2011). Classic arms manufacturers like Rohde & Schwarz bought their way into the 

market by acquiring Ipoque in 2011(Rohde & Schwarz, 2011) and BAE Systems aquired Detica 

(2008) and ETI Connect (2011) (BAE Systems, 2021). The pace of M&As has remained high 

over the latter years with examples such as Nuance Communications buying Spanish Agnitio in 

2016 (Lee, 2016) and the abovementioned L3-TRL acquiring niche suppliers Linchpin and 

Azimuth in 2018 (Shoorbajee, 2018) before merging with Harris shortly thereafter (L3Harris, 

2019). In 2018, a merger between the two Israeli firms Verint and NSO Group would have 

created an unrivalled market champion, but the $1 billion deal fell apart ultimately (Reuters, 

2018). 
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NSO Group remains instead a good example of a second type of market consolidation, 

exercising a great degree of control over a limited market segment. With the company’s Pegasus 

suite, it is a market leader in the mobile interception segment, a market that amounts according 

to the company’s own estimate to $12 bn annually outside of the United States (Moody's, 2019). 

Charging $650,000 plus a $500,000 setup fee according to reporting by the New York Times 

(Perlroth, 2016), mobile interceptions remain one of the most profitable market segments, and 

NSO Group’s control over it has sparked a third type of market consolidation: the formation of 

strategic alliance between smaller competitors to counter the market dominance of the likes of 

Verint or NSO Group. 

In 2019, Intellexa was formed as an alliance comprising French Nexa, Israeli-Cypriot WiSpear, 

Israeli Senpai and Cytrox (Intellexa, 2019). Integrating the specialized expertise of their 

members, the alliance is now developing a shared analysis platform to cover the entire spectrum 

of mobile interception. Intellexa made their first appearance at ISS World Europe 2020, 

presenting how “Intellexa combines native 3G/4G interception and long-range WiFi interception 

to make field cyber operations more successful than ever”. While the lasting impact of such new 

forms of consolidation in the market remain to be seen, the effects of public exposure following 

the revelations of the early 2010s has had an unambiguous effect of decreasing transparency.   

Civil-society actors explained in interviews how attending the conference had become more 

difficult than ever.10 Closed sessions, anonymized speakers and the use of pseudonyms have 

become common to the extent that it is arguably the norm. Our data shows that closed sessions 

accounted for approximately half of the ISS sessions since 2014. Efforts to regain the comfort of 

operating out of the shadows without public scrutiny are equally mirrored by industry dynamics. 

One trend sees companies moving their headquarters away from states with stricter export 

regulation and enforcement, such as German market-leader Trovicor moving to the United Arab 

Emirates (PitchBook, 2021)11, or offensive intrusion specialist Gamma Group relocating to Italy 

from the United Kingdom.12 Another frequently deployed tactic is the opening of subsidiaries or 

regional offices in third countries, with Italian company Area opening a subsidiary in Oman, or 

 
10 Interviews A1, A5, A7 
11 Leaked materials from 2012 displayed Trovicor’s headquarters to be in Munich, while currently their headquarter 

is listed as Dubai, see (Trovicor, 2012). 
12 Gamma Group’s homepage claims their headquarters are based in the United Kingdom, but has not updated this 

information since 2019 and subsequently the company has operated out of Italy (see Crunchbase, 2021 and Gamma 

Group, 2019) 
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Qosmos (owned by Swedish ENEA), recently opening offices in Singapore. Finally, a third 

trend is companies being acquired by investors based in countries with less oversight, such as 

Cobham being acquired by Impetus of India.13   

Avoiding public scrutiny is, however, only a partial explanation for the re-location to the Middle 

East and Asia. While the superiority of Western spy firms has been taken for granted until 

recently, new competitors have emerged in areas outside of the European-Israeli-US triad. 

United Arab Emirates’ DarkMatter became famous as the facilitator of the country’s 

international spying and hacking efforts (Bing & Schectman, 2019). Chinese vendor Semptian 

entered the market initially in 2010, providing deep packet inspection services. Later, the 

company expanded its product offerings, being a central provider of social network monitoring 

tools and open source intelligence in the Asian and Middle Eastern regions. Another Chinese 

manufacturer, Sinovatio, entered the market in 2014 and expanded aggressively into social, 

network monitoring, big data analytics, and most recently 5G interception. 

A final development, partly spurred by the increasing sophistication of the products on offer, has 

been the growth in workshops, trainings, and seminars for knowledge transfers. At the ISS 

World the number and scope of pre-conference workshops has increased, as has the range of 

topics covered. At the 2021 Dubai conference for instance, attendees could attend trainings on 

topics such as OSINT investigations, 5G Networking and cryptocurrency alongside more 

aggressive approaches such as defeating encryption and interception and Man-In-The-Middle 

attacks. Interviewees have confirmed similar patterns in the industry more broadly, as the 

growing sophistication of the industry make sufficient training a necessary component of any 

sale. 

This latest wave of developments within the global surveillance market has produced highly 

sophisticated products targeted increasingly at intelligence and military actors – sometimes 

directly marketing “Cyber Warfare as a Service” (Cox, 2018) and requiring extensive 

knowledge transfers in the form of trainings and workshops. Whereas previous periods 

witnessed a globalization of demand, the most recent years have followed through with a 

beginning globalization of supply. Established industry giants like NSO Group are beginning to 

be challenged by smaller competitors that enter alliances and pool resources. Finally, in the 

 
13 Information on headquarters and mergers acquired from the Orbis database, see https://www.bvdinfo.com/en-

gb/our-products/data/international/orbis 
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wake of public scrutiny, the industry has adopted a number of strategies to keep operating in the 

shadows. 

Discussion 

As documented in the analysis, the market for surveillance and intrusion products has evolved 

dramatically since the beginning of the 21st century. Mirroring these changes in market 

structure, state control over market actors is becoming ever more challenging. Against these 

structural limitations to effective control, new actors have entered the scene, attempting to fill 

the regulative void and confronting market actors directly. These three elements – dynamic 

market structures, challenges to effective control, and the emergence of private-private control 

mechanisms – are important to discuss. 

The evolving market structure for digital arms and surveillance 

Variations in market structures have a significant bearing on the ability of states to exercise 

control over private security markets and limit the severity of market-related externalities. 

Mirroring developments in the markets for private military contractors, we have documented 

how the initial emergence of PISCs was driven by a combination of ideological and practical 

considerations (Singer, 2001). As demand for surveillance products and services increased in the 

wake of the 9/11 attacks, it was the private sector that controlled the necessary expertise to 

access the digitized communications of intelligence and law enforcement targets (Abrahamsen 

& Williams, 2011, p. 71). Underpinned by a dominant belief in private sector efficiency and 

innovation, the result was a reliance of even todays most advanced Western cyber powers on 

private contractors to deliver the technologies for lawful interception and intelligence purposes 

(c.f. Maurer, 2018, pp. 37–38). 

Since its inception the structure of the market for lawful interception and intrusion technologies 

has been dramatically altered on three dimensions. The first is a geographic expansion, resulting 

in a globalized marketplace. This development started out on the demand-side of the market as 

more and more states sought to bolster their surveillance capabilities through the marketplace 

and found a market centered in western states willing to provide such capabilities. This altered 

the demand side structure from resembling an oligopsony with a limited number of buyers to a 

broader and more heterogenous customer base. Whereas the initial market was structured around 

European and North American customers, as early as in 2006 representatives from public 
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agencies in 33 countries would attend the ISS conference series. A few years later, in 2013, this 

number had risen to 110.  

Similarly, the supply-side of the market has undergone dramatic, albeit lagged, changes on two 

levels. First, the number of vendors catering to the market mirrors the increase in demand. In 

2006, 87 vendors attended the US branch of the conference. In 2011, the number increased to 

351. However, the geography of supply remained centered around the US-Europe-Israeli triad 

that had dominated the market since the early 2000s. Only recently has a significant number of 

vendors entered the market from outside these regions, while Western firms are increasingly 

opening subsidiaries in especially the Middle East and South-East Asia. 

A second general trend has been the broadening of product offerings in the market. In the early 

2000s, the market was largely compliance-oriented, driven by legal requirements in the US and 

Europe. The 9/11 terrorist attacks drove the number of intercepts to new heights with the 

number of CALEA orders growing by 62% from 2004 to 2007 (Singel, 2007). Suppliers 

delivered the technology required for data retention and point-and-click interceptions systems 

that tapped communication while travelling through the networks of internet and 

telecommunication service providers.  

Over time, three additional categories of surveillance tools have become more important, 

rivalling or overtaking the central position of passive interception tools. Open-Source 

Intelligence Techniques leverage the growing amounts of publicly available personal data 

available through search engines and social media to gather information about targets. In 

addition, the ubiquity of mobile phones has provided ample opportunity for mobile location 

tracking services. If neither passive surveillance, mobile location, nor OSINT delivers the 

needed information, offensive intrusion tools can access the endpoint communication device to 

access information directly from the target’s computer or smartphone. This is at times needed to 

circumvent encryption or to access data stored on a device. While the increasing scope of 

product offerings has greatly increased the capabilities of law enforcement and intelligence 

agencies, the growing sophistication of products puts high demands on their customers and 

include a high degree of knowledge transfer and customer support. 

Finally, and relatedly, as the market gradually moved away from a compliance focus and 

broadened its supply, we observe indications of a segmentation of customers. Law enforcement 

agencies seem to become increasingly marginalized as police budgets do not allow for the 
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procurement of expensive targeted cyber intrusions packages offered at the upper scale of the 

market. In its place, intelligence agencies and military representatives are becoming the most 

important customers. The combined impact of new agencies entering the market and rising 

demand from outside the original marketplace has lent renewed urgency to the question of 

market-based control. 

Re-asserting control over global surveillance markets 

While the question of control is a consequence of vanishing state monopolies over security and 

intelligence functions, it makes little sense to compare the current market for surveillance and 

intrusion techniques to idealized notions of pure state agency and advocate for a return to an era 

in which public agencies would produce and operate surveillance tools themselves. Absent a 

paradigm shift in the structural relationship between states and digital markets, digital 

surveillance will have to involve some role for private companies. Additionally, rapid cycles of 

innovation have placed high barriers to the development of sufficient in-house capabilities 

within public agencies (Lachow, 2016; Pattison, 2020). As long as public security actors deem it 

necessary to incorporate offensive cyber capabilities, the private sector will have a role to play. 

Without such self-sufficiency, control exercises operate through principal-agent dynamics. To 

minimize agency slippage, principals rely on the ability to monitor and sanction undesirable 

behavior. However, such capacities hinge on the market position of the buyer. While 

monopsonies and oligopsonies facilitate market-based control, competitive markets will not 

afford any individual buyer the market-power to steer developments unilaterally.  

Mahoney suggested that intelligence contracting operates in a monopsony (Mahoney, 2017). 

While this remains relatively true for the top segment of vendors contracting with US 

agencies14, we have documented that the global market has a markedly different structure. The 

problem of exercising control through buying power in the global marketplace is exacerbated by 

the fact that the market has increasingly gravitated towards the Middle East and Southeast Asian 

regions. As the relative buying power of US and European countries declines, the enforcement 

power over PISCs becomes distributed across regions and agents. Here, no single actor can 

control and define the operations of the marketplace (Garud & Karnøe, 2003; Quack, 2007). 

 
14 There are notable exceptions to this rule. For example, French Vupen has contracted with the NSA while 

simultaneously working with the German agency BSI. 
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As documented above, some vendors choose to pursue exclusive contracts with a single or 

limited number of states as a business strategy. This is both feasible at the most sophisticated 

level of the market and for vendors at the more mundane level of data retention where contracts 

tend to be long, and relationships characterized by trust. While the former is viable only for the 

most advanced vendors, the latter strategy provides for limited business opportunities and has a 

similar natural upper limit to saturate supply. Exclusivity is thus a luxury that only a small 

minority of vendors can afford in their product offerings.  

Market dynamics incentivize most PISCs to broaden their client base. To control how such 

client diversification is performed, states cannot rely on their buying power alone. Effective 

control in the context of distributed agency and transnational markets requires collective action. 

But as the limited success of multinational efforts such as the Wassenaar Agreement indicate, 

collective control efforts are extremely difficult to deliver.15 Our findings point to at least three 

constraining dimensions of collective control. 

First, the nature of goods and services traded on the market departs significantly from that of 

private military and security contractors. While parts of the surveillance market provide physical 

equipment, many of the products are intangible software products that are ill-fitting within 

existing control mechanisms. Crucially, intrusion products can be largely standardized: once 

vulnerabilities for a certain device are weaponized, the intrusion platform can be used at scale, 

limited only by the fact that too broad an application might attract the interest of security 

researchers and render the underlying exploits useless.16 The production costs of offensive 

capabilities are thus defined by high initial costs and near-zero marginal cost. This is markedly 

different from the deployment of private military and security services and incentivizes vendors 

to sell to multiple clients. 

Further, private sector companies providing offensive cyber capabilities do so along a spectrum 

that spans from vulnerability research, through development and technical infrastructures up to 

intangibles such as trainings (DeSombre et al., 2021). These services have multiple use-cases. 

Since a vital part of the market is the dissemination of knowledge and tacit know-how (Bellovin, 

Landau, & Lin, 2017), it is almost impossible to limit the application of capabilities to a single 

end-user. An example is the so-called “Project Raven” in which the US company CyberPoint 

 
15 For an elaborate discussion on the inclusion of surveillance and intrusion software into the Wassennaar 

Agreement, see Ruohonen & Kimppa, 2019 
16 For an in-depth discussion about this, see Smeets (2016) 
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was hired by the United Arab Emirates in 2014 to support its anti-terrorism efforts through the 

application of market-leading surveillance techniques. As Emirati security officials learned 

about the effectiveness of these tools, they silently broadened the spectrum of targets from 

suspected terrorists to regime critics and later foreign intelligence targets including Turkish, 

Irani and Qatari officials (Bing & Schectman, 2019). Once UAE intelligence actors had 

internalized the offensive cyber capabilities provided by CyberPoint, the contract was 

terminated, and the program continued under the auspices of the newly formed Emirati company 

DarkMatter, with contractors either let go or transferred along. 

Second, and relatedly, while the product characteristics limit the utility of end-user licenses in 

surveillance markets, the existence of legitimate use cases for offensive capabilities can hardly 

be disputed. Contrary to PMSCs, there is no viable alternative to private sector security 

provision. For example, enhancing the security of organizations around the world is deemed 

indispensable from a cybersecurity point of view. A critical aspect of such efforts is the ability 

to test security practices through so-called red teaming, where outside hackers try to penetrate an 

organization’s networks and identify vulnerabilities. Disassociating such penetration-testing 

from more problematic transfers of offensive cyber capabilities to state actors is an enduring 

regulative challenge.  

To complicate things further, even the transfer of designated surveillance capabilities to 

authoritarian regimes can be viewed as legitimate if it serves narrow security interests of 

exporting states. While a desire to protect human rights and prevent proliferation of technologies 

pulls towards limiting the transfer of technologies, other security considerations pull in the 

opposite direction. The European Union, for example, regularly funds capacity building 

initiatives for law enforcements in third countries and oftentimes these include the transfer of 

advanced digital surveillance technology (Privacy international, 2019). The EU Trust for Africa 

is a case in point. A key component of the Trust is to enhance the capacity of African states to 

regulate and manage migration towards the European Union (EU Emergency Trust Fund for 

Africa, 2021). To support this mission, the EU funded the acquisition of an IMSI catcher17 for 

the border police of Niger for a total of Euro 11.5 million (Privacy International, 2019). On a 

more general level, Article 19 through 21 of the Convention on Cybercrime (“the Budapest 

 
17 An IMSI-catcher is an eavesdropping device that allows for the interception of mobile traffic and location data. It 

has been marketized on ISS conferences since 2012 by the Swiss firm Neosoft AG and British IP Access among 

others and is regularly updated to follow the rollout of new communication standards (2G, 3G, 4G etc.). 
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Convention”) requires signatories to establish legal frameworks and processes for the lawful 

interception, retention and real-time monitoring of digital communications (Convention on 

Cybercrime, 2001). 

The combination of a transnational competitive market, distributed agencies, largely intangible 

product types and vested interests therefore significantly hampers collective control efforts to 

reign in the market for surveillance and intrusion solutions. For states, the possibilities of 

controlling the market unilaterally based on their strong market position or collectively through 

international agreements are both severely challenged.  

Absent such political mechanisms of control, Avant’s work suggests that informal mechanisms 

can substitute formal control with social sanctioning. Given the close linkages between many 

vendors and domestic intelligence services, an intermediate strategy of internationalization 

caters to broader segments of customers with the tacit approval of domestic intelligence in order 

not to counteract national security interests.18  This creates linkages between companies’ home 

country and new customers that often follow historical and colonial lines. 

An example is the French firm Amesys, which has been involved in controversial sale of 

surveillance equipment to Libya (Sonne & Coker, 2011), yet who still supplies authoritarian 

regimes as the one in Egypt with the tacit approval of French Intelligence (Tesquet, 2017). 

Similarly, Israeli market leaders Verint sell their products broadly across the globe while also 

maintaining a close and well-documented relationship with the country’s intelligence agency 

Unit 8200 (Bamford, 2012). By fostering such connections, domestic security agencies can 

remain close taps on the foreign operations of vendors without regulating the industry or 

ensuring other formal means of control.  

This informal form of control through market mechanisms has in turn been bolstered by 

personal connections between PISCs and their domestic intelligence services. Individuals at 

PISCs often have histories of working for intelligence agencies, as was the case in the above-

mentioned ‘Project Raven’ for which the US vendor CyberPoint recruited more than a dozen 

former US intelligence operatives from among others the NSA (Bing & Schectman, 2019). 

Fostering these forms of personal connections is mutually beneficial as it provides control for 

the state and business opportunities for the companies. Moreover, it ensures a shared ethos 

 
18 Interview with industry insider 10/28/2020 
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between the intelligence agency and its suppliers, creating a sense of responsibility and purpose 

on both sides of the exchange.19 

The extent of such control is, however, dependent on both the ability and willingness of 

domestic intelligence agencies to set boundaries. Some states appear to keep a close eye on their 

PISCs, while others have adopted a more laissez-fair approach.20  As mentioned above, NSO 

group attended the Latin American ISS conference in 2011, presenting the at the time recently 

developed spyware product Pegasus. In the years following their conference attendance the 

company largely moved in the shadows, avoiding tradeshows until it was revealed in 2015 that 

they had provided the government of Panama with their spyware (Rodriguez, 2015). In 2018, 

amidst growing controversies, additional revelations showed that the company had supplied 

some 45 countries with the Pegasus spyware (Marczak et al., 2018). A similar pattern can be 

observed with surveillance vendor Circles, who attended conferences in 2014 and 2015 before 

disappearing, and who were subject to a 2020 Citizen Lab investigation, revealing that the 

company sold products to 25 states across four continents (Marczak, Scott-Railton, Rao, Anstis, 

& Deibert, 2020). While both companies have close ties to Israeli intelligence, their business 

history suggest they operate with a longer leash than similar companies based elsewhere (Shezaf 

& Jacobson, 2018). The existence of informal control over individual market actors is evident. 

However, there is reason to question the extent to which social control can align market 

outcomes with public interest. 

Beyond the informal control exercised through social networks, Deborah Avant suggested that 

value alignment might equally put informal boundaries on business practices as “the social 

control of force can be said to vary by the degree to which the tools that perform security tasks 

reflect these prevailing societal values” (Avant, 2005b, p. 42). Contrary to the provision of 

security functions, for surveillance markets this alignment has never been fully warranted. To 

the contrary, the very act of surveillance is oftentimes recognized as an illiberal practice putting 

the industry at odds with many of the leading values of international society (Glasius & 

Michaelsen, 2018). 

In sum, then, the prospects for individual and collective control over the globalized market for 

surveillance are impeded by the distinct market structure of the surveillance market. Adding to 

 
19 Interview with Industry Insider 09/23/2020 
20 For an in-depth investigation into diverging licensing practices in the European Union, see Goslinga & 

Tokmetzis, 2017 
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the complexities associated with the market for force, the digital equivalent is characterized by 

high mobility, widespread use-cases, and production functions that incentivize sales to multiple 

customers. While the early market resembled an oligopsony, once regulative efforts were 

discussed in the context of the Wassenaar Agreement in 2013 and the revision of dual-use 

export regulations in the European Union starting in 2014, market dynamics had already 

changed the underlying structure and placed Western countries in a more peculiar position to 

regulate market activities beyond their own jurisdictions. Mirroring Shawn McFate’s assessment 

of the private military industry, it seems that the previous ‘megaconsumers’ in the US and 

Europe have missed their chance to shape professional norms, standards and best practices 

(McFate, 2017, p. 163). 

The emergence of private control regimes 

Absent state-led control over private surveillance markets, global technology companies have 

entered the scene and begin to fill the regulative void. In doing so, social media and technology 

platforms have started to take-on the job of states in defining red lines for the surveillance 

industry. This is both an emphatic articulation of the failure of Western states to set bare 

minimum standards against the most unhinged segment of the market as it is testament to novel 

ways through which market-based control can be exerted above and beyond the state.  

In October 2019, the private messaging service WhatsApp and Facebook sued Israeli spyware 

vendor NSO Group for using its application to send malware to approximately 1,400 mobile 

phones and devices for surveillance purposes.21  Arguing that these actions were in violation of 

the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and a violation of its terms of use among others, the case 

has received the support of a coalition of technology giants including Microsoft, Alphabet, 

Cisco and Dell (Satter, 2020a), and human rights groups including Amnesty International, 

Privacy International and Reporters Without Borders (Satter, 2020b). In October 2020, the 

district court allowed the case to proceed, providing for a precedent to allocate responsibilities in 

the spyware market. 

Similar recourse to legal matters was taken by Amnesty International, who filed a case against 

NSO Group at the District Court of Tel Aviv in May 2019 with the aim to force the Israeli 

Ministry of Defense to revoke the company’s export license. This bid was, however, rejected as 

 
21 US District Court Northern District of California. Case No. 19-cv-07123-PJH. 2020. 

gov.uscourts.cand.350613.111.0.pdf  
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the district judge found that Amnesty did not provide sufficient evidence to document that the 

company’s spyware was used knowingly against activists (Holmes, 2020). While it is certainly 

too early to judge the effectiveness of emerging private control regimes, their arrival is 

significant and testament to an important structural condition that differentiates private 

surveillance markets from traditional markets for force.22  

While PMSCs produce direct and unmediated effects through the projection of force and 

manpower, effects in surveillance markets are mediated through digital platforms and 

technologies, drawing large multinational companies into the complex web of how this market 

produces security-relevant outcomes. Potentially, this enrollment of technology companies 

might act as a counterweight to power-asymmetries arising from the unmediated market in 

which latecomers to the cyber arms race can use their buying-power to develop offensive cyber 

capabilities to crack down on human rights and project power abroad. 

Conclusions 

Building on a historical analysis of almost 6000 presentations, trainings, panels, and seminars 

over the period 2003-20, this paper has added new detail to the discussion about the 

opportunities and perils of the surveillance industry. We demonstrate how the market for 

surveillance technology developed from initially separate but similar European and US 

endeavors to an integrated and highly dynamic Western supply base organized around the US-

Europe-Israeli triad. Demand grew quickly and by 2008 the market had effectively globalized. 

While the existence of a global market has been in effect much longer than commonly assumed 

(Perlroth, 2021), supply would only expand in any significant volume beyond Western states in 

the later stages of the 2010s. However, at this stage the market itself had transformed, moving 

from a compliance focus to an increasingly offensive posture with the supply of intrusion 

products starting in 2010.  

Based on these empirical findings, we have argued that the consequences of market-based 

surveillance solutions depend on the ability of states to control market developments. Not all 

markets are detached from public control, especially not security markets. In determining the 

possibilities of control, market structures play a significant role. If suppliers are tightly 

embedded into domestic security architectures – either through informal means of control or 

 
22 Another interesting case of private control regimes is the case against Amesys and Nexa Technologies currently 

in the Paris Judicial Court, see Fussell, 2021. 
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through captive business relationships – the existence of private markets does not necessarily 

pose a risk to security objectives. However, in market situations where few vendors can sustain 

their existence based on individual customers, control becomes a more pressing issue. With the 

Middle Eastern and South-East Asian regions surpassing Western states as profit centers for the 

industry, the market-led proliferation of offensive cyber capabilities is becoming increasingly 

difficult to control. 

We find that the market for surveillance products is largely made up of small boutique vendors. 

However, as the market has grown, large defense companies have similarly entered the market 

and the level of mergers and acquisitions has accelerated. Further, like PMSCs, PISCs are highly 

mobile owing to the largely immaterial nature of product offerings and relocate quickly. 

Nonetheless, proximity to markets seems to be important as witnessed in the trend towards 

opening subsidiaries close to profit-centers.  

From a meso-perspective, the market has undergone a similar development to that of other 

security markets. With strong roots in the European and US regions, the market emerged and 

evolved around the demands of a small group of states. This oligopsonistic structure provided 

for a favorable environment to set standards and draw red lines for acceptable behavior. 

However, no such efforts materialized. As the market attracted ever increasing demand from 

new customers inside and outside Western states, the power to shape market structures became 

more distributed. Consequently, efforts to reign in the market are structurally much more 

complex than they were in the early period of market formation and require collective efforts. 

Yet, despite these similarities, a number of idiosyncrasies have been identified that undermine 

collective control efforts. Most importantly, products and services traded on the market are 

inherently dual-use. This implies that defensive capacities can be re-designed for offensive 

purpose with little effort and that offensive capabilities aimed for narrow use-cases in legitimate 

areas such as law enforcement can travel to proximate use-cases in the intelligence and military 

sectors. Given that capabilities require little physical hardware, this lateral proliferation is a 

cause of concern.  

Relatedly, the dual-use nature of products spurs conflicting security interests within the 

administrations of exporting states. As documented, institutional frameworks incentivize the 

transfer of interception and surveillance capabilities for limited use cases in cybercrime 

prevention and border security. However, control over the use of exported capabilities post 
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transfer is extremely difficult, potentially adding unwittingly to the proliferation of offensive 

cyber capabilities around the globe. Simultaneously, the existence of an integrated market in 

which several vendors cater both to law enforcement and intelligence does open the question 

whether such an arrangement amplifies the use of advanced surveillance and intrusion products 

for law enforcement. 

Finally, the production function of PISCs is markedly different from that of PMSCs. Whereas 

the latter faces significant marginal costs when expanding operations, the opposite is true for 

cyber capabilities that are marked by near-zero marginal cost. To what extent this structural 

condition drives market-led proliferation of offensive cyber capabilities is an important question 

for further research. 

Our findings raise a number of additional questions for future inquiries. First, the question of 

social control could not be addressed fully in our research. To what extent relationships between 

vendors and intelligence agencies serve as limiting factors deserves more attention. Relatedly, 

anecdotal evidence points to significant variation in the willingness of public agencies to 

exercise social and formal control over vendors. Documenting this variation and identifying 

causal mechanisms promises important insights into the potential for control more generally.  

Second, our findings indicate that product offerings seem to cater more closely to military 

customers in the latest years. Documenting the extent of this trend and the drivers thereof 

(including NATO’s declaration of cyber as the fifth domain) will be important to gain a better 

understanding of market segmentation, including the question whether we are witnessing the 

emergence of separate markets for lawful interception and offensive capabilities respectively.  

Finally, surveillance vendors are embedded into multi-layered value chains. Identifying patterns 

of value-chain management could provide useful insights into potential avenues for control. 
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Appendix 1: Empirical Material 

Conference Data 

Region Period Conferences 

covered 

Missing Data Presentations & 

trainings 

America 2003-2019 1723 2005; 2009; 

2018 

1762 

Europe 2008-2020 13 None 1802 

Middle East 2008-2020 12 2018 967 

Asia 2008-20019 12 None 885 

Latin 

America  

2011-2019 7 2014; 2017 369 

Africa 2014-2016 3 None 188 

Total  64  5973 

Interviews 

Interview # Interviewee 

Identifier 

Date Sector Duration (minutes) 

1 A1 07/09 2020 NGO 67  

2 A2 09/01 2020 Research 

Institute 

64 

3 A3 09/07 2020 Politician 35 

4 A4 09/08 2020 NGO 75 

5 A5 09/09 2020 NGO 58  

6 A6 (joint with A5) 09/09 2020 Political 

Advisor 

58 

7 A7 09/10 2020 Political 

Advisor 

67  

8 A8 09/23 2020 Private Sector 64 

9 A9 10/22 2020 Public Sector 56 

10 A10 10/23 2020 Private Sector 75 

11 11/05 2020 Private Sector 60 

12 A11 10/28 2020 Private Sector 37 

13 A12 11/17 2020 Public Sector 30 

14 A13 11/17 2020 Private Sector 62 

 
23 For the period 2004-07, the US conference was held bi-annually.  
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15 A14 09/21 2020 Journalist 40 

16 A15 09/23 2020 NGO 67 

17 A16 (joint with 

A15) 

09/23 2020 NGO 67 

18 A17 12/10 2020 Private Sector 67 

19 12/14 2020 Private Sector 80 
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Final Remarks 

I started this dissertation with an ambition to showcase the role of experts and private actors in 

shaping how cyber risks come to be understood and acted upon. Based on a recognition of how 

these processes operate through institutional settings that are characterized by epistemic 

uncertainty and interdependence, I have advanced an analytical framework of embedded social 

action within open systems of organization. The central argument put forward is that cyber risk 

work derives its political significance from the recursive processes through which the 

diagnostics of cyber risk come to be amplified across sectoral and jurisdictional boundaries to 

shape the contours and terms of interdependence. In that way, even the mundane activities of 

risk assessments in organizational contexts gain a new political significance and can shape 

shared understandings of what risks are and what should be done about them. As cybersecurity 

has become both a strategic priority and a coveted competency with demand far outstripping 

supply, experts and private actors take on roles that can far exceed the implementation of 

publicly determined rules. Instead, they can act in concert with, and at times challenge, the 

authority of states and other public organizations to shape the parameters of administrative and 

governance efforts.  

Across the four case studies, variations of this argument have been explored. I have documented 

how the authority to speak about the unknown no longer is confined to purely technical experts, 

and how such expert status derives increasingly from an ability to mediate between epistemes. 

Acting on such opportunity structures, the case of cybersecurity capacity building has 

highlighted how this mediating capacity can be operationalized at the transnational level by 

combining global claims to best practice and access to local networks to forge and cement 

decisive actor coalitions. Further, the analysis of the cyber insurance industry indicated how 

claims to authoritative knowledge not necessarily are correlated with detailed and elaborate 

representations of risk. Instead, the contestation over risk quantifications showcased how the 

translation of risk representations into actionable advice can trump the mastery of technical 

complexities. Finally, through a historical analysis of the market for surveillance and 

interception products I showcased how such authority structures, once firmly established, can be 

difficult to challenge.  

Throughout, it has been documented how definitional power has shaped the organization of risk 

through processes of diagnosis and inscription. Experts translate technical knowledge into 
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operational advice and strategies, turning interpretations of risk into mediating policies. 

Sometimes, such translations are advanced not solely on altruistic grounds. The strategic 

framing of problematizations can open new opportunities to monetize on risk and manage 

uncertainties. In this way, the careful crafting of consensus positions can open opportunity 

structures to insert oneself as the staging posts of risk management processes and to assert one’s 

own competencies as indispensable. In this context, the seemingly unstoppable acceleration of 

technological developments, which more than anything else makes cyber risk work unique, 

proves both prospect and threat to such market-making strategies. On the one hand, early 

investments can consolidate interpretative authority. On the other hand, however, the ‘high 

paced rhythm’ of cybersecurity knowledge might nullify this forward-looking action. To 

stabilize authority positions, and to link problems to tasks, representations of risks are frequently 

inscribed into market devices through which the linkages between risk definitions and 

prescriptive action become institutionalized.  

For all these reasons, markets and experts matter for both the constitution of cybersecurity as an 

object of concern, and for the structuring of cybersecurity practices. Concurrently, however, 

states, and public actors more generally, have been showcased to play active roles in these 

processes too. The key transnational forum for the organization of cybersecurity capacity 

building, for example, was established by a collaborative undertaking of the Dutch and British 

governments, and both countries have maintained central positions within it throughout. 

Similarly, the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity has initiated collaborative forums to 

support the calibration of cyber risk underwriting and insurance. Both examples illustrate how 

public actors are far from impotent in asserting forms of public authority within the organization 

of cyber risk. Indeed, when acting skillfully and strategically the new Realpolitik of cyber risk 

and control can open novel avenues for states to assert their role in shaping global and domestic 

rules and practices. Especially for smaller states, this is an opportunity to ‘punch above one’s 

weight’. Estonia is a prime example of this. My contention here is that such influence no longer 

derives naturally from rational-legal rule and bargaining power, although these aspects can 

remain important. Especially in the transnational sphere, but also in uncertain and 

interdependent contexts more generally, both public and private actors derive interpretive 

authority by engaging in the politics of interpretation, linking problems to solutions, and 

asserting oneself as the indispensable actors to deliver on the thence defined goal.  
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Necessarily, this research can only be a starting point. In searching for variation across cases, I 

maintained a focus on private actors. How such Deutungskämpfe over diagnostic and 

prescriptive authority play out in different contexts, remains an issue for further exploration. I 

am confident that the here provided examples are valid representations of the respective issue 

areas. Through rigorous data collection and continuous triangulation efforts, the findings have 

continuously been subjected to ‘trials of strength’. However, further investigations are needed. 

What I hope to have achieved is to provide some inspiration for future work that seeks to 

explore the relationships between cybersecurity, risk, authority, and knowledge construction.  
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